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© 7930—N. S. W. M. Co... . Furniture: Courtesy, Flint && Horner Co. 

HEN N | the leading retail stores of Fifth Avenue and other famous shopping 

jealous of their repute for handling only the finest mer- 

c tol the marts of fF the world provide—display North Star Blankets in their front 

windows, with the white and gold label exposed so that all who look may see 

that’s the convincing story of North Star supremacy. And when you realize that 

NORTH STAR O22 Alianket 

there is a North Star Blanket for every need, practical or artistic, you'll have to 

think pretty hard and subtly to find an excuse not to have one or more in your 

home. Every blanket that bears a North Star label is a blanket which it took 

sixty-six years of experience to bring to an unrivalled state of perfection. No won- 

der distinguished decorators specify them in finest bedroom and boudoir ensembles. 

Sizes— (Single and double) from smallest crib, 32”x 42”, to extra large, go” x 108”. Co/ors—Loveliest of the pastels, 
duo-tones, two tones, plaids and solids. W hites—The whitest of whites, plain or bordered. Purity— Absolute, 
both as to wool and dyes. Weights—All, from lightest summer to heaviest winter. How to Buy—Insist on blankets 
with North Star Label. 

North Star 

Woolen Mill Company 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

Dept. A-5 
Please forward, post prepaid, copy 

&; «42 | of your new North Star Blanket 
ANK® Catalogue in Full Color. 
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A MESSAGE TO HOME OWNERS FROM 

THE UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY 

It Costs but Little to Salvage 

wasted Attic Space 

OW many times have you wished 

that your attic was finished for 

another bedroom, playroom or den? Do 

you know that by using Sheetrock, the 

fireproof wallboard, such improvements 

can be made quickly, conveniently and 

without muss or litter? And the low cost 

will be far less than you expect. 

Sheetrock is ideal for remodeling. It 

comes in sturdy panels that are simply 

nailed in place. Though it is light in 

weight, quickly and conveniently erected, 

Sheetrock is solid, fireproof and durable. 

New rooms can be added or =»- -y- 

the present arrangement of * 

your rooms completely changed 

— easily, quickly and economi- 

cally—by using Sheetrock. 

Sheetrock walls may be deco- 

rated any way you wish. Wall- 

paper, paint, calcimine, etc., may 

be applied over the smooth, 

finished surface. Better still, you 

at this time. Labor and mate- 

rials are low in price. Now is the 

time to modernize your home. 

Ask your contractor, or any 

dealer in lumber or building 

supplies, about Sheetrock. When 

you see a panel of Sheetrock 

you will know, at once, that it 

. : per dollar, use Thermofill, 
textured decorations by using the Dry Fill Insulation. for remodeling work. A sample 

Textone, the plastic paint. 

It will be to your advantage to make 

those long-needed improvements in your 

home right now. Carpenters and contrac- 

tors have ample time for remodeling work 

Fireproof. Easy to install. 
For old homes and new. of Sheetrock and descriptive 

literature will be sent to you postpaid 

upon request. Please address the United 

States Gypsum Company, Dept. 96A, 

300 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

SHEETROCK 

The FIREPROOF WALLBOARD 

re 
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For Mothers who spend Happy hours 

with Children in the NJursery 

The nursery telephone zs 

a convenient pathway to the 

outside world...as well as 

to other rooms within the home 

ProsaBiy there is no room in the house 

sO important, in a mother’s eyes, as the 

nursery. Quite naturally, a telephone 

should be considered an essential part of 

its equipment. 

It gives you ready access to neighbors, 

or to friends in distant cities . . . and 

them to you. It saves trying trips to dis- 

tant parts of the house, and avoids the 

necessity of interrupting games that are 

so important to children. When away from 

home, it lets you speak directly with the 

nurse, without her leaving the nursery. 

If the children are far beyond the nursery 

In the nursery, every arrangement is made with a view to the greatest possible convenience, comfort and safety. The nurs- age... if they are, in fact, almost young 

ery telephone contributes to all of these. It makes it possible to be with your children, and at the same time keep in close ’ 
: men and women .. . telephones are still 

touch with outside matters as well as household affairs. Appropriate signaling devices, such as lights, buzzers and soft 
important. For the younger members ot bells, are available. 

the family have their own interesting 

activities, and they appreciate the conve- 

nience and courtesy of their own telephones 

. in their own rooms. 

Telephones add to the comfort of every 

part of the house—and every member of 

the family. And their cost is nominal. Let 

your local Bell Company Business Office 

help you plan the most suitable telephone 

arrangements for your home. 

[s/ 2 

(4B 
Every worth-while young man has friends he likes to The daughter of the house enjoys the convenience of ber i, 

call up often. And he certainly appreciates being able own telephone. It makes the room so completely hers . . . 

to talk over bis own telephone . . . in bis own room. and enlarges the circle of her friendships. 



J. Walter Collinge 

A combined feeling of old Spain and the Mediterranean is ex- 
pressed in this residence of Mr.and Mrs. M. Kortlander, Santa 
Barbara, California. Edwards & Plunkett were the architects 
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“upper:) Residence of concrete masonry and port- 
land cement stucco exterior. Atlanta, Georgia. 

A. F. N. Everett, Architect. 

(left:) Concrete masonry residence, portland cement 
stucco exterior. Washington, D. C. 

A. C. Minnix, Architect. 

(right:) Concrete masonry bungalow, Macon, 
Georgia. Designed by F. E. Market 

utld of CONCRETE MASONRY 

—is sound advice given to clients by a rapidly in- _ units in wall surfaces give pleasing textures, or 

creasing number of reliable builders in all parts of afford an ideal backing (with perfect bond) for 

the country. portland cement stucco. 

Concrete masonry building units of convenient For small or large homes —and many types of 

size and uniform quality are adaptable to the re- _ public or commercial structures—concrete masonry 

quirements of those who seek beauty and charm __has no equal. 

as well as firesafety and durability. 
A widely used size of concrete block is eight by 

These rugged units are easily and swiftly handled, eight by sixteen inches. Standard block of other 

and permit important economies in erection and dimensions, are available also. 

maintenance of the popular hol- 

low wall type of building con- 

struction. 

Concrete masonry adapts 

itself to all architectural designs. 

Many delightful exterior effects 

can be obtained. The exposed 

Concrete building tile are 

smaller and lighter than con- 

crete block. They contain more 

air space in proportion to the 

size of the unit. 

(left:) Several of the more frequently used concrete 
masonry units are illustrated. It will be seen these 
units are hollow, and therefore provide the bollow- 
wall type of construction so much desired. 

PORTLAND CEMENT CAssociation 

Concrete for permanence and firesafety 
33 W. GRAND AVENUE 

CHICAGO 
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Christmas Gifts that become? 

Family Heirlooms 

HAT to give for Christmas? ... this year 

surely something useful .. momnthing to bri ‘ing 

comfort and beauty to the home.. . something that 

will carry the memory of the giver and the joy of 

the recipient far into the future...to be a gift of 

happy association’ and treasured memories. 

In_ the Kittinger line of 700 distinctive and authen- 

tic reproductions, you are sure to find many pieces 

that will fit your purse and best express your senti- 

ment...and atthe same time carry their use- 

fulness and charm to coming generations. 

Your Christmas Gift Problem will be sim- 

plified by a visit to the nearestu Kittinger 

showroom, where’ a revelation in Fine 

Furniture awaits you...or send to us for 

a helpful Christmas shopping booklet., 

“The Gift of Gifts,” and the name of the Kittinger 

dealer in your locality. Address Kittinger Company, 

Dept. 309, North Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. 

SHOWROOMS 
Buffalo New York Chicago Los Angeles [iisiotes 

At Factory, N.ElmwoodAve. 205 East 42d St. 433 East Erie St. At Factory, 1300 S. Goodrich Blvd. ° eee rniture! 

VE A DING, F rg 

poureate” 

inctive Furniture 
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Saved 52% of insulation cost the 
first year! The cost of insulating the 
attic of H. J. Lowdon's home in 
Seattle was only $86.80. He saved 
$45.27 on fuel bills the first year 

i i ith Bal: Wool after lating w 

rey aS. a 

7 - 

$71 insulated this attic with Bal- 
sam-Wool! Home of Dorman H,. 
O'Leary, Kansas City, Mo. Aver- 
age annual fuel bills before insu- 
lation, $121.26. Average fuel bills 
after insulation, $91.58. Actual 

savings (oil), $29.68 

Act now to assure this 

warmth and coziness all 

winter—this remarkable 

saving on fuel bills 

ARMER rooms, fuel savings such as own- 
Was of these homes are making. . . 

Any home, thanks to Balsam- Wool, can have 
them, this winter—and every winter. 

On the typical homes pictured above, the 
entire job of lining the attic, including labor, 
cost only $71 to $115. And note, in the cap- 
tions below each photograph, the money 
savings on fuel bills that Balsam-Wool brings. 

These are actual records of economy, re- 
ported by the owners from figures kept for an 
entire heating season. Read in them what 
you can save, in your own home this winter. 

Not a remodeling job 

With this thick, fleecy “wool” from wood 
you can insulate your attic without remodeling! 

Nothing is torn up. A carpenter simply 
tucks this flexible Balsam-Wool in between 
the ceiling joists or roof rafters—snugly 
into every crack and crevice. 

Then—new comfort throughout the house 
in winter! Healthful, even temperatures, 

THICK... FLEXIBLE 

The American Home 

SOL to SLID does it! — = 

Get dealer’s estimate 

on lining your attic with 

“WOOL” FROM 

This is Balsam-Wool in the recommended one-inch thick- 
ness. Balsam-Wool alone gives the great three-way advan- 
tage of 1. Flexibility. 2. Full inch thickness. 3. The highest 
insulating value ever attained in house insulation 

always! Fuel bills way down—every year. 
And in the heat of summer, upstairs rooms 
stay cool. There will be no more stifling nights 
to rob you of sleep—no stuffy bedrooms. 

For new homes too 

If you are building a new home, have all out- 
side walls as well as the attic, lined with 
Balsam-Wool. Let us send you facts of fuel 
saving on houses of every type, in every 
climate. Write for this data. 

Ask dealer now for estimate 

Your lumber dealer can tell you just how to 
insulate your attic with Balsam-Wool—how 
much it will cost—and choose a good carpen- 

Annual savings on fuel (gas) $53.92! 
Home of Theo. Schenk, Ch . Lil. 
Cost of Balsam-Wool installed in 
attic, $88. Annual amount of fuel bills 
before insulating $440.65. Annual 
fuel bills after insulating, $386.73 

$99.94 saved on fuel bills the first 
winter! Home of A. J. Reedy, 
Battle Creek, Mich. Cost of Bal- 
sam-W ool installed in attic, $115. 
Fuel billsbeforeinsulating, $375.57. 
Fuel bills (gas) after insulating, 

$275.63 

IT TUCKS IN! Note in the large 
photograph (left) how |Balsam-W ool 
tucks in between framing members. 
All the places usually hard to protect 
—under eaves, around dormers—are 
easy to calk tightly with fiexible 

Balsem-W ool 

ter to do the work. Ask him today for free 
quotations. No obligation to you. Or, if you 
prefer, mail us the coupon and we will see 
that the free estimate is provided. 

Send for free sample and booklet 

Mail the coupon below—today. It will bring 
you a free sample of Balsam-Wool and a 
valuable new booklet “True Insulation for 
your Present House.” 

Sold only by Retail Lumber Dealers 

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY 
Cloquet, Minnesota 

Sales Offices in Principal Cities veut INSULATION bee ee ee 
Wood Conversion Company 
Dept. G-5, Cloquet, Minnesota 
Please send me 
C) Free estimate on a Balsam-Wool Blanket for my attic 
©) Sample of Balsam-Wool and Attic Insulation booklet 
©) Sample of Balsam-Wool and New House Insulation booklet 

Balsam-Wool 2ionker 

INSULATION... EFFICIENT 

Also makers of Nu-Wood—the All Wood Insulating Wall Board and Lath; Balsam-Wool Insulation for Domestic Refrigerators, Motor Buses and Airplanes, 
Balsam-W ool Refrigerator Car Insulation and Steel Passenger Car Insulation; Balsam-Wool Acoustical Blanket 
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for every radiator- 

AS LOW AS as 

‘150 

F.0O.B. FACTORY 

Installation Extra 

Easy payments if desired! 

Ingenious invention 

banishes dry winter air » » » » 

the cause of discomfort, colds, 

and cracked furniture ! 

For years engineers have tried to 

overcome winter dryness in the home. At last they 

have succeeded; the Doherty-Brehm Radiator 

Humidifier is the first and only successful low- 

priced humidifier. Automatic, silent, constant, it 

supplies the correct amount of moisture to the air in 

any home equipped with 

radiator heat—steam, 

hot water, or vapor. 

Essential for health 

and comfort 

Into America’s finest 

homes it is bringing 

the breath of spring all 

through the months of 

winter. Fresh, moist air 

in every room; no dry, 

hot air to invite colds, 

bronchitis, and other 

winter ills; to wilt plants and flowers; 

to crack and blemish furniture, floors, 

and woodwork. 

One Humidifier sufficient 

for average home 

To provide this comfortable and health- 

ful atmosphere, the Doherty-Brehm 

Radiator Humidifier evaporates just 

the right amount of water in the home 

—1 to 100 gallons a day, as may be 

needed! Positive automatic control; no 

moving parts to get out of order. No 

noise or steam. There is a size and type 

for every home heated with radiators. 

One of these humidifying radiators cen- 

————, 

Masters have pro- 
duced beautiful wood 
cabinets for the 
Doherty-Brehm. 
Alsoin metal cabinet 
and for wall recess- 
ing. In metal cab- 
inets, $150 to $225. 
In wood cabinets, 
$245 to $340; 
ts: Os b. factory, 
installation extra. 

trally located will properly moisten the air 

in an entire house or individual apartment. 

Beautiful cabinets— 

Easy installation 

Doherty-Brehm Radiator Humidifiers 

are enclosed in pleasing cabinets in 

many finishes to harmonize with any 

interior decoration. Each is both a 

heating and humidifying unit, simply 

and quickly installed, and maintained 

without cost, trouble, or attention. 

DOHERTY 

-BREHM-s 

heated home.. / 

Easy payments on 

the CRANE Budget Plan 

The Doherty-Brehm Radiator Humidifier 

issold by CRAN E through dependable 

heating and plumbing contractors every- 

where. You can buy it under the Crane 

Budget Plan and pay only 10% down, the 

rest in small monthly payments. Call in your 

nearby heating and plumbing contractor 

and tell him to equip your home now. 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FACTS 

et ti ti ati ti et titi 
DOHERTY-BREHM CO. 
333 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
Please send your instructive booklet 
about humidity and the Doherty 
Brehm Radiator Humidifier. 

OOMERTY BREHM 
Humidifier 

A 

I have..........rooms in my house. 
I have. eee ct Water..... . Vapor 

og ee, 

‘wmemer | Name........... 

a Address. . .  oneeimeneenaneaiinded 

HUMIDIFIER 
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Genuine Whitney Reproductions 

Bring New Romance, Beauty and Comfort into Every Modern Home 

Whitney — 

Reproductions 

for the 

They are Perfect Reproductions of Colonial Heirlooms 

Owned by Millionaires 

A: some time or another, every woman has 

reviewed a treasured piece of Colonial furniture, 

a priceless original, with admiring, longing eyes. 

She has wanted to call it her very own, but she 

knew, regretfully, that it was beyond her means. 

It was for the home of a millionaire. 

The romantic beauty of rare, original pieces 

cannot be denied. But the day has passed when 

their charm and color are limited to preten- 

tious homes. Perfect copies of the finest 

heirlooms have been made by 

beauty and comfort into every modern home. 

Now you can furnish your living room, bed- 

room and dining room with Colonial pieces 

which combine the romance of yesterday with 

the home-furnishing needs of modern times... . 

furniture that is light, strong, colorful and gay, 

pieces that are easy to handle and simple to 

arrange in rooms of any size. The cost of re- 

furnishing your home with Whitney pieces will 

be surprisingly low. Whitney reproductions are 

sold by leading decorators and ( 
Whitney craftsmen at a fraction 

of their cost .. . reproductions 
Whitney 

‘eproduction 
WEF WHITNEY CO_JRC SOASHBURNMAM MASS. 

furniture stores. See them. You 

will marvel at their beauty, ap- 

that will bring new romance, prove of their design. 

Nia genuine. juece if Whitne Y mute se 

Genuine Whitney repro- 
ductions are guaranteed 
to be satisfactory in every 
respect. No piece is made 
by Whitney unless it 
bears the Whitney name 
plate shown above. 

Only the finest solid ma- 
ple and birch woods are 
used in Whitney pieces. 
High grade stains assure 
hard, clear and durable 
surfaces which are easy 
to keep clean. 

SOUTH ASHBURNHAM, MASS. 

» Lens 

- Whitney ~ 

Reproductions 

for the 

Living Room 

4161 

1789R 
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it has the money-saving Monitor Top! 
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Count up all the bottles of 

milk and cream that turn sour 

in a year—the butter that be- 

= gins to havea “taste” —so that 

it must be used for cooking purposes. 

Count up the eggs, the meat 

and fruit and vegetables that = & 

must be wasted, because they ~~ 4 

are no longer fresh. ri: 

. Be And then—count up the bene- 

i> oe fits of modern refrigeration— 

. ™ electric refrigeration — the sav- 

ing of food and milk—the 

plentiful supply ofice cubes—the econom- 

ical frozen dishes you can make. 

A RR RE 

* * * 

You can afford the economical General 

Electric Refrigerator. Its mechanism—her- 

metically sealed in the Monitor Top—is 

so completely protected from air, dirt and 

moisture, that it runs quietly, efficiently, de- 

pendably through the years—at a cost of 

but a few cents a day! 

With our easy payment plan, a few 

dollars in cash will put intoyour kitchen 

a glistening white General Electric Re- 

frigerator of striking modern beauty— 

all-steel—permanently oiled—with all 

the General Electric refinements—high 

legs—temperature regulator—the Chiller 

for storing frozen desserts — the Super- 

freezer for quick freezing of ice cubes 

—and the money-saving Monitor Top! 

Write us for the latest issue of our 

magazine, “The Silent Hostess.” It con- 

tains valuable information regarding 

oomph amrggrecages GENERAL ¢@ ELECTRIC 
Q-11, Electric Refrigeration Dept., 

General Electric Company, Hanna ALL - STE E i. ae | 8284; E82 ATOR 

Join us in the General Electric Program, broadcast every 
Saturday evening on a nation-wide N. B. C. network. 

Bidg., 1400 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O. 
ELECTRIC WATER COOLERS + COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATORS 



A corner cupboard of pine 
completes the charm of 
the paneled dining room 
in the home of the well- 
known architect, H. W. 
Rowe, Round Hill, Green- 
wich, Connecticut, just as 
a similar cupboard held 
quaint Wedgewood in 
the historic Gilbert House, 
now preserved in the East- 
ern States Exposition, 
Springfield, Massachusetts 

The dining room 
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ae 
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And now pine lends its radiant hospitality to 

Thanksgiving festivities just as it did generations 

ago. The dining room with paneled walls either in 

painted pine or plain finished knotty pine is again 

the vogue. Once more pine forms the distinguished 

setting for crystal, silver, and china. 

Peculiarly adapted to any kind of paneled walls is 

Shevlin Pine, as it is thoroughly kiln-dried and 

will not warp, shrink or crack. And it is so work- 

able that fine points of pilasters and moldings can 

be carried out to the last exquisite detail. In old 

ivory, pearl gray or indigo blue as well as pure 

white, painted walls of this pine bring ancestral 

charm to any room. 

French Provincial dwellings, English type houses 

as well as the traditional Colonial residence today 

include rooms of Shevlin Pine as part of their 

architectural charm. 

And not only for new homes, but for homes about 

to be redecorated, walls of pine offer a pleasing 

suggestion. Your architect, builder, or lumber 

dealer will give you an estimate. 

**Pine Homes and Pine 
Interiors” 

Specially priced at One Dollar. 
An authentic account of the use 
of pine in American homes. A de 
luxe brochure containing exclusive 
photographs of rooms in painted 
pine, knotty pine, corner cup- 
boards, ete. Invaluable to those 
planning to build or modernize. 
Mail check to: Shevlin, Carpenter 
& Clarke Company — 908 First 
National-Soo Line Building, Min- 
neapolis Minnesota, or to the near- 
est general office listed below. 

We sell to lumber dealers only 
Our conveniently located branch 
offices will be glad to help your 
dealer get Shevlin Pine if he is 
not already supplied. Offices at: 
Chicago: 1866 — 208 South La 
Salle Street Building; New York: 
N. H. Morgan, Sales Agent, 1205 
Graybar Building; San Francisco: 
1030 Monadnock Building; Los 

Angeles: 536 Petroleum Securities 
Building; Toronto, Ontario: 606 
Royal Bank Building. You need 
not accept a substitute for Shevlin 
Pine. It is now grade-marked and 
trade-marked for your protection. 

<a E> 
aH EVEIN=PINE: 

<a stoe i = 

cnet ant 
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ABOVE _ BELOW 
ZERO ZERO 

OUTS! DE INSIDE 

WINTER 
WINDOW " a 

DEAD 

sques > hel [{W thousands will equip 

‘meee: their homes with Winter 

Windows or Storm Sash in the 

VENTILATOR next few weeks—for each year 

new thousands are learning that 

The cross section view shows 

Winter Windows save substanti- 

ally in heating costs. 

how the dead air space in winter Fuel savings—as actually proved 

by tests of the United States 

Bureau of Standards and by 

windows provides effective insula- 

tion against the entrance of cold 

air and the loss of heat 
testimonials of users ~run from 

10 to 25%, and higher. Winter Windows keep the heat in and 

the cold out. In other ways, too, Winter Windows are a profitable 

investment. They shut out drafts and assure uniform temperatures 

throughout the home — thus guarding against sickness. They keep 

out dirt and soot; they eliminate the annoyance of frosted windows, 

and the soiling of curtains and drapes. 

LIBBEY: OWENS: FORD | 

lat drawn SHEET GLASS FOR WINDOWS [== | 

121 

10 to 25% Saving 

in Kuel Cost with Winter 

Windows or Storm Sash 

Use Winter Windows for a more comfortable, more healthful home 

—and for a real saving in fuel cost. Your lumber dealer, or sash 

and door dealer, can install them —and they soon pay for them- 

selves in fuel saved. 

Insist upon Libbey - Owens. Ford glass for windows of all kinds. 

This superior glass, manufactured by the exclusive Libbey-Owens.- 

Ford process, is truly flat, exceptionally clear, and possesses a 

brilliant, sparkling lustre. Ask for it by name. 

LIBBEY-OWENS:+FORD GLASS COMPANY 

TOLEDO, OHIO 

Manufacturers also of highest quality Polished Plate Glass and 
Safety Glass for automobiles 

/PREE _ " 

New Booklet—Tells LIBBEY ‘OWENS - FORD GLASS COMPANY, 
“ ae TOLEDO, OHIO 

how Winter Win- 

dows save fuel. Use 

Coupon at right. 

Gentlemen: Please send me your free book- 

let Protection with Winter Windows. 

| Name _ 

Address. 
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Mattie Edwards Hewitt 

THE FIRESIDE BECKONS 

Absolute comfort bespeaks this charming room in the Colonial 
residence of Mr. Richard F. Babcock. The walls are painted 
a deep green, providing an effective background for the un- 
painted mantel of pine with its 1764 Pennsylvania fireback 
and old andirons. Delano and Aldrich were the architects 
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Good designs and good values usher in the season 

ELIZABETH H. RUSSELL 

ever been before. Over-elaborate and ornate pieces 

are no longer in keeping with the dictates of modern 

home furnishing, and manufacturers generally have dis- 

carded them in favor of styles which conform more closely 

to recognized periods and are more in accordance with the 

trend for simplicity in modern life. Visits to the great fur- 

niture manufacturing and distributing centers, in the 

Middle West and the East, as well as a survey of important 

salesrooms, show stocks of simple, well-designed furniture 

which will be sure to meet with appreciation from modern 

decorators and home makers. 

The beginnings of new styles in furniture may usually be 

discovered on the drawing boards of architects since the 

furnishings of a house will be chosen according to its period, 

and if there is a vogue for a certain type of architecture, it 

is as certain as that night follows day there will be a demand 

for furniture which may correctly be used with that type. 

Whether you live in an English Jacobean, a Georgian, or a 

French Provincial house, an Early American cottage, or a 

modern apartment of stark simplicity you will want the 

proper furniture to go with it, and for such you will look 

when you are ready to begin furnishing. 

{URNITURE design is better this year than it has 

HIS is assuming that you really are interested in having 

T: beautiful home, and do not belong to that class who 

wails, “‘I love beautiful things, but we inherited so-and-so 

when we were married, and we have never been able to buy 

the furniture we should like!” People of this class almost in- 

variably ride in good motor cars, dress handsomely, and 

entertain hospitably. They simply do not realize how dreary 

and dull their homes are because they have not moved with 

the times and they still feel that golden oak, black walnut, 

and plush atrocities may be overlooked, and that guests 

will understand that they are too lethargic to buy furnish- 

ings more in keeping with the canons of good taste and the 

tendencies of modern life. 

A study of the conditions that have governed the manu- 

facture of the furniture which you will find in the markets 

this fall is very interesting, and in tracing them to the 

beginning we find an interweaving of different elements 

that would seem, on the surface to be but remotely con- 

nected with furniture designing and furniture making. 
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THE AMERICAN HOME FOR NOVEMBER 1930 

A decorator looks at the new furniture 

This sturdy well-designed wing 
chair is just as comfortable as it 
looks. (Mueller Furniture Co.) 
The corner cupboard below is a 
fine example of the well-made 
Early American furniture which 
has gained in popularity. (Baker 
Furniture Factories, Inc.) 



Most of our French Provincial 
Jurniture is made of walnut 
with a dull waxed finish. It 
ts light, sophisticated furniture 
with graceful curves as shown 
by this armchair. (Baker 
Furniture Factories, Inc.) 

Duncan Phyfe drop-leaf and 
incidental tables may be found 
in charming reproductions 
(Imperial Furniture Co.) The 
George Washington desk 
shown below will ever be popu- 
lar. (Charak Furniture Co.) 

All furniture manufacturers have recognized the strong 

preference for period styles for some years, but this fall 

the demand has clarified, and dealers know what types 

will be most in demand. Historic precedent has a strong 

appeal, and we have gone back to Jacobean days in Eng- 

land for one of the most popular types of architecture and 

decoration. For suburban homes in the parts of America 

which have cold winters there is no more charming type than 

the English half-timber or stucco and stone house, and for 

it, of course, no furniture is so suitable as that made of the 

sturdy oak which was so beloved in Jacobean and Eliza- 

bethan England. Beautiful apartment interiors are also 
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Oak is ideal for carving 
and for structural parts 
of furniture and is 
adaptable to many 
Jjinishes. This season 
textile manufacturers 
have produced a splen- 
did line of fabrics to use 
with oak furniture— 
wool mohairs, copies of 
ancient crewelwork on 
linen, hand-blocked 
chintzes, and tapestries 
in rich colors. (Kittin- 
ger Furniture Co.) 

designed in this style, and have a great appeal for modern 

home builders. 

Oak is one of the most beautiful of woods, and, fortu- 

nately, one which is plentiful in America. It is also a fine 

cabinet wood, strong enough for the structural parts of 

furniture, adaptable to many finishes, and ideal for carv- 

ing. It outlasts most woods, and is almost the only one pro- 

perly used for styles which date before the eighteenth cen- 

tury. Oak furniture is also correctly used in houses of the 

Mediterranean type which are so popular in Florida and 

California. Reproductions of rare English, Spanish, and 

Italian pieces are among the triumphs of the cabinet- 

maker’s art and have done much to add dignity and charm 

to American homes. This beautiful furniture should find 

its background in rooms with oak panelling or against 

rough plaster walls, with floors of waxed oak, deep fire- 

places, and leaded casement windows. Textile manufac- 

turers have produced a splendid line of fabrics to use with 

oak furniture—perfect copies of the ancient crewelwork on 

linen, rich wool mohairs, hand-blocked chintzes, and re- 
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The use of moderne 
furniture is increasing 
especially in city apart- 
ments, studios, and of- 
fices. It ts a revolution- 
ary adventure in furnt- 
lure design which 
expresses our modern 
life completely, with not 
a superfluous line or 
wasted movement. It 
appeals greatly to the 
spirit of the younger 
generation. (Johnson- 
Handley - Johnson) 

productions of the needlework coverings of long ago. 

Tapestries, too, are appropriately used in these oak rooms 

instead of pictures, and light fixtures adapted from the old 

brasses and wrought iron of the period. Oak furniture 

seems to appeal to something deep and racial in us, and 

a house correctly furnished with it gives us the sense of 

peace of a time when life moved more slowly and with more 

dignity than at present. 

All the Georgian periods of furniture are in high favor, 

from Queen Anne through the Chippendale, Hepplewhite, 

and Sheraton pieces, to the later Georges. Coming to 

America, and to a later date, the manufacturers are show- 

ing appreciation of the graceful work of Duncan Phyfe. 

There is a steady demand, too, for copies of the American 

pieces whose originals knew the touch of men who were 

among the founders of our country. Washington’s desk, 

Jefferson’s sofa, chairs in which Colonial Governors have 

sat, or sewing tables which Colonial dames have used all 

have their replicas in modern mahogany and find a ready 

market. Graceful Hepplewhite sofas and shield-back chairs, 

The little rocker above, like all 
Early American pieces or 
reproductions, is appropriate 
for a small house, apartment, 
or country cotlage. It is simple 
in design. (Conant-Ball Co.) 

This old Puritan candlestand 
comes in three finishes: cherry, 
Colonial maple, and Early 
American. (H. T. Cushman 
Mfg. Co.) Below are a Sheraton 
card table and Marlboro side 
chair. (Erskine-Danforth Co.) 

dignified Chippendale secretaries, and Duncan Phyfe in- 

cidental tables may be found in charming reproductions in 

the fall salesrooms, and their popularity is growing steadily. 

Their use implies a knowledge of the best in Colonial 

architecture. They will find their natural background 

against white panelled walls, or in rooms hung with 

colorful wallpapers, with long windows draped with bro- 

cade or taffetas, and spread with rich Oriental rugs, or 

covered with deep-piled carpeting. There will be family 

portraits and handsome silver used with it. This is a type 

of furniture which is sure to be popular so long as America 

exists. It cannot go out of style, it (Continued on page 156) 
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Harold Haliday Costain 

The charm of this rambling old country house at Pleasantville, New York, lies in 
the original lines which were carefully preserved in the process of reconstruction. 
The original is shown at the end of the article. May & Hillard were the architects 

Budgeting for pleasure and prosperity 

Forethought in spending makes for a well-ordered household 

LILIAN WHITE WARE 

HE secret of intelligently financing the family is 

in being prepared and in giving thought to detail. 

Outlining the financial program may be made very 

simple or quite elaborate, as one chooses. With time so 

limited as it is to-day a simple plan seems wiser. Three 

steps only are needed to provide the family with content- 

ment, more pleasure, and a comfortable future: (1) make 

provision for fixed expenditures such as life insurance 

premiums, interest, taxes, fuel, etc., and a definite amount 

for investments; (2) create funds for special purposes; and 

(3) watch current expenses with care. 

The first step is preparation. List the fixed expenditures 

for the year including all obligations which should be paid 

within the twelve months, but not those due weekly or 

monthly. One twelfth of the total amount of these items 

should be set aside monthly, preferably in an interest earn- 

ing bank account so the money will be ready when needed 

and, in the meantime, will be accumulating interest. 

I am reminded of a talk I once heard over the radio. 

The speaker was emphasizing the necessity of providing 

systematically in advance for the fixed items of expense and 

for special purposes. Very wise advice, but she suggested 

keeping the money for these various items in separate 

boxes, a box for each one. That would seem like “laying 

up treasures where thieves may break through and steal” 

or fire may consume. A bank account for the accumulation 

of these funds is much safer. It certainly cannot be “rifled” 
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so easily by members of the family who happen to be short 

of funds and who might borrow from anything as access- 

ible as the boxes. Of course, the money is always borrowed 

with perfectly good intentions to pay it back, but such 

good intentions, as we all know, frequently are forgotten. 

An account book, in which one may record the monthly 

deposits in separate columns, showing at all times the total 

sum accumulated for each purpose would be helpful. 

HE second step is further preparation, which provides for 

feces: purposes—vacation, building or buying a home, 

travel, education, or whatever one may desire very much. 

It is astonishing how quickly such funds will grow if one 

determines to start now and will save systematically. 

Many dreams have materialized under this plan. This 

money may be deposited in the same account with the 

funds for the fixed items. Think twice, thrice, and then 

again before using these funds for other purposes. A good 

lesson in self-control and an excellent exercise for the will 

may be gained thereby. Do not make the mistake of at- 

tempting to save at once for too many special purposes. 

Start with one or two at first until the idea of saving in 

advance has become a habit. 

The third step is deta:/, which appears in the program as 

current expenses. These are somewhat more flexible than 

other expenses and, if necessary, can be (Continued on page 180) 
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Consider the children 

And adapt the house to their needs 

PAULINE DUFF 

An enclosed space under the back porch 
makes a convenient storage place for go- 
carts, scooters, velocipedes, and other large 
out-of-door toys where children may reach 
them without the assistance of grown-ups 

F YOU have a growing family it is important to consider is natural cross-ventilation. Sunshine and pleasant outlook 

its comfort in making a decision about living quarters, are important factors to consider here, in view of the fact 

no matter whether you are building, buying, renting, that much of a busy mother’s time will necessarily be spent , 

or remodeling. A home that is comfortable, physically, will in this part of the house. If an artificial ventilator over the 

have much to do with your success in keeping your children stove, a hood which connects with a flue running to the 

in it. Some of the suggestions offered in this article should roof, is part of the equipment of this kitchen, steam and 

be helpful whatever the age or size of your family. If you are odors may be drawn off without submitting to chilly drafts 

building or buying, these suggestions may warn you of de- in cold weather. In summer, this hood will relieve the heat. 

fects in the plans which you have failed to recognize as In the home where there are small children, daily launder- 

such. If you are buying or remodeling, suggestions for __ ing is essential. If possible, a laundry alcove, opening off the 

changes which are easily made may aid you in making a __ kitchen, should be arranged to eliminate the necessity of 

decision. If you are renting, suggestions which involve not- climbing stairs from the basement. This alcove may be 

too-expensive alterations may be arranged with the land- fitted up as a combination washing, ironing, and mending 

lord before the lease is signed. room, in close proximity to the kitchen for the interlude 

The general arrangement is perhaps the first thing to necessary in the preparation of meals, and close at hand for 

consider in the home where children are to live. A kitchen the routine interruptions of telephone, doorbell, and the 

planned to save steps for the mother who does her own demands of the children. If a laundry alcove requires more 

work should be located in a corner of the house so that there — space than is practical, a portable washing machine (the 
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The general arrangement of rooms is a very important consideration in a. home where 

there are children. Many of the suggestions in the text are worked out in this plan 
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Sketches by Frank 4. Wallis 
There should be one room in the house where children may do as 
they please but it ts unwise to make this their bedroom, for 
a child should not sleep in a room in which he plays all day 

flat top of which may be used as a table when it is idle), a 

combination sink and wash tub (the drainboard covering 

the tub when it is not in use), and a built-in ironing board 

which drops down from a wall niche, may be installed in the 

ordinary kitchen without interfering too much with the 

limited space available. A telephone in the kitchen is a 

boon to the mistress of a maidless household and only an 

extra outlet is necessary for this, now that portable phones 

may be plugged in in any room in the house. Another ar- 

rangement which saves steps and embarrassment is a se- 

cluded passage from the kitchen so that the housewife may 

avoid unexpected visitors. The two-stairway house is not so 

common as formerly, but a stairway which branches at the 

landing so that the housewife may get half way to the 

second floor without being seen from the front of the house, 

is essential to the peace of mind of the woman who may be 

caught unawares in her kitchen. 

A NECESSITY in every household where there are children 

is a first floor lavatory. Here a mother may care for the 

heavy baby without having to carry him up and down stairs 

to keep him near her as she works. And here the small 

children may be taught to attend to their own needs under 

the supervision of their busy mother. Also this first floor 

lavatory may aid the housewife in making a hasty toilette 

before answering the doorbell. 

Children eat better if they are not placed at the table 

with their elders, and a breakfast nook may be used to serve 

as the children’s table since it is removed from the surveil- 

lance which children feel at the family table, yet is close 

enough to the dining room to afford some parental discipline. 

A breakfast “porch”, opening off one side of the kitchen 

and a dining room off another, is a pleasant solution of this 
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problem of having the children’s table at a convenient dis- 

tance from the dining room. 

Sunrooms are necessary to the health of small children 

who are not allowed to play out of doors in severe weather. 

A sunroom may be added as a wing of the house, thus mak- 

ing an additional one possible on the second floor, where the 

baby may be kept quiet for his nap, away from the other 

children and from possible visitors. In these rooms he gets 

plenty of air and sunshine without the necessity of a daily 

airing which consumes his busy mother’s time. These 

rooms may well be equipped with a special kind of glass 

that permits all the health-giving rays to pass so that the 

child receives the greatest benefit from his exposure to the 

sun. The sunroom should be well heated, and if the walls on 

the north and west are solid this is possible, but porches 

which have merely been glassed in are usually drafty, and 

it is better to change a room of the house into a sunroom by 

cutting windows in the south and east walls rather than 

make a sunroom of an open porch. A sun terrace, extending 

in front of the sunroom, with a roll awning over it, will make 

a pleasant place for the baby and his mother to be out of 

doors and yet close to the affairs of the house, when the 

weather is good. 

Before we take up the arrangement of the second floor, it 

might be well to call attention to the fact that in the average 

house there is not the proper closet space on the first floor, 

nor is there any available storage for go-carts or large toys, 

such as scooter-bikes, which the children use out of doors, 

and which must be lifted in and out of the basement if the 

garage is not large enough to accommodate them. If a cement 

floor were laid under the back porch and this space enclosed, 

large, out-of-door toys could be stored here on the ground 

level, where the children could get them in and out without 

grown-up assistance. As for closets, (Continued on page 170) 
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Sewing equipment that saves space 

And conceals itself in any room 

CLEMENTINE PADDLEFORD 

Poe ae en 
OME day I'll have a sewing room,”’ is the plaintive 

little prophecy of every woman with a home to keep. 

But sewing rooms must wait their turn on electric 

refrigerators and dining room sets, and, often as not, on 

i | that “someday” when we hope to build. 

Year after year our enthusiasm buds and blooms while 

we add cupboards and drawers and handy little this’s and 

that’s to those sewing rooms of our dreams; our plans would 

fill a tome as large as the Domesday Book. There must be 

cupboards squat and deep, and cupboards tall and thin, 

with shallow sliding drawers for snaps and hooks and things; 

as well as a mirror tipped to spy the bottom of a hem. The 

cutting table, eight by four, must be polished smooth and . — — 
waxed. The acrobatic ironing board will fold its legs and yo » wed thes sone’ rapt Cage Pod : 

. . ns . . Pp leaves tf opene up does t Ls 
hide itself in the panel of a wall. A wide window there must close its identity asa sewing machine. 
be to let in light, and let stitch-tired eyes wander out. (Courtesy, Singer Sewing Machine Co.) 

So we plan, while the spare room bed remains the cutting : 

table, and the sewing machine keeps to its dingy lair beneath Below: the dressing table is a machine, the bed- : = 7 : ; side table a sewing table, and the straw box ts for 
the back hall stairs. Scraps of braid and handy pieces are unfinished work. (Courtesy, John Wanamaker) 



lost in dresser drawers. The fitting mirror is the 

bureau glass, where we study the hang of our 

skirt while mounted perilously on a bedroom 

chair. That someday sewing room is most 

illusive. And all for no good reason. Sewing 

rooms can flourish in the smallest home and 

take up not an extra inch of space. The spare 

bed room, the linen closet, the sun parlor, or the 

dining nook may house your sewing gear, ma- 

chine and all, and not a soul would ever guess it. 

Not long ago I spent a week-end in one of 

these guest room-sewing studios, a tiny room 

not more than eight by nine, but its expansion 

efficiency was the greatest I have seen and it 

was a model of convenience. (A similar room is 

illustrated on the preceding page.) The spotless 

dressing table with its chintz covered make-up 

box, its straight-back cushioned chair, invited 

sessions with lipstick and powder puff. The easy 

chair upholstered in yellow and green chintz 

looked innocent of utilitarian duty as a sewing 

seat. Before the chair lay for tired feet a quilted 

pillow matching the upholstery. 

The three-quarter bed wore a homespun spread 

one simply couldn’t muss—a great relief after the 

troublesome elegance of be-ruffled spare room 

spreads. In the two little drawers of the bedside 

table I found a complete sewing kit, threads in 

all colors and sizes, scissors, needles, and a but- 

ton box—a convenience any guest would appre- 

ciate for even a “visiting wardrobe” may need 

its “stitch in time.” 

The two long facing mirrors were twin peaks of 

perfection, placed on opposite walls to catch each 

other’s glance. Here a guest could see herself from 

top to toe, both front and back. 
Sewing machines now adapt themselves to . : : , se. T pT . . . . : Sewing machines now adapt themselves to almost any room in the house. The The floor was a glistening black inlaid linoleum 
lovely walnut model above, aside from its utililarian purpose as a sewing ma- 
chine, harmonizes very nicely with the furniture in this living room and makes covered with hooked rugs in modernistic pat- 
a decorative and useful console table. (Courtesy, Singer Sewing Machine Co.) terns- -big gay dots and triangles sprinkled 

This little sewing table of red mahogany 
with two drawers and drop-leaf sides and 
the mahogany chair with rush-bottom seat 
would be very appropriate in a Colo- 
nial room. (Courtesy, Lord & Taylor) 

around anywhere. But the thing that charmed 

me most was the padded ironing board that 

tipped down from the back of the closet door and propped 

itself up on one leg, and just inside the doorway trim was 

the outlet for the iron. For once every ruffle and pleat in 

my visiting clothes were kept in place. 

yT WAs when I opened the closet door that I realized the 

I character of the room. The closet was partitioned in two 

parts. On one side was arranged stack on stack of shallow 

drawers for pieces and sewing supplies. Enough to make any 

woman’s eyes sparkle with pride! Across the top were two 

rows of pigeon holes where paper patterns could be stuffed. 

For trimmings there were sliding trays, and the deep bottom 

drawer was cedar lined to keep woolen pieces safe. The other 

side of the closet was fitted with a pole where a guest’s 

wardrobe or half finished garments could be hung. 

I had seen those double personality rooms simulate, if 

you like, a library in the day, a sleeping place at night, but 

here was something new to me—a bedroom-sewing den. 

It was the most arrant deception, this bedroom fraud, for 

being an inquisitive soul | investigated thoroughly. 

That dainty dressing table with its ruffled cover was the 

sewing machine itself. No wonder I didn’t recognize this 

slim walnut model in its duplicity. I was raised with the old- 

fashioned treadle type that concealed its head in a wooden 

box as obviously as the ostrich hides himself in the sand. 

Our old-timer was a sewing machine day in and year 

out; it never, never would have been (Continued on page 162) 
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BATHROOM ACCESSORIES 

Bia all 

Rio Rita facial tissue 
comes in all colors; Irish 
linendamask towels; colored 
linen guest towel with con- 
trasting border; embroidered 
Italian linen guest towel 

Bottles of hand and sham- 
poo lotions from Charles 
of the Ritz, behind Pine 
Cone soap; Kathleen Mary 
Quinlan dusting powder 

Colorful, decorative, and necessary 

Sketches by Jack Manley Rosé 

Left: shaving cabinet; two glass 
bottles with black and white swans, 
and a black glass tray; rose and 
silver box with four cakes of soap 

Right: box of Bubble soap in as- 
sorted colors and bottle of Farina 
Eau de Cologne in straw case 

Left: attractive chenille bath 
mat in green or orchid; 
chenille face cloth, large 
and small towels to match. 
(All articles in left column 
courtesy of Gimbel Brothers) 

Above: two tone pastel Turkish 
towel set initialed to order in all 
colors. Left: hamper in all 
colors, has bench seat for cover; 
durable shower curtain comes 
in shades of brown and orange 

Right: set of Turkish tow- 
els initialed to order in 
green, orchid, gold or 
peach, two shades of each. 
(All articles in right column 
courtesy of Stern Brothers) 

Colored linen guest towel 
(top) with appliqué and 
hemstitching; bottle con- 
tains Lenthéric’s Sel 
pour Bain; wooden bowl is 
Yardley’ s floating bath soap 

Decorative astringent set 
above (two bottles and a 
Jar) comes in green, 
pink, or blue china with 
attractive white design 
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Above: shower curtain of moiré 
in lovely shade of green. Right: 
Quelques Fleurs bath salts in bottle, 
and Elizabeth Arden’s Venetian 
dusting powder in colored box 
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CANDY MAKING—THE EXPERT WAY 

Well designed equipment such as this will greatly 
assist the amateur candy maker in producing unt- 
formly satisfactory results. The six tin molds for 
shaping fondant or chocolate and the two large- 
lipped copper sugar pourers are from Hammacher, 
Schlemmer «° Co. The bowl for mixing and cooking 
in the upper left-hand corner, the electric corn- 
popper in the upper right-hand corner, the marble 
slab for kneading and shaping fondant and the four 
steel bars to be used with it, the candy thermometer, 
the three enameled spoons, the six wire bonbon 
dippers, the broad stainless steel spatula, and the 
rubber tray for pouring peppermints in the lower 
right-hand corner are all from Lewis e Conger. 
The four aluminum saucepans graduated in size, 
the pouring ladle on the marble slab, the narrow 
spatula, the canvas bag with six decorating tips, 
and the egg beater are from Gimbel Brothers 
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Our traditional Thanksgiving sweets 

The taffy pull and the fudge party simplify informal entertaining 

LETTIE GAY 

H: glad you are to welcome them home at the 

Thanksgiving holiday, these children away at 

school for the first time. And how difficult it 

may seem to know what to do with them after about the 

first twenty-four hours. Not that they will be lacking in 

suggestions themselves, suggestions involving every party 

and dance in town, but you still cherish a few traditions as 

to the meaning of the old-time Thanksgiving, a few notions 

that this is a time when families should do things together. 

When you were a youngster and even an almost grown-up 

young lady, this was a season of harvest home parties and 

festivities which included whole families. For several days 

in advance the kitchen would be in a whirl of cakes and pies 

and candies, with little boys cracking and picking out nuts 

in one corner and little girls busy with batters and dough. 

Then, there were the taffy pulls. What messes and what fun! 

Times have changed we hear. Children no longer care for 

these simple diversions—these clichés of the older gen- 

eration. But, are you sure? Wasn't it only a year or so 

ago that Betty was forever begging you to let her make 

fudge? And didn’t young Jimmie betray his hungry interest 

in things homemade just last Christmas by bestowing on 

you, who rarely indulge in sweets, an electric corn-popper? 

Instead of an entire holiday, then, of parental resignation 

to nights of partying and days of sleep, introduce the chil- 

dren anew to one or two of those good, old-fashioned times 

that you love so well, at least in retrospect. 

If there is to be a party in your own home, make it differ- 

ent from every occasion at the country club last summer. 

Vary the usual routine of canapés and dancing by announc- 

ing a taffy pull. Instead of paper caps and confetti, supply 

your young guests with practical kitchen aprons and escort 

them to the kitchen or, if you are lucky enough to have that 

kind of basement, to the lower regions of the house for a 

good, old-time sticky rumpus. 

Taffy, all ready for pulling, can usually be bought at a 

local confectioner’s, if you are not certain of your prowess 

over the molasses kettle. But if you want the real old- 

time flavor, make the taffy yourself with brown sugar and 

molasses, adding hickory nut meats, if you can get them, as 

a final authentic touch. 

Molasses and Brown Sugar Taffy 

2 cupfuls brown sugar 2 tablespoonfuls butter p g po 
3 drops vinegar cupful water 

teaspoonful cream of tarter —_1 teaspoonful vanilla extract 
4 heaping tablespoonfuls 1 or 2 cupfuls chopped nut 

meats 

2 
3 

molasses 

Dissolve the sugar, water, and cream of tartar in a sauce- 

pan and boil for fifteen minutes; then add the molasses and 

butter and boil until it makes a brittle ball when tried in cold 

water, or when the thermometer registers 310 degrees 

Fahrenheit. Pour on to an oiled slab or platter and add the 

vinegar, the extract, and the nut meats. Fold over and over 

—end to end—until cool enough to handle; then pull (with 

buttered hands) into strips. Cut into pieces with buttered 
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scissors and, if any of it is left for such disposal, wrap each 

piece in waxed paper before putting it in a box. 

But if your kitchen is a kitchenette and not at all adapted 

to an old-fashioned taffy pull, you can still furnish some of 

the old-fashioned atmosphere in taffy apples, which the 

children will enjoy helping you make for the party. 

Taffy Apples 

Choose firm, ripe apples—red ones are prettiest—and 

put a stick four inches long in each one. Your butcher or 

poulterer will probably be able to provide enough wooden 

skewers for this purpose. Boil three pounds of brown sugar 

(six cups) with one pint of water and one teaspoonful of 

glucose in a saucepan until the syrup reaches 290 degrees 

Fahrenheit, or is quite brittle when tested in cold water. 

Add one teaspoonful lemon extract, dip the apples in the 

syrup, and turn them over and over until they are well cov- 

ered. Have ready a buttered platter to rest the apples on 

until they cool a little but move them before they are quite 

cold lest some of the taffy adhere to the plate. Leave on 

oiled paper until ready to serve. 

Then, there are popcorn balls. Can you imagine even the 

most blasé young sophomore maintaining a sophisticated 

pose when engaged with a sticky popcorn ball? And can 

you imagine him refusing it? Not if it is home made, rich 

with butter, and thick with molasses. The method: 

Molasses Corn Balls 

3 cupful molasses 
3 cupful corn syrup 
3 tablespoonful vinegar 

1} tablespoonfuls butter 
6 cupfuls popped corn 
} teaspoonful salt 

Mix the molasses and syrup with the vinegar and boil 

slowly to prevent burning until a bit of the mixture dropped 

in cold water becomes brittle—or the thermometer registers 

270 degrees Fahrenheit. The syrup should be cooked to the 

brittle stage but must not be quite as hard, you will notice, 

as that for the taffy apples. 

Remove from the fire and add the butter and pour over 

the popped corn, stirring with a long-handled spoon so that 

each grain is well covered and sweetened. As soon as it has 

time to cool slightly, butter your fingers and mold into balls. 

Leave on a buttered slab or plate to cool. 

You can make this recipe different, but not much better, 

by adding freshly grated cocoanut and chopped peanuts to 

the popped corn. In which case, you may need also to in- 

crease the quantity of your syrup, making half again as 

much, so that the balls may be easily molded. 

But your young folks may not be adaptable to anything 

stickier than fudge if the party is a dress-up affair. When 

your daughter has had a taste of this maple fudge, she won’t 

have to be urged to make several batches of it, to be cut in 

thick squares and piled high on yellow pottery plates. 

Maple Fudge 

This recipe came from a grandmother’s kitchen up in 

Vermont and should be followed with (Continued on page 170) 



Are you prepared for emergencies? 

Every home should have a first aid cabinet 

SHIRLEY W. WYNNE, M. D., DR. P. H. 

Commissioner of Health, City of New York 

IRST aid does not demand specific articles or things 

to render the treatment effective. It is an evidence 

of skill and intelligence to make effective use of 

poor and often incongruous material. Nevertheless, it goes 

without saying that more effective 

and time-saving work is done when 

external use, or for use as a gargle. Of all these things, 

iodine either in the form of the tincture of iodine or in the 

solution known as Lugol’s solution is the most important. 

The proprietary skin disinfectants which are, of course, 

widely sold are usually modifica- 

tions of methods and materials 

first aid kits are available and used. | ~ which the doctors and surgeons 

But a kit that is effective for a : 

battlefield is obviously out of place t 

in a kitchen or factory. Now the 

question naturally arises what 

should a first aid cabinet or kit 

contain to be useful? 

Of course you can buy from phar- 

maceutical houses first aid kits of 

various kinds. These are extremely 

valuable and highly satisfactory. 

If you wish to make up your own 

kit the very few and simple things 

essential in first aid treatment may 

be purchased at little cost without 

prescription at a drug store. For 

the benefit of those who wish to 

equip themselves properly for the 

treatment of ordinary emergency 

cases, I shall give a list of the nec- 

essary articles. 

A home first aid outfit should 

contain half a dozen wrapped 

use skillfully and selectively. I do 

not find them, however, so univer- 

sally effective as iodine. 

It is comparatively easy for any 

one to assemble a small but effec- 

tive first aid kit and is also easy 

to keep it where it can readily be 

reached. Above all, it should be 

kept apart from half used bottles 

of medicine, toilet preparations, 

lotions, liniments, tooth brushes, 
discarded razor blades, proprietary 

remedies, and the miscellaneous 

items that usually encumber one’s 

bathroom medicine cabinet. 

Buy or make a small cabinet. 

There are styles for any space 

available or you can fashion one 

out of a small box obtainable at 

your grocer’s. Paint it white and 

paste or paint on it a red cross and 

place it where it can be readily 

sterile bandages of widths varying available. The comfort and sense 

from one inch to four inches; a 

small spool of adhesive plaster, two 

inches wide; a small roll of absor- 

bent cotton; a package of sterile 

gauze; a two-ounce bottle of tinc- 

ture of iodine or the same quantity 

of Lugol’s solution of iodine; a 

package of bicarbonate of soda; a 

card of safety pins; a dozen wooden applicators for use as 

swabs in applying the iodine or Lugol’s solution; a pint of 

carron oil to be used only for treating burns. A spool of 

coarse, white thread and a few large-eyed needles to be 

used for sewing up finger bandages when placed on children 

completes all that is needed. A quarter pound box of ground 

mustard can be added as it is useful for the time-honored 

mustard plaster, and a teaspoonful of ground mustard 

stirred in warm water will produce immediate vomiting 

when vomiting is needed for the rapid ejection of a poison 

from the stomach. 

Look what you have then—bandage, sterile gauze, cot- 

ton, iodine, bicarbonate of soda, and carron oil. If you 

are traveling you can reduce the list to bandage, sterile 

gauze, cotton, and iodine. Toothpicks or match sticks will 

do to make swabs, and bicarbonate of soda may be carried 

in tablet form for internal use, for making a solution for 

The home first aid cabinet should contain 4 dozen 
sterile bandages of varying widths, spool of adhesive 
plaster, roll of absorbent cotton, package sterile 
gauze, bottle tincture of iodine, package bicarbonate 
of soda, card of safety pins, 1 dozen wooden appli- 
cators, I pint carron oul, spool coarse white thread, 
a package of needles, and box of ground mustard 

of security which it will give will 

amaze you, and if it be used once 

will repay you for the effort and 

expense you may have been put to. 

To prevent wastage and the 

spilling of the tincture of iodine, 

take a clean four-ounce bottle, fill 

it with absorbent cotton, and then 

pour in three ounces of tincture of iodine. The cotton will 

take it all up and if the bottle be accidentally upset the 

iodine will not run out. By pressing an applicator or a swab 

into the iodine containing cotton you will get all the iodine 

needed and there will be no waste. It is well to remember 

also that iodine stains are readily removable by the use of 

a little diluted household ammonia or aromatic spirits of 

ammonia on a piece of cotton which if wiped over the iodine 

stained surface will quickly cause the stain to disappear. 

In discussing the use of each of these articles, bandages 

come first—although their use needs but little explanation. 

Different widths are useful but not essential. An inch and 

a half bandage is about the best and most useful size. An 

unbroken roll furnishes sterile gauze and makes an admir- 

able dressing for wounds if the larger sterile gauze be 

missing. Cotton is to be used only as a buffer dressing— 

that is, to be applied only after the (Continued on page 164) 
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Good quality oriental rugs may be found well within the reach of the average purse. 
Mahal rugs come in Persian patterns in rich shades of blue and rose. The pile ts very 
deep and the rug outstanding for its durability. (Courtesy of R. H. Macy & Co.) 

Some of the most sterling Caucasian fabrics 
are the Kazaks, woven beneath the shadow of 
Mount Ararat. (Courtesy of B. Altman Co.) 

Rugs from the Orient 

Lend richness of color to a room 

JOSEPH LEEMING 

OTHING could be further from the truth than 

the statement that all good Oriental rugs are 

out of reach of the average pocket. This idea 

has gained wide credence because of the publicity given 

to the rarer fabrics—unique examples of their type, as a 

rule, and woven in royal palaces—which do cost any- 

where from twenty to fifty thousand dollars. 

But for the average well-furnished home, where good 

taste as well as moderate price is the criterion, there 

are hundreds of Oriental rugs, both old and new, which 

are no more expensive than the good grade domestic rugs 

and which add a unique note of color and distinction to the 

living room, hall, or library. One can, for example, buy a 

sturdily woven Mahal of full room size (9 x 12) for $175, 

while other rugs of the same type range from $200 to $350. 

Mahals, Muskabads, and Araks are all woven in some- 

what similar Persian floral designs, and are usually dyed a 

deep rose or plum color or a dark shade of blue. They are 

all in the same price range and, though woven with large 

knots and a heavy thread of weft running between each 

row of knots, the pile is always luxuriantly, deep and this 

means that the rug will wear almost indefinitely. Some of 



them, in fact, are almost as compact as the old Bijars, a 

rug famous throughout the East for its durability and, for 

this reason, frequently termed the “rug of iron.” 

Then, for those who prefer a lighter color tone, there 

are the Gorevan carpets of northern Persia—different 

weaves of the same type being known as Serapis and Herez 

which, in their more angular designs, evidence the in- 

fluence of the neighboring Caucasus. Persian weavers 

rarely draw a straight line in their complicated pattern 

harmonies, preferring to reproduce the curving stems and 

tendrils of their garden vines and flowers; but the wander- 

ing nomads of the Caucasus invariably use angular, geo- 

metric devices such as the octagon, the latch hook, and the 

eight-pointed star. In the Gorevan weavings, which com- 

pare in price with the Mahals and Araks, one sees an 

interesting blending of both types of design which is in- 

triguing as an exhibition of the clash of diverse tempera- 

ments, as well as rhythmic and balanced from the point 

of view of composition. 

A very excellent type of rug is being imported nowadays 

from Asia Minor. Classified upon arrival as Turkish or 

Asia Minor rugs, they are given every manner of fantastic 

name by the dealers who purchase them from the importer. 

They will be shown to you, however, if you ask for a modern 

The Araks are woven in a Persian floral design— 
deep rose, dark blue, or plum color predominating. 
The pile is luxuriantly deep and, asa result of its ex- 
cellent wearing quality, it has been called frequently 
the rug of iron. (Courtesy of R. H. Macy & Co.) 

Turkish rug; and no matter what they are called, they are 

of sterling worth and amongst the very best of the modern 

rugs now being brought to this country. Their designs, 

based on the traditional motifs of their place uf origin, 

are attractive and, what is more important, the wool is of 

high grade and is never treated with chemicals. 

N ADDITION to the modern Asia Minor rugs, there is one 

] other type which is never treated with chemicals. These 

are the Espartas, and it will pay you to look at them be- 

fore deciding upon what rug you wish to buy. Dealers often 

call these Greek rugs, or Vardars, from the name of 

the Grecian town in which they are woven; but they are 

true examples of the weaving of the Esparta district in 

Asia Minor, for their weavers migrated from there after 

the war, driven out by the conquering Turks. 

The wool of which they are made, taken from sheep 

pastured on the Grecian hills, is of an extraordinarily fine 

quality, surpassing in many respects the wool used in 

many modern Persian rugs, and needing, in consequence, 

no chemical treatment to make it lustrous. Some of the 

very finely woven Espartas are quite expensive, but the 

average room sized rug will not cost more than $250. 

A little more expensive rug is the Lilihan which is of 

the same type as the Araks and Mahals, but a trifle more 

sturdy. The same graceful floral patterns and the rose 

and plum colored dyes are employed, but the weaving is 

somewhat more compact and the designs more thoroughly 

carried out. Most Lilihans, however, are “‘washed” and, 

though this by no means detracts from their value, their 

original glossy luster is apt to wear off in course of time. 

If one can afford to pay from $350 to $500 for a living 

room carpet, the best all-round rug is probably the modern 

Sarouk, woven in a city from which (Continued on page 168) 
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A BRICK HOUSE OF BEAUTIFUL SIMPLICITY 

Designed for us by THEODORE WHITEHEAD 

A house simply planned is an 
economical one to build and a 
simple design is more beautiful 
in a small house than an ela- 
borate one. Beauty depends on 
good proportion. The relation 
of masses in this brick house 
designed for us by Mr. Davis 
is very effective. Any feeling of 
austerity which such a simp 
plan might produce is skill- 
fully removed. Mr. Davis sug- 
gests that the color scheme be 
worked out in tones of gray: 
roof shingles gray-brown; trim, 
shutters and stucco on the in- 
side of the porch, white; the 
house itself painted a very 
light gray. The wrought iron 
hardware and lamps are, of 
course, painted a plain black 
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STORAGE 

DAVIS 

Mr. Davis estimates the cubage 
of this house at 25,000 cubic 
eet. In the New York area 
where this type of construction 
would cost 60 cents a cubic foot 
this house could be built for 
$15,000. It would, of course, 
cost less in other parts of the 
country. The floor plans have 
been thoughtfully worked out. 
There is a combination living 
and dining room and a break- 
Jast nook for informal meals. 
There is a large closet in the 
kitchen and two windows over 
the sink. The bedroom on the 
first floor might be used as a 
maid’s room or a guest room, 
or it can be used as a siudy. 
The second floor plan shows 
three bedrooms and two baths 
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ONE PLAN DEVELOPED 

IN THREE STYLES 

LL architects know that the floor plan is the most important pari 
of the house. They always study the plan before they consider the 
development of the exterior. On these two pages are shown three 

houses employing the same set of floor plans. In one case the architect 
has given the house a Colonial envelope, in another a French, and in the 
third, a Georgian envelope. 

The architect of this three-in-one house is Jonas Pendlebury. For the 
Georgian style, shown above, he suggests reddish-brown face brick laid 
in Flemish bond with three eighth inch white soints. The main entrance has 
wood pilasters, cornice, pediment and door; the sash, shutters, bay win- 
dow, and porch are likewise of wood painted white. The roof of the bay 
window is of lead-coated copper, and the main roof dark blue slate. 
The cubage of this house the architect estimates at 32,000 cubic feet, 
which, al approximately 60 cents a cubic foot, would cost $19,200. 
The Colonial or, more correctly, “Modern American”’ type of house, 
shown below at left, has the first story and chimney built of red brick 
and the second story of clapboards or shingles painted ivory white. 
The wooden entrance feature, casement windows, and shutters, all 0 BED ROOM wa 0 
should be painted ivory white. The roof of the main house, the bay BATH |fICLos 14-6% 1S cLos: 
window, and porch should be of shingles stained dark brown. The cubage 
is similar to the Georgian house, that is, 532,000 cubic feet, but because 
the second story is of frame construction the cost would probably be 55 cLos 
cents a cubic foot or approximately $17,600. 

The most suitable materials for the exterior of the French house would be 
common brick walls painted white. The simple entrance, with shuttered 
doors, the casements, bay window and porch should be painted ivory On 
white; the roof of the bay window, leaders, and gutters to be of lead-coated aaa 
copper. The most attractive roof would be shingle tile of warm browns 
and reds. The cubage of this house is greater than either the Georgian or the 
American house because of the steeper roof. It is estimated at 33,500 
cubic feet which at about 60 cents a cubic foot would cost $20,100 
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A ONE STORY COTTAGE 

This could be built for eight 

thousand dollars 

The bungalow shown above contains ap- 
proximately 16,000 cubic feet and could 
be built for $8,000 or less in most sections 
of the country. It was designed by Wil- 
lard B. Smith and while it acknowledges 
Colonial antecedents in the treatment of 
the entrance door and in its general pro- 
portions it is, of course, thoroughly 
modern in design. The bay window in the 
dining room contributes to the decoration 
as well as the ventilation of this room and 
would be an attractive spot for a window 
seat. The sun porch connected by arched 
doors with the living room is a feature 
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This little house was fittingly called the “ Fyebrow”’ 
because of its overhanging location on the water's edge 

A one-time fisherman’s home 

Rehabilitating a simple old New England house 

ELIZABETH LOUNSBERY 

NOTED statistician, who spends his time tabulat- 

ing the habits of his fellow men, has not only said, 

“We are fast becoming a two-car nation’’—but 

states also that we are becoming a “two-home nation.” 

This is entirely understandable, for who has not felt the 

urge to get away from one’s city surroundings, far from the 

hum and confusion, and to find a home, no matter how 

simple, nestled down against a background of shady green 

trees or near the water. 

Having a preference for the water, whether it be a limpid 

pool or a changing stream of varying moods, it was indeed 

fortunate that just such a summer home should be available 

for our needs on one of those picturesque inlets that have 

given the New England coast its unusual charm. Here 

was an old house that dated back to the days when great 

sloops carried on an extensive trade between the near-by 

village, then known as Middlesex, and New York City. 

During this interval, prior to our arrival, it had passed 

through many stages of occupancy and when we took it for 

our home it still showed the ravages of neglect and dubious 

decoration, although the modern conveniences of plumbing 

and electricity had been added during the last few years. 

The indispensable chimney that would admit of open fires, 

however, was missing—a structural feature greatly desired 

yet one that so far we have been unable to supply. 

However, even with this drawback, I turned it over in my 

mind and decided that with a little ingenuity and not a vast 

outlay I could make this summer cottage quite as attractive 

as a summer home. True, this meant that its care could not 
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be ignored during the remaining months of the year, for 

winter storms, if allowed to beat upon unpainted boards and 

shingles, would soon rot them away. It, therefore, would 

have to be protected with a coat of paint from time to time 

before it would be too late. The appearance of the house, 

also, was not to be overlooked, for who can resist the simple 

charm and “homey” feeling of gleaming, spotless white 

against a background of green foliage and shrubs? 

All this had to be considered and likewise the inside of 

the cottage, that must be closed for many months. This 

meant that walls were sure to be stained and discolored from 

dampness and a coat of paint or enamel on the floor and 

woodwork required to brighten up the background and even 

the furniture. Now that the two-home idea had become 

crystallized, the questions of expense not only of upkeep 

but of furnishing the house became of equal importance. 

How to provide furniture that would be practical, yet effec- 

tive and tasteful. These were my problems, which I endeav- 

ored to solve at moderate cost, and to this end I started to 

furbish up everything available and paintable with colorful 

paint, resulting in a gratifying, cheerful, and pleasing effect. 

As this tiny house does not aspire to halls, upon entering 

the “‘Eyebrow,” so called because of its overhanging loca- 

tion on the water’s edge, one comes immediately into the 

dining room. This room being somewhat in shadow, owing 

to the covered entrance porch, yellow seemed the logical 

background color to introduce here and so the original siding 

walls were carried out in this tone and the knotty broad 

planked floor painted a deep brown. 



The furniture, other than a mahogany closet and a com- 

modious serving table, consisting of an ordinary kitchen 

table, chairs, and a low stand used to hold napkins and 

doilies, was painted a brilliant mitis green, with hollyhock 

chintz used for window over-curtains and the screen which 

shields the kitchen door. 

Upon the walls I then hung some sporting prints and a 

highly prized ship model in relief, made with great pride by 

an old ship’s carpenter, with both flags flying defiantly 

against the wind at the top of the mast heads in the opposite 

direction from that which the 

ship is taking—a constant 

source of amusement. 

Opening off the dining room, 

at the left, is the guest room, 

papered in a gay rosebud paper, 

costing less than twenty cents 

a roll. Soft rose-colored sunfast 

material and dotted Swiss cur- 

tains comprise the window 

treatment, and a rose patterned 

chintz, of long service and fre- 

quent tubbings, is used for the 

covering of the settee and cush- 

ions and for broad bands trim- 

ming the bed- 

spread. A metal bed enameled 

in rose and a chair and table 

are the only painted pieces 

here, for it seemed just the 

room for my great grandmoth- 

er’s bureau and mirror, and an 

rose-colored 

The original siding walls 
were kept in the dining 
room as was also the 
knotty broad-planked floor. 
The brilliant green table 
and chairs and the holly- 
hock chintz over-curlains 
make the room very colorful 

Yellow and tobacco brown 
predominated in the living 
room. Several rare old 
pieces of mahogany furni- 
ture, colorful prints, and 
dainty ruffled curtains are 
notes of charm in this room 

old-time mahogany rocker. On 

the floor, done in a warm gray, 

are rag rugs. 

At the rear of the dining 

room, a door opens into the 

kitchen, painted the yellow of 

the dining room with a reddish 

brown floor. This contains a 

coal range for cooking during 

the cooler weather and an oil 

stove as a substitute, when it is 

warm, to minimize the radia- 

tion of heat throughout the 

house. An easily operated oil 

heater for hot water is another 

indispensable adjunct to a well- 

run household when the coal 

range is not in use. 

Blue and yellow appear in 

the inexpensive dishes filling 

the shelves of an open dresser, in the oilcloth shelf edging, 

and in the window valance. The tables, chairs, and stools 

are painted yellow, both here and in the adjoining pantry. 

This is really but a passageway, yet must serve as a general 

storage space for supplies and the ice box, as the house is 

without a cellar. Only an open foundation lined with rocks 

over which the tide flows at regular intervals, in the manner 

of a boat house, is below. 

Returning to the dining room and entering a doorway at 

the southwest, one comes into the (Continued on page 160) 

Mattie Edwards Hewitt 
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When combining two rooms of unequal width to create one large room a simple 
solution is to use a false ceiling beam, as illustrated, in order to make the irregular 
space appear as an alcove which may be used, as in this case, for built-in bookshelves 

Remodelling Victorian interiors 

W ays and means of rearranging rooms to meet modern requirements 

TYLER STEWART ROGERS 

N AMUSING mid-Victorianism was the parlor, 

which was used only for weddings, funerals, and 

the reception of the most formal callers. The 

red plush sofa, the heavy draperies, the ornate walnut chairs, 

the catch-all in the corner, and the stuffed birds and paper 

flowers within their glass dome above the mantel—all have 

largely been relegated to the museums, or the junk heap. 

But the parlor habit remained with home builders for 

several decades. 

As a result, there are literally millions of American homes 

planned in a manner that was strongly influenced by this 

mid-Victorian custom. The old four-square plan placed 

the parlor in one corner, a sitting room in another, a dining 

room in a third, and the kitchen in the fourth, with a 

central hall dividing each pair of rooms. Another favorite 

plan employed the corner hall with a small sitting room at 

one side, a dining room in the back, and the kitchen tucked 

away behind the stair hall. In these plans, the individual 

rooms were necessarily small, and often the high ceilings 
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were out of proportion to the room space, giving each unit 

an exaggerated feeling of closeness. Even if the rooms 

were not as small as we know them to-day, their propor- 

tions were far different from those which are recognized 

as meeting modern standards. The corner stair hall, and 

often the central stair hall, sought to achieve an effect of 

grandeur by its size and its open stair-well. The old- 

fashioned kitchen could accommodate two planned for 

modern efficiency. The dining room was often as large 

or even greater in size than the sitting room or parlor, 

because dining was either a matter of great formality or 

the dining room served as the family sitting room, while 

the front parlor was reserved for more austere occasions. 

Still another characteristic which distinguishes the aver- 

age house built two or three decades ago from the one 

that is planned to meet present-day standards is the fre- 

quent lack of adequate closet space throughout the house. 

The front hall seldom reserved more room for coats, hats, 

and rubbers than could be accommodated under the slope 



of the staircase. The kitchen never knew of a broom closet, replanning of bedroom areas and kitchen with its inefficient 

but was blessed or cursed with a huge storage closet or arrangement of equipment. 

pantry large enough to contain a quarter of the goods It is generally thought that partitions separating two 

offered by the average chain store. In the bedrooms above, important rooms cannot be removed because such parti- 

the old-fashioned walnut wardrobe—a cherished heirloom tions so frequently support the floor above. While this is 

in those days—made closets unnecessary and, in conse- true, it is not difficult nor very expensive to install a steel 

quence, there are still many houses standing which are al- —_ beam to take the load formerly carried by the partitions. 

most devoid of storage space for linen and clothing, except Before discussing the construction work involved, how- 

in the unfinished area under the roof. ever, it is first desirable to study with care the floor plan of 

Present-day standards differ so widely from these former the house as it exists and the floor plan that would result 

conceptions of home conveniences that a great many through making the proposed alteration. 

owners of these older dwellings feel Quite often, the two rooms that 

it is quite hopeless to re-adapt them | ought to be joined are not equal in 

size and this fact deters the owner 

from attempting to create a larger 

room when he knows the wails will 

be irregular in their alignment. This 

condition is shown in the accom- 

panying illustrations. A_ simple 

solution to the problem is to carry 

a false ceiling beam at the point 

shown by dotted lines, in order to 

give a definite sense of proportion 

to the larger floor area and to segre- 

gate the irregular space into what 

might be considered an alcove. By 

a little planning on paper, it is usu- 

ally possible to combine two rooms 

for convenient living in conformity 

to present social and domestic ha- 

bits. To-day a reasonably commo- 

dious living room is almost a pre- 

requisite in the building or purchase 

of a home. The parlor has alto- 

gether disappeared. The dining room 

is sacrificed, if need be, on the theory 

that it is used for only two hours or 

so a day, and often its place is taken 

by a corner of the living room re- 

served for dining purposes, or by 

the popular dining or breakfast al- 

cove. Closets are an imperative re- 

quirement of the modern home. The 

kitchen is almost filled with closets, aot Ge — pobang: bung ye d of irregular size and to eliminate 

cupboards, and storage spaces de- glass dome—all recall memories of by-gone many of the odd corners and un- 

signed for convenient use and for days when the parlor was seldom used necessary projections so commonly 

quick access to needed supplies or found in old-fashioned houses. 

utensils. Bedroom closets must be large enough to accom- Removal of a bearing partition—which is one that sup- 

modate all manner of clothing. Attic space is reduced to ports floor beams or another partition above—is accom- 

a minimum. plished by first bracing up the ceiling on either side of the 

As a matter of fact, it is not difficult to rearrange the partition with temporary wood posts. The old partition is 

interiors of these older homes to secure at least some meas- then torn down, revealing in the ceiling above either the 

ure of modern comfort and convenience. Usually the prob- ends of the floor joists which formerly rested on the parti- 

lem involves combining two rooms to make one of more tion or a doubled joist inserted to help carry the load above. 

commodious size, the rearrangement of partitions to pro- An ingenious method of installing a steel beam to carry 

vide adequate closet space and, less frequently, the sub- the ends of the ceiling joists was recently employed by 

division of a large bedroom into two smaller units. A Maxwell Kimball, architect, in an alteration at Glen Ridge, 

fourth problem, involving the introduction of extra bath- New Jersey. The partition removed was one of the common 

rooms, will be discussed in a later issue. type concealing double sliding doors between the living 

The normal problem is to combine the sitting room and room and the dining room. When it was taken down, 

parlor, or the parlor and dining room, to form a modern the ends of the ceiling joists were separated by several 

living room of comfortable inches. Into this space, the 

size and more pleasing pro- architect arranged to insert 

portions. The high ceilings It is first desirable to study the floor plan of a steel beam (illustrated at 

of old houses lose their the house as it exists and the floor plan that the end of this article) 
; + would result through making the proposed 

ugliness when dividing aisalies Valens Gtimseias Gn deladie af made of two U-shaped 

walls are removed. The construction work that would be involved pieces, called “channels,” 

which were bolted to- 

gether in such form as 

to create a_ long 

(Continued on page 168) 
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Hot water on tap 

Efficiency in modern heaters 

MORGAN G. FARRELL 

GOOD hot-water supply is as essential in the home 

of to-day as an effective heating system—more so, 

since it is indispensable the year around. When 

the faucet marked “‘H”’ is turned, a hot flow should come 

in a few seconds. That is expected as a matter of course. 

But a great deal of planning and choosing is back of 

the supply of that simple necessity. There is more to it than 

heating the water, especially to-day, when the engineers 

of the great manufacturing corporations have focussed 

their talents upon the task of setting domestic duties 

free of drudgery. “‘Let the machine do the work,” they say, 

“and let it do its task without even supervision—eco- 

nomically and efficiently.” 

They have succeeded. New hot-water heating devices 

are being introduced each year, one more advanced than 

the next. Indeed they are coming so fast that it is difficult 

to keep up with them. A review of the latest developments 

in heating water for the home may, therefore, be helpful. 

To have plenty of hot water just when it is wanted and 

without an extravagant outlay requires three things. The 

first is an economical way of heating the water so that it 

will be available at the right temperature (not over 180°) 

and in a reasonable quantity. The 

second is that once the water in the 

system is heated it will not be cooled 

off too soon by exposure to cold air 

currents. The third is that cold 

water must be kept from mixing 

with the hot water and diluting it 

to a lukewarm degree. 

Passing over the familiar coal 

heaters to those which employ other 

fuels, it may be said that the inde- 

pendently fired types deserve first 

consideration. Their fuels, piped or 

bottled gas, crude or refined oils, 

and electric current, are available in 

one form or another in the cities, 

the suburbs, and on the farms. 

Which fuel is to be used is a 

of economy, depending question 

In the instantaneous type 
of gas heater the opening of 
an “H”’ faucet sends a 
column of burning gas 
through a nest of copper 
coils in which water is 
flowing thus furnishing 
an immediate supply of 
hot water. (Courtesy of 
Ruud Manufacturing Co.) 

ae RO 

The new electric heaters 
are simple and unus- 
ually efficient. The 
plumbing and electrical 
connections can be made 
very easily and, of 
course, electric heaters 
do not need a flue con- 
nection. (Courtesy, Edi- 
son General Electric 
Appliance Co., Inc.) 

Mayer-K uck 

partly upcen availability and cost, partly upon the fuel used 

for winter heating and the duration of the cold season. 

Within the last year, there has been a tremendous in- 

crease in the territories served by natural gas. The big 

oil companies, whose drillings nearly always set free great 

stores of gas, trapped beneath the crust of the earth’s sur- 

face, used to waste it. Competition and the economic need 

for conservation have set them to building hundreds of 

miles of pipe lines to make the gas pay its way. 

Gas from California oil fields is now pumped to San 

Francisco, Texas gas to Colorado, Wyoming supplies Utah. 

A big project in Alberta will supply Winnipeg, Minnesota, 

Montana, and possibly Nebraska. One nine hundred mile 

line is planned to send the Texas and Oklahoma gas to 

Illinois, Indiana, and adjoining states. 

This and the supply of natural 

gas in non-oil-producing states will 
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bring a vast section of the Union 

within range of this inexpensive 

fuel. It will be cheap enough to use 

for heating the house as well as its 

water supply. 

In other states the supply of 

manufactured gas is limited to the 

cities and their environs and it costs 

more. But, while its use as boiler 

fuel may lag, pending the develop- 

ment of cheaper methods of manu- 

facture and distribution, it is still a 

highly convenient and efficient fuel 

for hot-water heating, especially as 

houses must be piped with gas for 

the kitchen range in any case. 

Gas heaters are of two general 

types: (a) instantaneous, (b) contin- 

uous. Both are automatic. In the 

first the opening of an “H”’ faucet 

sends a volume of burning gas 

through a nest of copper coils in 

which the water is flowing, furnish- 

ing an immediate supply of hot 

water at a predetermined tempera- 

ture as long as the faucet remains 

open. At all other times the water 

in the pipes remains cold, while a 

e 



small pilot light, whose gas consumption is negligible, 

burns, ready to ignite the large burners upon demand. 

The continuous type operates on a different principle 

and has a greater number of variations of form. It calls 

for a storage tank containing twenty gallons of water or 

more. The gas burners are at 

the bottom of the tank in sev- 

eral forms of this type of heater. 

They keep the tank water at a 

fixed heat at all times. If it 

falls below say 180°, a thermo- 

static valve causes the gas cock 

to open and the flames burn un- 

til the water again reaches that 

temperature when the gas is 

automatically shut off or turned 

low leaving only a pilot light. 

The heat of the gas may go up 

around a cylindrical water tank 

inside the insulated casing of 

the heater; it may go up through 

a central flue; or it may go up 

through a number of vertical 

pipes which pass through the 

water container. One make has 

spiral baffles or blades in the 

flues to slow down the flow of 

the hot, ascending gases so that 

they must give up most of their 

heat to the water before they 

can escape. 

In other types the automa- 

tic burners are in a separate 

casing outside the water tank 

and their heat passes up through 

nests of copper coils in the same casing, much as 

in the case of the instantaneous heater. The ends of the 

copper coils are connected, respectively, to the top and 

bottom of the water storage tank, which is heated by cir- 

culation, the hot water entering at the top, and the cooler 

water passing to the coils from the bottom. 

The commercial supply of compressed or bottle gas is 

now so widespread that gas hot-water heating is possible 

in regions remote from artificial gas works. By using two 

flasks, one is always in operation until the empty one is 

replaced. Artificial gas is often thought to be expensive 

but in the writer's own experience in using many types 

of hot-water heaters it has proved by no means excessive 

in cost, considering its convenience and reliability. 

The impressive growth in the use of crude oil for heating 

the house in regions where the cost of gas is still too high, 

has suggested to ingenious manufacturers the adjustment 

of the oil-heating mechanism of the furnace so that it 

will supply hot water in the summer time. 

The continuous type of gas 
heater has a storage tank 
and by means of a ther- 
mostatic control maintains 
always a tankful of hot wa- 
ter. (Courtesy, Crane Co.) 

T WERE the house-heating boiler is used as part of the 

H system. It may be cut off in such a way that it will not 

heat the house at all or the house thermostat may be utilized 

to regulate the oil burner so that the room temperature 

will not rise above a certain point. It is believed by some 

heating engineers that the 

former method is the bet- 

ter and that an auxiliary 

thermostat should be used 

to control the hot-water 

temperature. 

At any rate, the boiler it- 

self may be used as a 

A gas burner and control of one continuous 
type of gas heater. This is located at the 
bottom of the tank. When the water in the 
tank drops below a predetermined temper- 
ature the thermostat valve causes the gas 
cock to open and the flames burn until the 
water is again heated, then the gas is shut 
off. (Courtesy, Ruud Manufacturing Co.) 

heater, actuated by the automatically controlled oil-burner, 

to supply hot water to a storage heater, inside which is a 

copper coil. The water for the hot water faucets flows 

through the coil whose ends terminate at the top and bot- 

tom of a separate hot-water supply tank. It is an ingenious 

use of the house-heating system for hot water supply, which 

operates in the summer as well as in the winter. During 

the cold season, the extra demand on the oil-burner is 

only enough to take the additional load of the hot-water 

supply, which is comparatively little. 

Kerosene is available as fuel in many sections where the 

delivery of crude oil is out of the question since it is un- 

profitable to supply it, except in bulk. 

Several of the more recent developments in domestic 

hot-water heaters employ kerosene as fuel. The differences 

in operation are not material. There is a tank which con- 

tains about eight gallons of kerosene, enough to operate 

the heater four days. It is connected with a burner in a 

separate hot-water tank by a small pipe, whose flow of fuel 

is controlled by a thermostat. A pilot wick, an asbestos 

preheating ring, and a kerosene burner bowl complete the 

heating unit in this type of appliance. 

T wAs to be expected that sooner or later a _ practi- 

I cal and economical electric apparatus would be devised 

for heating water for home use. As a matter of fact, several 

of the great electric manufacturing companies have an- 

nounced new types of heaters within the past year. One 

cleverly devised type fits directly on the faucet, like a 

filter. The current in the heating coil is turned on with the 

water, which flows over the hot coil. Of course this re- 

quires a heater for each “‘H” faucet with the requisite wiring. 

Most of the new electric heaters are complete with 

water tank and full thermostatic control. One make has 

an eighteen-gallon tank insulated with mineral wool 

three inches thick all around except at the top where it is 

five inches thick. The switch has three “On” positions, 

“High,” “Medium,” and “Low,” giving water tempera- 

tures of 180°, 155°, and 135° F., respectively. In the auto- 

matic type just described, circulation tubes deliver hot 

water to the top of the tank, thus heating from the top 

downward. Immersion heating units, (Continued on page 158) 



Miles Berné 
Situated on top of Lookout Mountain overlooking Los 
Angeles, Beverly Hills, and the Pacific Ocean this 
charming, low, rambling house, the residence of Mrs. 
Margaret Selby Fillmore, is a departure from the con- 
ventional and, as such, truly Californian in atmos- 

phere. Roy Seldon Price was the architect 

CHARM IN CALIFORNIA 
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Harold Haliday Costain 

Why plants are killed 

Inability to take in water from the 
soil, or an unbalanced food reserve 
may make a plant cold tender 

in winter 

Actually they may die of thirst 

E. BADE 

HEN the night frosts threaten to make their 

appearance late in the autumn, the leaves 

begin to change their colors and as fiery darts 

float gently to the earth, and the branches lift their naked 

arms high into the gray autumn sky—then has come the 

time to think of protecting the more delicate garden plants 

which are not so resistant to the winter frost. They are 

usually surrounded with a protective covering in the be- 

lief that this will help them withstand the rigors of winter. 

Cold itself is not the enemy of that part of the plant 

which is above the ground and it does not force the hardy 

plants to give up their leaves. The winter resting period 

and the defoliation of the plants are due entirely to the soil 

temperature. It is the cold soil which stops their growth. 

Each plant demands, besides moisture and soil salts, a 

certain definite soil temperature. When the soil is too cold, 

the plant cannot grow no matter how much water and soil 

salts are available. Cold water in a cold soil is just as bad 

as no water at all, so far as the plant is concerned. If, now, 

the deciduous trees kept their foliage throughout the 

winter, their leaves would still give off moisture. But since 

the roots cannot absorb water from cold soils, all moisture 

within the plant would be given off. The plant would 

simply shrivel and die. Since the plant does throw off its 

leaves the quantity of water given off by transpiration is 

reduced to a minimum. 

At first glance it seems as if our conifers and broad- 

leaved evergreens like Holly were in no way protected 

from such a drying out process. But this is far from the 

truth. The structure of the leaf or needle is such that but 

little transpiration takes place or the plant grows in situa- 

tions where danger from drying is almost impossible. 

On the other hand, certain of the more delicate plants 

do suffer from the frost. Not so much from the direct cold 

as from moisture, ice, and the winter’s sun. The change- 

able autumn climate which goes suddenly from cold to rain 

and back to sunshine does not permit the wood of the 
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more delicate trees and shrubs to become sufficiently ma- 

ture. They are still soft and full of sap, especially after a 

moist summer, and the beginning of winter finds them un- 

prepared—they are not ready for the resting period, their 

shoots have not become hardened, the twigs and branches 

are not woody. Such plants should be pruned just above 

the third bud during September or October; this pruning 

effecting a more rapid maturity of the remaining wood. 

Conifers can be brought to a more rapid maturity by cut- 

ting some of the roots by means of a spade dug into the 

root system. This is an emergency measure and should be 

done late in the summer. 

ONIFERS which are not hardy are also protected by 

C providing them with a covering. The branches should 

not be bound together about the trunk. To prevent injury, 

four posts are dug into the ground around the plant. This 

provides a box-like covering over which cloth, mats, pine 

twigs, etc., may be bound. Rhododendron is protected in a 

similar manner, for the winter’s sun should be kept from 

it. It is sufficient to bring a protective roof over small 

plants, the uprights carrying the weight. The Yucca, 

covered in this manner, is sufficiently protected, for snow, 

ice, rain, and direct sunlight are kept away from it. 

The upper parts of the Roses should not be covered. 

Many Hybrid and Remontant Roses, if they have grown 

tree-like and developed a crown, do not need to have any 

particular kind of protection if grown in protected loca- 

tions. Tea Roses demand a covering, for they are delicate. 

But this should not be given too early in the season. The 

wood must be mature; even if they are exposed to a light 

frost, no particular damage will be done. Centifolia, Bour- 

bon, and Moss Roses do not require any protection dur- 

ing the winter but the dwarfed grafted Bengal Roses should 

never be without it. Wherever this protection is needed 

it should not be given before all the (Continued on page 182) 
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Redeeming the neglected Hyacinth 

The Sweetest scented bulb for indoors or outside 

F. F. ROCKWELL 

O CLASS of spring flowering bulbs has a wider 

range of pure, clear, self colors than the Hya- 

cinths. Add to this the fact that they may be 

grown indoors as easily as Paperwhite Narcissus and out- 

of-doors as easily as Tulips, and there is every reason for 

including a generous number of them in one’s order for 

bulbs—especially as this fall they are cheaper than they 

have been for many years. It is not too late to obtain and 

plant Hyacinths now. 

For earliest bloom indoors get the prepared bulbs. 

These are given special treatment at harvesting so that 

they cure earlier, and they can be made to bloom by Christ- 

mas. The ordinary early bulbs will bloom just as well, but 

take more time. Ordinarily the largest exhibition size is 

recommended for growing indoors or for forcing, but unless 

you have some special reason for wanting huge, massive 

spikes, the smaller bulbs will do as well. The French-Roman 

Hyacinths should be used for indoor planting only. They 

are smaller, daintier, and even more deliciously fragrant 

than the regular Dutch Hyacinths, and may be obtained 

in pure white, rose, and blue shades. Each bulb will throw 

up a succession of several spikes giving a long display of 

color. Be sure to include some for growing indoors when 

you place your order this season. 

YACINTHS, may be grown in plain water or in water and 

pebbles just like Paperwhite Narcissus. For the former 

purpose, it is best to use the special hyacinth glasses. How- 

ever, it is really little more work to plant the bulbs in soil 

and arrange for a long succession of bloom. All the work 

can then be done at one time, merely bringing them in, 

as they are wanted. Mix up a compost of garden loam, 

sand, and peatmoss (or sifted leafmold), in equal portions. 

If very old rotted manure is available, this may be used in 

place of the peatmoss. Personally, I prefer to use the smaller 

sized bulbs, placing several in a pot or pan. Allow an inch 

or two between the bulbs, keeping the tops just even with 

the surface. Water thoroughly and keep in a cold, dark 

place; or bury out of doors, in a frame or trench, covering 

with hay or leaves, and on top of this several inches of soil, 

to prevent their freezing solid. Leave them for several 

weeks so that the roots may develop before they are brought” 

in. When bringing them in to a sunny window or into the 

conservatory do not try to force them. Place them in a 

fairly cool temperature and allow them to develop slowly, 

and they will make longer stems, flower in better form, and 

remain in bloom much longer. 

With the passing of the vogue for formal beds in de- 

signs and solid colors it became quite the popular thing 

for garden writers to inveigh against the poor Hyacinth, 

which had happened to be particularly well adapted to 

that type of gardening. The fact that it was especially 

well suited to planting in many other ways has been largely 

lost sight of! 

In practically every catalog the “Exhibition” or “Top 

size’’ bulbs are featured, the impression (Continued on page 184) 
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Hyacinths are the best bulbs for house cultiva- 
tion. Use the special hyacinth glass which ts 
made to hold the bulb just above the water 

giving the roots space in the lower part 

Plant outdoors in solid masses, preferably, so that the coloring 
and delicious fragrance may have full effect. Inlersperse 
with Alyssum or Forgel-me-not. Use one kind at a time 



The American Home 

Sweet-peas for the South 

W inter sowing gives long season bloom 

T. J. STEED 

O WONDER that the Sweet-pea is one of the most 

popular annuals in the South as well as up North 

—there are so many beautiful colors and shades, 

and wonderfully pretty forms. As a cut flower for decoration 

there is nothing more adaptable. There are three distinct 

types of Sweet-pea. The Early or Winter-flowering type is 

used where extra early flowers are wanted. They are about 

a week earlier than the Spencer type, but do not grow as 

tall nor do they produce as large flowers. The Spencer type 

has long stems and is unquestionably the finest for cut 

flowers. The old Grandiflora type is very productive, but 

the flowers are neither as large nor are the stems as long 

as the Spencer and really need not be considered. 

From the middle of November to the tenth of 

December is the time to sow Sweet-peas for best re- 

sults for all sections south of Atlanta, Georgia; 

Birmingham, Alabama; Jackson, Mississippi; 

Shreveport, Louisiana; and Dallas, Texas; and 

to all points clear down to the Gulf of Mexico. 

Of course, down below the frost line in Flor- 

ida they can be planted almost any time 

during the winter. North of the above 

named points, I should defer planting 

until January or February. Sometimes 

we have a hard freeze in the South 

and if the plants are not protected 

during such a period (which sel- 

dom lasts over six days) they 

will be killed, and planting 

must be done over again. 

With a good mild winter 

plants will commence 

flowering the last of March. 

This last winter we had two 

unusual hard freezes in De- 

cember and January. This set 

Sweet-peas back two weeks and 

our first flowers came about the 

middle of April. They usually flower 

up to the middle or last of June, when 

it becomes too hot and dry, and there 

lies the advantage in planting early—you 

can get earlier and larger flowers and have 

a longer season. 

Sweet-peas like rich soil and a sunny spot. 

Prepare the soil well by spading ten inches deep, 

making it fine and loose and free from rubbish or 

stones. Dig out trenches fourteen inches deep and 

six inches wide for single rows; for double rows 

make trenches sixteen inches wide. On the bottom 

put in five inches of well rotted horse manure mixed with a 

little bone meal and cover with three inches of rich fine top- 

soil. Plant rows in double row trench six inches apart. Cover 

seed one inch deep. This gets plants six inches below the 

level of the soil, which protects them from cold in winter 

and makes them easier to cover up during a freeze. (Rows 

should be eighteen inches to two feet apart.) 

Straw may be placed over them, or several thickness of 

newspapers, but soil must be put on edge of the newspapers 

to hold them down and keep the wind from blowing them 

off. It also gets the roots deeper in the soil and they 

will stand dry weather better and give a longer period 

of flowering. 

These trenches can be gradually filled in when 

cultivating in the spring, which should be frequent 

and shallow. Plants may stand from two to four 

inches apart in row, unless growing flowers 

for show purpose, then they should stand 

six to eight inches apart in row, to de- 

velop extra large flowers. 

Light poultry netted wire makes a good 

support for the vines and can be used 

for many seasons. Also cotton twine 

may be used; it makes good support 

and is cheap. This is used by plac- 

ing two stakes (of 1 x 1 or 1 x 2 

boards) at each end of row six 

or eight inches apart, and 

enough stakes on each side 

of row to hold twine up. 

Put first strand of twine 

about four inches from the 

ground, andeach additional 

twine three inches apart up 

as high as vines will grow. 

Fasten or tie the twine securely 

to stakes on both sides. Some 

use brush for supporting the vines 

but this is not as satisfactory as 

the twine or poultry netting. 

During dry weather give plants a 

good watering every evening after sun 

has gone down. This will greatly prolong 

their flowering season. Getting the soil thor- 

oughly wet is more important than getting the 

vines wet. In fact, it is better to let the water 

run under the vines than to use a heavy spray over 

them, because you would beat off the flowers. The 

reason it is not good to water plants when the sun is 

shining hot is that it bakes the soil and scalds the vines. 

Give abundance of water at the 
roots in dry weather. Leading 
it in the ground by pipe and 
trench is better than spraying 
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A CENTURY OLD 

but still this cypress house ts young 

mah a ea 

Like hundreds of century-old southern 

mansions built of Tidewater Red Cypress 

(coast type), ‘““Shadows-on-the-Teche” 

seems to have gleaned only a mellow trace 

of charm from sun and rain and age. 

erat he ite 

Still in sound condition, it tells an amaz- 

ing story of this lumber’s tireless ability to 

fight off rot—and hence, repair bills. 

It also explains reasonably why no other 

wood quite equals Tidewater Red Cypress 

for lasting beauty and economy. 

If you want to save yourself many dol- 

lars in repairs, here is certainly the wood 

to use when you build or alter. | 

Follow the advice of architects, who are 

employing Tidewater Red Cypress in greater 

quantities today than ever before...Specify 

the “heart grade” at all weather points. 

With all its beauty of grain, easy work- 

ability, tight coherence with paint and great 

durability, Tidewater Red Cypress costs you 

comparatively little. 

“Money Saved for Builders’ —free 

ia No charge for this illustrated booklet, 

i “ coal “Money Saved for Builders.” It shows you 

_ just how and where Tidewater Red Cypress 

“Shadows-on-the-Teche” near New Iberia, Louisiana, is a proud old southern land mark. Although built early in makes your home more charming — saves 
the 1800's, its Tidewater Red Cypress construction is still in good condition. 

repairs —and gives it higher re-sale value. 

Send for it today. 

If your dealer is not stocked with Tide- 

water Red Cypress, he can get it for you 

quickly—or you can write direct to any of 

the following members of the Southern 

Cypress Manufacturers’ Association of 

Jacksonville, Florida, who published this 

advertisement: 

Big Salkehatchie Cypress Co., Varnville, S.C. 
Burton-Swartz Cypress Co., Perry, Fla. 
Cummer Cypress Co., Jacksonville, Fla. 
Everglade Cypress Co., Loughman, Fla. 
Reynolds Bros. Lumber Co., Albany, Ga. 
Wilson Cypress Co., Palatka, Fla, 

‘Colonel Richard C. Stokes of Covington, Virginia, used the same rugged lumber in his lovely new home, “Edgehill”. 
Bates & Howe, New York City, were the architects. 

SPECIFY 

TIDEWATER RED CYPRESS 

(COAST TYPE) 

THE WOOD ETERNAL 
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Especially in the warmer sections of the country but excellent elsewhere, too, some 
permanent irrigation system for a lawn is actually a money saver in the long run 

Making a lawn on adobe or clay 

It’s soil preparation and the right seed that mean a good Start 

A. M. WOODMAN 

HE making of a good lawn in California or elsewhere 

(but especially in those parts where semi-arid condi- 

tions prevail) does present a few problems, but 

these can be readily solved if at the start right methods for 

making lawns are adopted. Lawns are usually made too 

hastily. Builders are prone to dump excavated soil right 

where the lawn is supposed to be. Good top soil is frequently 

only a few inches deep and, unless this is first removed and 

placed to one side, it becomes hopelessly mixed up with un- 

weathered clay or adobe. 

So the first consideration is to provide for at least three 

or four inches of good garden loam for the surface layer, 

even if it is necessary to haul in soil. The sub-soil may be 

either clay or adobe. It is unwise to put too light a sandy 

loam over heavy soil. Grass mixtures containing Rye Grass 

will do quite well in either adobe or clay soils which have 

been well worked, but Kentucky Blue and other fine-leaved 

grasses do best in good garden loams. In our principal towns 

and cities soils vary greatly in composition. In many regions 

adobe seems to predominate, but there are always some 

regions in any city where good loam can be obtained. Even 

on the same lot there may be several kinds of soil. 

Most soils, except some in country districts, are scarcely 

rich enough in plant food elements to maintain a lawn for 

any length of time, necessitating adding a concentrated 

fertilizer. The more highly concentrated fertilizers, largely 

mineral in composition, should be used sparingly at first, 

making a second application after the grass has made some 

stand. The less highly concentrated animal fertilizers in- 

cluding the bone and blood meals, guano, poultry manure, 

sheep manure, and others may be used in larger quantities, 

but all should be thoroughly incorporated with the upper 

layer of soil before sowing of seed. I have found that it is 

practicable, where sub-soil consists of clay or adobe, to first 

place several inches of barnyard manure over the sub-soil, 

then spread the loam over the manure. Concentrated fertiliz- 

ers may also be mixed with the surface layer of soil. The 

grass makes a splendid stand, and usually will not require 

refertilizing until after a period of several years. Our soils 

are also benefited by adding a little limestone. 

F COURSE, probably the ideal way would be to prepare 

O the ground during the fall and then wait until spring 

before sowing the seed, but there is no good reason why 

grass cannot be sown any time during spring, summer, fall, 

and late winter if weather conditions are right. I have sown 

lawns even in midwinter with quite fair results. The very 

best time is usually in April or May. Should lawn be put 

in later in the year, the soil must first be thoroughly 

watered so that the water penetrates into the lower levels. 

It is good practice to wait for several (Ccontinued on page 182) 
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Rich in Texture, Brilliant in Tone, . 

Orinoka Colorfast Draperies give the Spanish Room 

its Striking Charm 

Unper a brilliant southern sky, the Spanish house 

lies low and graceful. Autumn sunlight floods it in 

golden waves. But within are great, cool rooms, 

whose quiet walls provide a restful background 

for rich furnishings. 

This house must be curtained and upholstered 

ajo 

with more than casual care, for only permanent 

colors can withstand the intense light of a sub- 

tropical climate. Only Orinoka Colorfast Fab- 

rics will give you at once the rare loveliness of 

—6-— 
authentic Spanish designs and the unquestioned 

assurance that even under these severe conditions 

their beauty will not fade. 

This handsome Spanish grille chenille which 

curtains the casement doors will lose not a tinge 
ee 

of its striking color. This Chambord damask chair 

may stand in a sunny corner for months. These 

satin cushions will never be streaked where the 

light has beaten upon them. For all these ma- 

terials are woven threads, hand-dyed by a special 

process. And the patterns are as exquisite as some 

delicate tracery of wrought-iron work which you 

might see in romantic Seville or Barcelona. . . 

sources, indeed, from which we took them. 

For other rooms, in other styles, there are equally 

beautiful Orinoka Fabrics . . . satins, brocades, 

and taffetas ... tapestries... velours. .. metal 

cloths . . . colors and textures for any decorative sean 
Draperies for the Spanish room reproduce the delicate wrought-iron work 1 ‘ 5 iil . . 

plan you may wish to follow. The range of of old Seville. From the 1930 Orinoka booklet 

Orinoka colorfast designs is truly extraordinary. 
; aye : Send 20 cents for a full-color booklet Orinoka Colorfast Draperies are guaranteed 

Select them when you are furnishing your home. re ’ - of new interiors sun and tubfast 
The Orinoka Mills, 183 Madison Avenue, Hope Harvey, authority on decoration, has planned twelve The Orinoka Mills guarantee every yard of Orinoka Sun- 
i. a rooms in correct period styles in the 1930 Orinoka book- fast Fabrics you buy. If the color changes from exposure 
N > York Cc ty let. Appropriate materials for hangings and upholstery to the sunlight or from washing, the merchant is author- iNe@W or ty. : t 2 : are reproduced in color. For a copy, enclose 20 cents ized to replace with new goods or refund the purchase 

(in coin) with the coupon. price. Look for the guarantee tag on every bolt. 

THE ORINOKA MILLS, 183 Madison Avenue, New York City 
GenTLEMEN: I should like a copy of the 1930 Orinoka booklet, ‘Draperies and 

Color Harmony.” I am enclosing 20 cents in coin. 

Name ao — —s 
Orinoka 

DRAPERIES .. . COLORS GUARANTEED 

SUN AND TUBFAST 

Strect sienna ee 

State City 
1416 
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In the beginning annuals are often used lavishly to give color, and until the more 
permanent plants, still small, attain size and actually change the character of the garden 

How much garden to buy? 

Applying the budget plan to the outdoors 

ROMAINE B. WARE 

HE great family of gardeners are a thrifty lot. They 

want real value for their money and, with the aid 

of Mother Nature, usually manage to get it. Almost 

everything added to the garden grows in value year by 

year. For example, take an ordinary evergreen, say a Red 

Cedar, bought in small size, six to twelve inches, it costs 

around eight cents; but just a few years later when grown 

to a height of three or four feet the cost of duplicating it 

from the nurseries would be four or five dollars, and within 

another few years, its value has increased to twenty-five 

dollars! Surely this is real return 

for outlay. 

In many phases of garden mak- 

ing, we, as gardeners, like to esti- 

mate our costs. Let us take the 

item of garden tools. What are 

the absolutely essential items 

needed, and how much will they 

cost? 

You will need a spading fork, 

hoe, rake, shovel, cultivator, and 

trowel. You may want also a spade 

and an edger and maybe different 

types of hoes, rakes, and such 

things. As they must stand hard 

use it does not pay to buy cheap 

tools, and the best are none too 

good. Take the trowel for ex- 

ample, it may be bought at 

rs 

Here existing occupants, the Apple trees were re- that 
tained and given emphasis by the flowery walk 
alongside. (Mrs. M. L. Fuller, landscape architect) 

anywhere from ten cents up but those costing about 

eighty cents, either in the English pattern or the steel 

shank trowel, are by far the best and more than worth 

their cost. Cheap trowels bend and break and are 

generally unsatisfactory. The same is true of all 

garden tools. Most of the standard implements sold by 

reliable dealers are well made and, if cared for, will give 

years of service. All the above tools may be bought for 

about ten dollars and they will be sufficient for the start- 

ing of your garden. Others may be added when needed. 

Some of the larger items needed 

will be lawn mower, wheelbar- 

row, garden hose, and a spray 

outfit. Good pruning shears and 

a lawn sprinkler will be needed 

also. The above items will vary 

greatly in price, according to qual- 

ity and style. You can, purchase 

these six items all the way from 

eighteen or twenty dollars for the 

lot, up to fifty, seventy-five, or a 

hundred dollars and in most cases 

you will get your money’s worth. 

The wearing and lasting qualities 

will vary with the prices. Prun- 

ing shears may be had as low as 

fifty cents but a high-grade pair 

should hold its cutting 

edge and not (Continued on page 184) 
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Warm rooms to dress in at less than 

the cost of cold ones 

Get out of bed, close the windows, turn on 

the radiator and before you return from your 

shower, there'll be a comfortable bed-room 

awaiting you—warmed by the faithful Spencer 

in the cellar. Children, too, leaving their 

beds to be dressed by mother’s hands, run 

through a warm hall into an equally warm 

room. No danger of chills for them with a 

Spencer on the job. 

Dressing rooms can be warmed quickly in 

Spencer heated homes. You don’t check off 

a Spencer fire at night by wasteful banking. 

The Spencer gives you a steady even heat 

day and night in all kinds of weather, with 

attention only once or twice a day. 

Yet it costs only about half as much to enjoy 

this great convenience and comfort as it does 

to be without it. The sloping Gable-Grates 

are especially designed to burn small, inex- 

FLAT GRATE HEATER 
Showing how burning fuel shrinks away lo ashe 

~heater must again be refueled 

pensive fuels, without the use of motors, 

blowers or other mechanical parts. Use No. 1 

Illustrated is the Spencer Magazine Feed Heater for 
the home of average size. Spencer Heaters for steam, 
vapor, or hot-water systems, are made in cast iron 
sectional and steel tubular types, for any size home 
or building. Sold and installed by all responsible 
heating contractors. 

"SPENCER 

HEATERS 
for steam,vapor or hot water 

Buckwheat anthracite instead of large sizes 

and cut your fuel bills as much as half. Use 

small size by-product coke—and enjoy clean 

smokeless heat at proportionate savings.* 

Write for the Spencer Book, “The Fire That 

Burns Up-hill.” It describes in detail how 

the Spencer Heaters for steam, vapor or hot 

water, can save you almost half your annual 

fuel bill. SPENCER HEATER COMPANY, 

WILLIAMSPORT, PA. (Division of Lycom- 

ing Manufacturing Company.) 

*Everybody knows that ordinary heaters require re- 
fueling frequently as the fire burns to ash. With a 
Spencer, fuel is put only once a day into the maga- 
zine—illustrated below at (A). Fuel covers the grate 
to a sloping level controlled by the magazine mouth 
(B). The fire bed stays at the level shown at (C), for 
as fuel burns it shrinks to ash (D) and settles on the 
Gable-Grate (E). As the fire bed shrinks, more fuel 
feeds down automatically from the magazine, which 
holds enough fuel to feed the fire for as long as 24 
hours, with only one shaking of the grates. 

SPENCER MAGAZINE FEED HEATER. 
The shrinkage of burning ficl lets more fuel feed 

automatically fiom the magazine * 
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The QUIET 

Improved S -WE L- ty L O 

arr 

An Added Health 

and Comfort Feature 

ge the quiet operation and grace of outline which have 

made the Quiet Si-wel-clo the choice in homes of 

refinement there has been added a third feature of the 

utmost importance. 

The improved Si-wel-clo is unquestionably the greatest 

advance in water-closet construction of recent years. It 

is the most comfortable, hygienic, sanitary and quiet 

closet that has ever been devised. The decided dip in the 

rim elevates the front and rear of the bowl opening, 

minimizing the possibility of soiling. 

Besides the Si-wel-clo, your plumber can show you a wide 

assortment of closets, tubs, washstands, ete., from the 

most expensive to the least, yet each an example of the 

beauty, durability and high sanitary standards which 

characterize the Te-pe-co line. 

-We make but one grade of ware—the 
best that can be produced—and sell it at reasonable prices. We 
sell no seconds or culls. Our ware is guaranteed to be equal in 
quality and durability to any sanitary ware made in the world. 
The Te-pe-co trade mark is found on all goods manufactured 
by us and is your guarantee that you have received that for 
which you have paid. 

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY 

Trenton, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

National Exhibit Rooms 
101 Park Avenue, New York City—Entrance on 41st Street 

Sales Offices in Philadelphia, Boston and San Francisco 
Export Office: 115 Broad Street, New York City 

ps 

Send 10 cents for the new edition of our plan 
book No. V-1, “Bathrooms of Character” 

TE-PE-CO 
ALL-CLAY. PLUMBING FIXTURES 

= 
. 

All the Georgian periods of furniture are in high 
favor. The wood in this copy of an old secretary 
is beautifully grained. (Wm. A. Berkey Co.) 

A decorator looks at the new furniture 

Continued from page 125 

is too beautiful, its history is too 
interwoven with our own, and it is 

| endeared to us by association. 
Another historic revival is the use 

of the simpler pieces known as Early 
American, the sturdy furniture made 
from native woods by workmen whose 
innate good taste inspired simple and 
charming lines. Fruit 
much used, and later the beautiful 
mellow most 
popular. This furniture includes spool 
beds, simple chests of drawers and 
dressers, 
tables, 
tables, besides 

woc ds were 

maple which is now 

slat-backed chairs, trestle 
and butterfly 

a great variety of in- 
candlestands, 

cidental pieces. Its fitting accompani- 
ments are hooked rugs, quaint chint- 

Currier & 
Ives lithographs, or silhouettes, sam- 
zes and percales, pewter, 

plers, and old prints. It has struck a 
deep note of popularity which is grow- 
ing rather than diminishing, and the 
fall trade is prepared with a large line 
of models which are simple in design, 
beautiful in their finish of natural 
woods, and particularly appropriate 
for small apartments, 
country cottages. 

Another distinctive type of furni- 
ture which was first produced by the 
country people in the land of its 
origin is the French Provincial. This, 
too, is growing in popularity, 
autumn 
graceful new designs of this period. 
It has great charm and individuality, 

that it 
with 

houses, and 

and 
finds showrooms 

and decorators have found 
may be blended 
Early American furniture, each seem- 
ing to bring out good points in the 
other, adding variety to the 
rooms in which they are used. Most 
of our French Provincial furniture is 
made of walnut that takes a dull 
waxed finish which is a constant joy 
to its owners. It is light, sophisticated 
furniture, with 
graceful proportions 
people of artistic tastes. It is partic- 
ularly popular for apartments, and, 
since its proportions are rather small, 
it accommodates itself well to re- 

successfully 

a nd 

flowing curves and 
pleasing to 

full of 

stricted spaces and adds distinction 
to rooms where it is used. This fur- 
niture touches a vein of sentiment 
in us, perhaps, for Americans love 
France and visit it more often than 
any other foreign country, so happy 
memories and romantic appeal have 
their share in the rising tide of popu- 
larity of French Provincial furniture. 
It should find its natural arrangement 
against rather primitive backgrounds 
as near like the rough plaster or 
white-washed walls of Normandy 
and Provence as can be effected. 
There will be hangings of gay toiles 
de Jouy, cushions of quilted calicoes, 
and on the open dressers the crude, 
bright pottery, and softly glowing 
pewter of the French peasantry. 
Bowls of flowers there must be, and 
shining copper, as well as a rotund 
clock, if you be typically 
French Provincial. 

Moderne furniture is found in all 
the fall markets, and is growing in 
daily use especially in city apart- 
ments and in offices and _ studios. 
It is a revolutionary adventure in 
furniture design which expresses our 
modern life completely, with not a 
superfluous line or wasted movement, 
and it has a great appeal for the 
younger generation. 

Novel uses of metal are essential 
to its design, walls are covered with 

would 

aluminum, flat surfaces with monel, 
nickel, or chromium, and _ chairs, 
tables, and desks constructed of 
chrome steel tubing. This furniture 
may be cared for with a minimum of 
effort, and is practically impervious 
to wear. 

With furniture design at a high 
level of excellence, and prices at least 
ten to twelve per cent lower than last 
November it would seem that this was 
the time for buyers the country over 
to furnish their homes, or replenish 
their worn pieces with the beautiful 
new models which are such good in- 
vestments in value. and give ever- 
increasing satisfaction in the comfort 
and enjoyment of the home. 
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ls the Water 

from Rusty Pipe 

ood enough for your children? 

i Sagreg NOT,” you will say. It is only natural 

to give the children the best your purse can 

afford—sometimes more. Yet some parents overlook 

one thing to which every child is entitled — pure, clear 

water and plenty of it. What is more important in the 

day’s routine than that baby can have his bath in clean 

water — free from the stains of rust! And as all parents 

know, it is hard enough to get children to drink enough 

water at any time. Why make it more difficult by tol- 

erating discolored water from rusty pipe? 

er wo FF Hw 

And as rust progresses, the flow of water gradually 

diminishes, until the pipe becomes entirely clogged, 

or—worse still, rusts through and leaks. 

How much better it is to get a plentiful supply of 

crystal clear water at a turn of the faucet—and to know 

that rust can mever attack the pipe. 

Anaconda Brass Pipe cannot rust. Consequently 

it eliminates repairs and replacements due to rust, 

saving its slightly higher first cost many times over. 

Architects and plumbers recommend it. Every length 

is trade-marked for permanent identification. 

Send 25c for ‘The Home Owner’s Fact Book”’, by 

Roger B. Whitman. It not only tells you how to rust- 

, , proof your house, but deals with facts concerning plan- 

make it more dificultby tolerating water decolodby mes Anccwee, _‘inlg and financing your home. Address The American Brass Pipe eliminates rust and assures clear water at all times. Brass Company, General Offices, Waterbury. Conn. 

Anacon vA 
from mine to consumer 

ANACONDA BRASS PIPE 



Cooks like real gas— 

~--- use PYROFAX 

no matter where you live 

it is 

eerevrrrer" rere? « ee oe | wwert, 

Even THOUGH your home is in the country 
or in a suburb without city gas you can 
cook on a real gas range just as if you were 
living in the city. And that gas range and 
the Pyrofax equipment for supplying gas 
can be had at a lower price than a good coal 
or oil stove. 

And Pyrofax can be used for any gasappli- 
ances such as the famous Electrolux refriger- 
ator, hot water heater and laundry mangle. 

Pyrofax is natural gas taken from the 
natural gas fields, refined and compressed 
into steel cylinders in which it is delivered 
to your house. Pyrofax burns with a blue, 
clean, intensely hot flame. 
Two cylinders, each containing several 

months* supply for the average family, are 
kept in a neat cabinet outside the kitchen. 
When one cylinder is emptied, the reserve 
is turned on and a new cylinder full of 
Pyrofax delivered and connected in the 
cabinet as shown. This Pyrofax reserve 
cylinder system infallibly protects you 
against running out of gas. 

Pyrofax is the oldest, time-tried and 
proved compressed-gas-for-cooking system. 
It has been giving unvarying, satisfactory 
service for eight years. You can have con- 

fidence in Pyrofax because it is produced by 
a national organization—the largest manu- 
facturer of compressed gases in the world. 

Read these unsolicited testimonials and 
see what truly wonderful service Pyrofax 
is rendering. “Pyrofax has all the advan- 
tages of a public service pipe system. I 
recommend it without reservation."* “Pyro- 
fax could not be any better.” “I am very 
proud of my gas—and have called in all the 
neighbors to show them my comfort with 
Pyrofax.” (Names on request.) 

NEW LOW PRICES 
The complete Pyrofax installation—including gas 
range—now can be had at an amazingly low price. 
Convenient terms may be arranged. A small down- 
payment will bring you the gas range of your choice 
and complete Pyrofax installation. Look for the name 
Pyrofax. It protects you against imitations. 

Carbide and Carbon Chemicals 
Canrsive AnD Carson Buitpine 

30 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 
Cansins anv Carson Buttpinc 

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Unit of UCC and Carbon 
Union Carbide Corporation 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES— 
TREMENDOUS STOCKS-——-UNFAILING 
SERVICE -— NATION’WIDE DISTRIBUTION 

Corporation 

PYROFAX 

Gas Service 

Pyrofax two-cylinder system is simple as 

PYROFAX DIVISION AH- 11-30 
1 Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation 

30 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y 
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IIl. 

(Please address office nearest you) 
Please send me some of your interesting 

literature on Pyrofax and the name of the 
nearest dealer. 

Name — 

ABC. Diagram shows direct piping from cylinders to range 

The American Home 

Hot water of the house heating system 
circulating through the attachment 
shown in the center above heats water 
for the storage tank. The auxiliary 
gas heater, at right, is not necessary. 
(Courtesy, Taco Heaters, Inc.) 

Hot water on tap 

Continued from page 146 

which are the elements that make 
the water hot, can be purchased sep- 
arately and screwed into a threaded 
opening in any tank. They have the 
three-position switch mounted on 
them. 

Still another kind of electric heater 
is the circulation type. This is a com- 
plete unit, automatically controlled, 
which can be connected up to any 
tank by pipes, as it is fully self con- 
tained. (Incidentally, there is one 
type of this form of heater, which is 
clock controlled.) 

Of course, there are other forms of 
hot-water quite 
such as those in which the steam or 

heaters, effective, 

hot water of the house furnace is 
used as a heating medium; but they 
are already well known and this 
paper covers only the more recent 
types. 

The question of operating cost is 
easy to settle. There is not a great 
deal of difference in the monthly ex- 
pense of operating any of the types 
described herein. It is really not the 
prime 
safety, and automatic control are 
worth a certain amount of expense 
which, in no case, is excessive. 

consideration. Convenience, 

It is not enough to make the water 
hot. It must be kept so, as long as 
possible, to conserve fuel and to 
have hot available 
longer period, as for several baths 
or showers. To accomplish this the 
heater, itself, and the hot-water dis- 
tributing pipes should be thoroughly 

This may the 

water for a 

insulated. increase 
first cost, but it will pay for itself 
many times over in comfort and fuel- 
saving. Besides, the additional cost 

very much. The 
whether for gas, oil, or electricity, 
can be bought complete, with scien- 
tifically insulated tanks. As for the 

should be 

is not heaters, 

pipes, brass or copper 
used for hot-water lines, including 
valves, fittings, and hangers. (This 

is not meant to exclude certain types 
of wrought iron or steel pipes, which 
have been treated to prevent corro- 
sion.) As both brass and copper 
have a high conductivity of heat, the 
water in them cools off rapidly, es- 
pecially in the cold cellar. Insulation 
is advisable, though one seldom sees 
it. It should take the form of hair, 
mineral wool, magnesia, asbestos, or 
cellular covering, at least an inch 
thick for any pipe of ordinary size, 
and with a canvas jacket bound with 
brass straps. Valves and fittings used 
need not be covered. If practicable, 
the risers to the bathrooms, kitchen, 
pantry, and laundry should also be 
covered. This can be done easily and 
cheaply when the house is under 
construction. Afterwards it is neither 
easy nor cheap. 

The last point to consider presents 
anything but a simple problem. When 
the water in the boiler is heated to 
180°, the water in the pipes and 
branches is cold at a distance of ten 
feet or so from the boiler. Readers 
can easily verify this by feeling the 
uncovered pipes at that distance. 
Eventually all the cold water will 
find its way to the boiler according 
to the law of heat that cold sinks. 
Strangely enough the heat seems not 
to rise into the pipe risers until a 
faucet is opened and a flow of water 
established. 

The cold water dilutes the hot and 
when the latter is cooled to the fixed 
point, the thermostat starts the 
heater even though no water is being 
used. This is a waste, though not an 
important one. It can be minimized 
by grouping the plumbing fixtures 
as nearly in a single vertical line as 
possible. This cuts down the length 
and number of branches and risers, 
reducing the amount of cold water 
in the system. It is also the most 
economical arrangement of the 
plumbing. 
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DDING an automatic stoker or oil burner, installing better 

valves, installing thermostatic temperature control — those 

are the possibilities you are likely to think of first when the subject 

of modernizing your heating system is considered. But valuable 

as these things are, they are not fundamental. 

Eighty-story buildings are not built on foundations suitable for 

ten-story structures. Neither can the above-mentioned moderniz- 

ing features be applied to an out-of-date, or inefficient boiler 

with the expectation of anywhere near the benefit they are 

capable of giving. 

Real modernization begins with the boiler, because it is primarily 

the efficiency of the boiler upon which the efficiency of the system 

as a whole depends. 

What determines boiler efficiency? The chief thing is Fire Sur- 

face. No boiler can be efficient unless it has plenty of Fire Surface. 

Fire Surface is that part of a boiler which absorbs and transfers 

heat from the burning fuel to the system so that it can be dis- 

tributed to the rooms of your home. 

A square inch of fire surface can absorb only so many heat units 

per minute and no more. If you force the fire to supply more 

than that number of heat units per minute, the result is simply 

to waste them up the chimney. The only way to increase the 

total volume of heat absorbed and delivered to the rooms of your 

home, is to increase the number of square inches of Fire Surface. 

When You 9577 = 

MODERNIZE HB: 

Your Heating System SM ItH 

BOILERS t~ RADIATORS 

The H.B. Smith Boilers for steam, 

hot water and vapor heating; 

radiators; and hot water supply 

boilers; for every type and size 

of private home, office building, with the Boiler 

factory and public building. 

When you have plenty of Fire Surface, you get all the heat you 

want, and you get it without costly waste. 

The New Smith “16” Boiler for small-to-medium size homes has 

more fire surface than any other boiler made of the same grate 

area—enough to absorb economically all the heat your house 

will ever need. It makes available for small-to-medium homes 

the same welcome comfort and economy that H. B. Smith Mills 

Boilers Nos. “24”, “34” and “44” have been giving owners of large 

homes for over fifty years. Burn coal, coke, oil or gas as you please, 

The results are the same. 

Ask your Architect, Engineer or Heating Contractor about the 

H. B. Smith Boilers. Send for free copies of our books, “The 

New Smith 16”, and “Does It Pay To Install An Oil Burner.” 

< > 

THE H. B. SMITH CO. 
Dept. L-19, Westfield, Mass. 

Gentlemen: Please send me a free copy of each of your two books, “The 
New Smith 16”, and “Does It Pay To Install An Oil Burner.” 

Name 

Street 

> NEW S) NO. 16 ' THE NEW SMITH ; City, — 
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She friendly 

SHADOW./ 

Colonial 

Tres chic... smart... and so- 

phisticated . . . the modern young 

American bride, or matron, selects 

for a room here. . . a corner there 

... or as a happy thought to fill a 

favorite niche ... something reminiscent of her early 

ancestry... 

No. 325T 

For example, this pine-topped leaf table . . . odd . . . quaint 

. historic ... with split gateleg supports and square 

corners, and reproduced from a recently discovered antique, 

by CONANT-BALL of Boston, with that traditional faith- 

fulness for which they are so justly famed. 

Or, this Colonial mirror, the original of which 

dates from the year 1700. Its scroll top is a 

fine example of early Colonial decorative 

craftsmanship. 

All CONANT-BALL furniture is finished 

in a beautiful ‘“‘maple’’ or “‘mahogany”’ 

lacquer that resists marring and marking, 

and produces a dull patina that simulates 

No. 323M oil-rubbed polishing. 

” Send for free booklet ‘‘Through Colonial Doorways 
which shows many interesting ensembles for every room 
in the home. CONANT-BALL Colonial Furniture is 
sold by high class furniture and department stores. 

CONANT-BALL COMPANY 

Makers of Colonial Furniture 

80 Sudbury Street Boston, Mass. 
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In the bedroom blue predominated in 
the wallpaper, chintz coverings, organdy 
curtains over those of dotted net, and 
in the quaint Cape Cod hooked rugs 

A one-time fisherman’s home 

Continued from page 142 

living room, commanding an _ ex- 
tended view of the inlet, 
Good Wives River, as it winds its 
way dreamily along toward the Sound. 
Indeed, when the great heavy door 
held by its original crossbar is opened, 
one feels that he is on a boat rather 
than in a house, so close does the 
water rise to the level of the adjoining 
porch. 

In furnishing this room 
yellow again as the wall color, only 
this time in an inexpensive solid- 
toned paper, as the wooden walls 
were too cracked and seamed to admit 
of paint. This makes a very desirable 
background for color prints and for 
the mahogany furniture which has 
come to me as heirlooms. The other 
pieces, such as the tables and a large 

were painted yellow. For 

know n as 

I u sed 

armchair, 
the slip covering of the chaise longue I 
used tobacco brown with yellow pip- 
ings and yellow chintz cushions, and 
for the over draperies yellow gingham 
combined with brown chambray, so 
that the feeling in the room is one of 
sunlight with just enough of the 
darker tone to give the necessary 
balance. I should say, in explanation, 
that were I to replace the window 
hangings I should use one of the newer 
sheer cotton fabrics or glazed chintz 
in place of gingham, for they are 
almost the same in price. 

A simple brown bordered woven 
grass rug covers the floor, for here, 
as throughout the entire house, only 
inexpensive floor coverings and ma- 
terials that will withstand hard 
usage, can readily be cleaned, and are 
unaffected by salt water have been 
used. Wet bathing suits and heavy 
sports shoes mean too much in the 
pleasure of the summer, I argue, to 
prohibit their use in the house— 
hence the extreme practicability of 
our surroundings. 

Opening off the living room on the 
water side is my bedroom in which 
I have put, with the exception of a 
commodious chintz covered couch 
banked with cushions, only old- 
fashioned furniture, such as a four- 
post bed, a mahogany dressing table, 
bureau and chairs, together with 
hooked rugs acquired during my 

wanderings on Cape Cod. Being 
inordinately fond of blue, it was my 
first choice for the intimate sur- 
roundings of my bedroom, in the 
old-fashioned but inexpensive wall- 
paper, the organdy curtains over 
those of dotted net, and the chintz 
coverings. 

Flower studies are the only pic- 
tures, unless one may call the delight- 
ful vistas to be obtained from my 
three windows “wall decorations,” 
for they are pictures indeed, framing 
land locked water views and distant 
glimpses of our neighbor’s garden, 
glowing with color. 

Above stairs, which is reached 
through the kitchen pantry or pass- 
ageway, are two comfortable bed- 
rooms done in cool shades of green; 
a bathroom, as yet unadorned with 
color, except in the rugs and curtains; 
and a spacious open attic containing 
the flotsam and jetsam of the house- 
hold that twice a year is weeded out 
and sent to the rummage sale. Only 
those accustomed to the limitations 
of the city apartment closet can fully 
appreciate the lure of a roomy attic 
such as this, where one may pile and 
store away to her heart’s content. 
It is a real joy, yet as dangerous as it 
is insidious, for the temptation to 
accumulate the superfluous soon 
becomes too strong to resist. 

As for the exterior of the house, 
there is really nothing to distinguish 
it architecturally from the school 
boy’s drawing of a house, and yet, 
bordered by a high privet hedge 
within a white picket fence on the 
roadside, and with every window of 
the lower floor banked with flowering 
window boxes, it takes on the quaint 
charm of a simple farmhouse having 
a prim distinction all its own, in its 
white paint and dark green shutters. 

Such planting as we have must 
necessarily be nestled close to the 
house, both front and back, for when 
the exceptionally high tides prevail, 
as they do in certain months, the 
river overflows the lawn and, being 
salt, kills the flowers in its wake. 

To add to our comfort is a garage 
of adequate size, in the rear, but other 
than this, no out-buildings. 
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ROSES 

Here is a fresh, modern treatment of 
the rose, symbol of happiness and 
festivity. Ever since Linen Damask first 
was made, the rose has been a motif 
in dinner cloth design. Now roses 
in this modern interpretation border 
this new cloth in gracious opulence. 

SILVERWARE BY CUMMUNITY PLATE GLASSWARE BY FOSTORIA 

Own THE dinner table, Linen Damask is friendly as candle-glow—serene as twilight. 

When the cares of the day are at their ebb, hospitality sparkles with laughter and shines 

with peace. Linen Damask creations by Irish and Scottish craftsmen offer many patterns, 

designed especially to enhance the genial atmosphere of the dining room at dinner. 

Many lovely designs in Linen Damask for all occasions are pictured in a new booklet — 

“New Beauty in Linen Damask Tablecloths.” Send ten cents to cover mailing, addressing 

Dept. A-11, The Irish and Scottish Linen Damask Guild, Inc., 260 West Broadway, New York. 

— inpessiiely couedl 
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In 30 minutes .. Anyone can have 

Beautiful 

axed Floors 

OULD you like to have gleaming, waxed floors—just like 

those in the most modern homes—in a few minutes—for 

a few cents? Then, you owe it to yourself to try genuine Old 

English Wax. You can give your home this added loveliness with 

less effort than using a vacuum cleaner. 

It doesn’t make a bit of difference whether 
your floors are old or new, hardwood or soft- 
wood, waxed, varnished, shellaced or painted 
—all can be beautified with this magic polish. 

Old floors look like new and new floors 
stay ‘ike new because Old English Wax 
protects floors against scratches, worn spots 
and children’s carelessness. It contains a 
higher percentage of hard carnauba wax than 
any other floor wax—that is why it lasts. 

Old English Wax thoroughly cleans off 
all surface dirt and then polishes to a per- 
fectly smooth and dry finish. New users are 
always amazed at the little amount of dust 
which clings to Old English Wax polish. 
Dusting becomes mere child’s play. 

Try it now and see for yourself what an 
improvement it will make in your entire home. 

You can get Old English Wax at paint, 
hardware, drug, grocery, dept. stores. Made 
by The A. S. Boyle Co., Cincinnati, O., 
U. S. A. and Windsor, Ont., Canada. 

For Furniture, Too! 

Old English Liquid Wax will 
save half your dusting time. 
Unlike oil polishes, its hard, 
smooth finish is perfectly 
dry and little dust clings to 
its beautiful surface. Give 
your old furniture that mod- 
ern wax finish and preserve 
forever the satiny sheen of 
your new furniture. 

Old English Wax 

PASTE OR LIQUID POLISH 

The American Home 

A Martha Washington model is spacious 
with its three drawers and side pockets. 
(Courtesy, White Sewing Machine Co.) 

Sewing equipment that saves space 

Continued from page 130 

mistaken for a console table or a 
dressing stand. Manufacturers are 
interested in sewing machines, and 
no longer are they the Cinderellas of 
household furnishings, but are housed 
in attractive cabinets in almost any 
period and in appropriate woods. 

If you have a leaning toward the 
dignified styles you may choose a ma- 

| hogany or a walnut finish. If you want 
something to go with painted furni- 
ture there are lacquered or enameled 
pieces, just the thing. It takes a dis- 
cerning eye to recognize that the new 
electric models minus the cumbersome 
treadles are not actually tables for 
holding books and flowers, or cabinets 
for the radio. The treadle machines, 
too, have dropped their heads into a 
middle pocket and have taken on 
such table-like appearances that their 
real use is seldom spotted at first 
glance. 

But though the sewing machine has 
acquired a flair for chic its service- 
ability has kept an even pace. To-day 
even the treadle machine turns out an 
average of two hundred and fifty 
stitches a minute and the 
models can put in eight hundred at 
their best speed. Their operation is as 
simple as percolating coffee; just plug 
the cord into the electric outlet and 
the motor does the rest, while the 
speed is controlled by the pressure of 
your foot or knee. These machines are 
as safe as your vacuum cleaner for all 
the working parts are enclosed. The 
cost of operation is less than a cent 
for three hours of steady sewing. And 
the tricks of their attachments would 
put an A-one magician to shame. 
They can hem and ruffle and shirr and 
tuck better than the finest seamstress 
can do the work by hand. 

I pulled out my guest room dressing 
table and had a look at it. This model 
was designed with the motor as a 
complete unit. But you can get elec- 
tric sewing machines identical with 
the foot power models. Or, if you 
have a satisfactory treadle machine, 
it is a simple matter to have an elec- 
tric motor attached. 

Next on the calendar of discovery 
was the contents of my dressing table 
drawer. Here were bobbins wound 
with different colored threads, a wee 
pair of scissors, and a little six-inch 
rule for measuring tucks and hems as 
you stitch. The machine was placed 
so that the light from the window at 
the left came in at the correct an- 
gle for close sewing work—a good 

electric 

lighting arrangement for dressing 
as well. Back of the machine was 
a double wall plug where the 
dressing table lights were attached 
and the sewing machine motor 
could be plugged in on sewing days. 
For night sewing this machine was 
equipped with a small electric lamp 
attached to the cross arm, the re- 
flector sending the light directly 
upon the area around the needle— 
a welcome relief to work-strained 
eyes. 

The  straight-backed, cushion- 
padded chair before my dressing 
table was the perfect height for 
stitching without curving the back- 
bone or getting a kink in the neck. 
I tried it out to see. The arms of the 
easy chair were short and low, no 
chance to interfere with the move- 
ments of the sewer. The bedside sew- 
ing table was of walnut to match the 
machine, and its drop-leaf ends when 
lifted allowed ample room for the 
reading lamp, books, and magazines. 

These sewing tables come as elabor- 
ate or as simple as you please, the 
prices ranging from $7 up to $75 and 
on ad infinitum. One very lovely copy 
of a Duncan Phyfe was, in New York, 
priced at $67.50 while a table in 
Empire Style, and very nicely done 
too, was selling for $26.65 on my last 
shopping trip. A Martha Washington 
model can be had for $14.79. This 
had three drawers, a shallow top 
drawer for sewing supplies, a second 
drawer equipped with spindles enough 
to hold twenty-four spools of thread, 
and a third deeper drawer for hand 
sewing and fancywork, while at either 
side were spacious pockets for bulky 
supplies—ideal I thought for maga- 
zines and pattern books. A floral print 
sewing table that took my heart sells 
for $30. Nothing else could be so 
perfect in a bedroom with painted 
furniture. This had eight separate 
compartments and a sliding utility 
drawer at the top. 

One of the more proletarian kits is 
the collapsible kind that rests on 
folding legs like a canvas stool. The 
kit part is a cretonne bag equipped 
with a small pin cushion, thread rack, 
and a side pocket partitioned off 
for scissors, thimbles, and such. Some 
of these bags seen in the stores 
have stiff covers which turn back like 
table leaves, affording extra sewing 
space. 

Once this little guest bedroom had 
opened into (Continued on page 164) 
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cheery window 

gleaming through the dusk... 

GRE NO MMNS NGS Kaho oteee 

Lupton Home Casements, fitted with leaded glass, enhance the note of 

dignity in this formal library 

Here sidewalls are set off by the gleaming panes of Lupton Home Casements 

You get off the train, and follow a file of other 

commuters. You walk along a quiet street of 

homes. Your eye leaps ahead to a familiar win- 

dow, a square of radiant welcome piercing the 

purple shadows of dusk. 

Windows are symbols of home—more so, to- 

day, than even the vanishing fireplace. They 

bring in daylight and fresh air. They keep out 

cold and damp. They are in constant use from 

morning till night. 

If you are looking for a thoroughly modern 

window, sooner or later you will hear about 

Lupton Home Casements. Slender steel cross- 

pieces heighten their gossamer beauty. Yet they 

have the strength and the weather resistance of 

steel. They can be opened or closed with one 

hand. And the maid can wash both sides of the 

window from within the room. 

Lupton Home Casements are made to meet 

the changing seasons. In winter, they shut tight 

against icy winds and raw, penetrating damp. 

They save weather-stripping, and cut down fur- 

nace-expense. In summer, they reach out and 

bring indoors the slightest, most fugitive breeze. 

Every fixture has been anticipated. Screens 

and curtain-brackets . . . even plate glass . 

can be ordered, at minimum cost, with the win- 

dow. Let us mail you a free copy of our instruc- 

tive color booklet, ‘‘ Your Windows Through a 

Decorator's Eye.’’ David Lupton’s Sons Co., 

2267 East Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 



Now! SO CASV 

0 save your floors 

with NoMar 

furniture rests 

Protect your floors from the havoc of small metal 
slides and unguarded furniture legs. 
‘“‘NOMARS"” spread the weight flat on the floor, 
and glide smoothly. The polished brown Atlasite 
base is neat in appearance. 
Buy the socket type where furniture legs are bored 
for caster sockets. The 
“‘Drive-On” where Se 
legs have no holes. 

Four Sizes 
50c to $1.00 per set 

and-s0 C€AasV 

lo move your Jurnilure 

with Bassick casters 

For furniture which must be moved easily and 
often buy Bassick Casters. 
Replace those old dragging, squeaking, floor 
damaging casters with smooth, easy rolling, quiet 
casters—Bassicks. There is a Bassick caster for 
every need in your home—Casters which will 
lighten housework and save your floors. 

——aa = - =~ 2 s 

Go to your nearest hardware or house furnishing dealer for Bassick 
Casters and NoMar Rests. Mail the coupon for complete information, 

THE BASSICK COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, CONN, 
Send me descriptive literature showing where and how to use Bassick Casters 
and NoMar Rests. 
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Sewing equipment that saves space 

Continued from page 162 

the master bedroom on its right. Now 
the doorway formed a closet to hold 
a drop-leaf cutting table, which was 
attached to the wall with hinges at 
one end and supported when open by 
two hinged legs. This cutting board 

five 
wide and stood three feet high, ex- 
actly right in height for a woman 
five feet six inches. 

The sleeve that 
small but useful sister of the ironing 

was feet long by three feet 

padded board, 

board, rested beside the dress form on 
the closet door just opposite. The 
door mirror was placed so that the 
light fell directly upon the garment 
being fitted. It was a sheet of mirror 
glass placed flat to the door with the 
aid of unfinished three-step picture 
molding, which was painted a dull 
yellow, green, and black. At the bot- 
tom of the mirror was a bracket shelf 
with a pin cushion full of dressmaker’s 

a light 
weight hand-mirror, too, for use in 
long sharp pins. There was 

getting a still closer view of the back 
of a dress, while the foot rest before 
the easy chair became a kneeling pad 
when hems were being turned, I dis- 
covered. 

In a tiny apartment I saw another 
and different sewing room which cost 
much less to equip. It was less con- 
venient, too, but provided a place in 
which to sew at least. Here the break- 
fast nook played the double réle of 
dining room and sewing den, as the 
seats and table were the built-in kind 
which could be folded behind cup- 

The 
drop-leaf table was the cutting board, 
board doors when not in use. 

and it measured three short steps in 
a number five shoe from the built-in 
ironing board. The tiny service table 
with its two drop leaves was a sewing 
table in truth, equipped with the 
needed sewing supplies, and the port- 
able electric sewing machine was kept 
in a closet off the hall, but did its 

work perfectly on the top of the 
breakfast nook table when connected 
with the wall plug also used for the 
breakfast grill. One of these portable 
machines takes up less room than a 
traveling bag and weighs on an aver- 
age not than twenty-five 
pounds complete. Built-in china cup- 
boards and linen drawers divided the 
nook from the kitchen proper, and 
one of these deep drawers was used for 
sewing supplies and unfinished work. 

A linen room, if large enough and 
lighted by a window, is an excellent 
place in which to sew. It may need a 
few adaptations, a few alterations, 
and a bit of ingenuity. If the linen 
shelves are open it is wise to provide 
sliding panel doors on one side to hold 
the sewing things, for neither sewing 
nor its accessories provide decorative 
touches. A portable sewing machine 
to be stored on a shelf is usually the 
wisest choice. If there isn’t room for a 
cutting table a shelf can be made and 
set in place when wanted across braces 
on either side of the room. A pier 
glass may be fitted to the linen room 
door and a built-in ironing board 
will be the final touch of luxury. 

A sunroom with an in-a-door bed 
may be transformed with but little 
effort 
a light, cheery place in which to 

tuck. As in the bed- 
described, the sewing ma- 

chine may be the dressing table 
or the bed-side table; for the sew- 
ing kit, a highboy with its plen- 
tiful supply of drawers will hold a 
multitude of sewing materials. The 
closet that conceals the built-in bed 
will be large enough to accommo- 
date a guest’s wardrobe as well as 
garments still unfinished and gar- 
ments waiting for repairs, and there 
will still be a corner in which to tuck 
“Lady Dress Form”’ no matter how 
plump she may be. 

more 

into a sewing room, and is 

gather and 
room 

Are you prepared for emergencies? 

Continued from page 154 

wounded surface has been covered by 
sterile gauze. It should never be ap- 
plied directly to a bleeding or raw 
surface; it is difficult to remove and 
soils rapidly, and its capillary power 
works both ways often infecting what 
would otherwise be a clean wound. 

Never, never, never, should cotton 
be used to dress a burn. Only those 
who have treated cases of severe 
burns where first aid has been applied 
in the form of absorbent cotton under 
the mistaken that 
would assuage the agony of the burn 

idea its softness 

can appreciate the immense difficulty 
of its removal, with the consequent 
pain the 
patient. The best treatment for a 
burn is the application of 
spread thick with a cream mixture 

and infective danger to 

gauze 

of bicarbonate of soda and water, or 
gauze or bandage wrapped about the 
injured member and soaked with the 
carron oil. When making the solution 
of bicarbonate of soda to every cupful 
of the solution add fifteen drops of 
tincture of iodine. This will add to its 
antiseptic nature and also promote 
healing. Carron oil is a mixture of lin- 

seed oil and limewater and is used only 
for burns. It will assuage pain and 
will protect the burns until medical 
attention is obtained if needed. 

Lugol’s solution is a mixture of 
iodine, potassium iodide, and water. 
You see it contains no alcohol as does 
tincture of iodine and hence does not 
sting when applied to a fresh cut or 
wound. The reason I have mentioned 
it is because it can be applied to the 
cuts and bruises of childhood without 
any objection on the part of the child. 
There is no sting and ‘it is as effective 
as the tincture. 

Tincture of iodine serves as a shield 
infection through wounds, 

blisters, bites, abscesses, glandular 
swellings, and all superficial infections 
generally. If I am where I cannot boil 
my drinking water—provided it be 
not as carefully safeguarded as the 
water supplied by the City of New 
York—I do not fear typhoid fever or 
dysentery, for I know that three 
drops of tincture of iodine to a glass- 
ful of water or ten drops to a canteen- 
ful of water will quickly kill all germs 
of the colon type. 

against 



ad trimly latlored 

HAtrmst ong Moor will give 

it lo any entrance hall = 

mage halls are a problem! Difficult 

to decorate. Odd-shaped. Too large or 

too small. And, no matter how hard you try, 

they never seem to look just right when the 

front door-bell rings. 

Here’s a little hint that will help you cap- 

ture—and hold—that trim, smart look of the 

well-appointed room. It’s a hint that comes 

from the country’s leading decorators, from 

the country’s finer homes. Dress up the floor 

—make it a fashionable foundation for your 

whole interior scheme. 

This was admirably accomplished in the 

room you see illustrated. The old drab floor 

is out of sight and out of mind. Over it has 

been installed a modern floor of Armstrong’s 

Linoleum. The very way this floor was laid— 

cut and fitted to every nook and cranny, then 

cemented in place over linoleum lining felr— 

gives it a custom-tailored look. The very origi- 

nal choice of colors and designs—a bright 

promise indeed to the woman who likes to 

be different—gives it the stamp of style. 

This room will retain its smart and trim 

appearance because the Armstrong Floor will. 

Armstro ng Ss _/inoleum lors 

for every room in the house 

JASPE.. PLAIN INLAID -++ EMBOSSED 

A cabinetwork cover—and an ugly radiator becomes a charming console. A smart, trim effect in Armstrong's 
Linoleum—and an old floor becomes the keynote of the whole decorative treatment. Marble Inlaid Design 173 in 

main hall with feature Linostrip border. Plain linoleum in outer hall with special star Linoset. 

Colors can’t scuff off or fade out—they’re inlaid. 

Nor will the surface spot and stain, regardless 

of weather or wear. It’s Accolac-Processed. 

Wax and polish it lightly. Or, if it should 

need frequent washing, renew the surface occa- 

sionally with Armstrong's Linoleum Lacquer. 

(Do not lacquer over wax.) 

More trimly-tailored rooms—a whole book- 

ARABESQ 

broken-stone effect 
with mortar.lines pressed below the 
surface. Armstrong's Embossed Inlaid 

Design No. 16011. 

Left—A mellow 

Right—Delicately grained green and 
gray blocks are combined in this 
Armstrong's De Luxe Marble Inlaid 

Design No. 14025. 

PRINTED. - 

ful, in fact, of original rooms is yours if you 

write for “New Ideas in Home Decoration.” 

Floor effects now showing at local linoleum, 

department, and furniture stores appear in ac- 

tual interiors and are discussed by Hazel Dell 

Brown, decorator. This book also brings you 

a free offer of Mrs. Brown’s personal help 

when you decorate. Just send 10¢ to cover 

mailing. Armstrong Cork Com- 

pany, Floor Division, 935 Pine 

Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

Armstrong's 

Product 

- and ARMSTRONG’S QUAKER RUGS 



Oa Sea t0k bas wc ophcge io Wind, vo excepanens 

to oil or repair, no pendulum to require a level clock base. You can 

place it anywhere and depend on it for time that’s exact. 

Its heart is the marvelous little clock motor which began more than 

ten years ago to revolutionize time keeping. Today this tiny motor, 

at its highest point of development, serves you in clocks bearing the 

A Variety of Models G-E monogram...symbol of quality. 

Some with chimes—a choice for any . snnad feihetaenen-<then badetie alone You get the same accuracy from all General Electric Clocks, how- 

pieces with softly lighted faces to stately ever modest or decorative their cases. We'll gladly tell you about 
grandfather clocks ..... $9.75 to $375 

them. Just send us the coupon. 

GENERAL ®@ FLEC?) ote,” 
J iui NS 4a i A J \ Section T-9011, Merchandise Department ' 

‘ General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn. ' 
‘ ' 

~ ac ‘. Please send me the booklet “Time-O’-Day by General Electric” |! 
g a ) & ‘ that tells about General Electric Clocks. : 

‘ ' 

‘. Name Nessie cacasanbicc alee taimsits 

— ‘ Address te kiccstagecaisbansatia arta neh ih me 
Merchandise Department . General Electric Company : Bridgeport, Connecticut Te ee 

we? 
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NDURING BEAUTY WITH ECONOMY 

ot Sallie a ase waar cde 

Residence, A. H. Tashjian Walker & Weeks 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio Architects 

Golden Tone Natural Stone 

Beauty, comfort, permanence and security are offered 
home builders by Briar Hill (o/orful Ashlar Wall Facing. 
Individuality is multiplied and enhanced through the | 
use of this exquisite, virgin sandstone. Its soft, autumnal 
hues radiate hospitality and friendliness. Richly diversi- | 
fied surface textures, harmoniously blending tints, con- 
venient random lengths and variable course heights 
supplement these marvelous colors in affording unlim- 
ited opportunity for unique and exclusive effects. Quan- 
tity production and rapid setting make this golden tone 
exterior wall facing economically available everywhere 
for moderate-cost residences. € Write for our interesting 
Ashlar Wall Facing Booklet AHN. It displays numerous | 
Briar Hill houses, pictures this warm, friendly stone in a e eC tm he 
its natural, permanent colors, and contains many help- 
ful building suggestions. Blueprints of your ideal home 
cheerfully estimated without obligation. 

THE BRIAR HILL STONE COMPANY, Glenmont, O. D udger ! i ) e 

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOKLET 

Washing dishes by hand 

OUR day’s darkest hour 
becomes restful, easy 

minutes with a Walker Elec- 
tric Dishwasher. For less than 
one cent’s worth of electricity 
a day it washes your finest 
china cleaner, more safely, 
than you can do it by hand. 
Your ant keep lovely. You 
have time to spend precious 
hours with your family. 

The new Walker Electric 
Dishwasher is proving a sen- 
sation in every part of the ag: 
country. Thousands of en- Built-in sink models are available in sizes and 
thusiastic users will tell you types to meet every desire. The cost is moderate. 

of its amazing efficiency in removing even 
the most tenacious dried-on particles of 
food. ..and how it eliminates 90% of the 
work with pots and pans, too. 

The new Walker has only one moving 
part. It is built to serve you faithfully for 
a lifetime. 

Ta D STEELTEX LATH 

Insulates . Prevents Cracks } 
Deadens Sound FOR INTERIOR PLASTER and Lath Marks 

We invite you to try it in your own 
home. If it doesn’t prove the greatest 
electric time and labor saver you have ae, : 
ever had, don’t keep it. 

Mail the coupon and we will send com- 
plete literature and the names of nearby 
dealers who will be glad to give you a free 

SUB-SURFACE plaster protection! Ribbed STEELTEX lath protects 
That’s the secret of plaster per- plaster walls and ceilings with a | 
manency. You pay forit...why netw ork of embedded, rust-proof | demonstration. 
not get it? steel wires ... and seals every | 

; ; ; . bp inch of the plaster slab with ee ee ee ee ee 
Your interiors ... their charm, exe its heavy, tough fibrous back- WALKER DISHWASHER CORP., 
appearance and comfort are J ing... adding insulation and 

Send me literature on the Walker 
Electric Dishwasher and names of nearby 
dealers who will demonstrate it to me 
without obligation. 

made to endure with Ribbed ‘ip sound-deadening qualities. 
caaniaeiia ati a 
STEELTEX lath,—the modern ‘ wp Write for FREE literature about 
plaster base and steel rein- v4 STEELTEX (for plaster [) stucco [J 

i 
I 

1024 S. Waller Ave., Chicago, Ill. | 
! 
I 
! 

Cabinet Model. Can be attached to 
brick or stone veneer [) floors and your plumbing or used as a portable, 

forcement. {a roofs [)), Address DEPT. J-77. like your clothes washer. | 

NEOTEL omooverwpa : VVAT KF IR fcc 

OT OA, LY Me AL | ELECTRIC DISHWASHERS ii’ 
8 is Sink and Cobsast Model sdiaedsdnabebenandbanineraennmamiekdadn 4 
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BONDED fireplaces NEVER smoke 

First Friend —“ When the furnace is out we freeze. When 
it’s on we bake.” 

Second Friend —“T’ve started my confounded furnace three 
times this week. And, every time, the wife says “Let it out! 
Start it up! Let it out! Start it up!’ Look at my new suit!” 

Third Friend — rubbing his hands, as friends do —*‘Aha! 
Bennett Bonded Fireplace — that’s the answer. Quick heat 
Fall and Spring throughout the house. Bonded not to smoke 
by the National Surety Company and the Bennett Fireplace 
Corporation. Bonded to ventilate the house with fresh, 
heated, outdoor air. No drafts. No cold spots. No cold 
floors ....!” 

There are so many things about these remarkable Bennett 
Bonded Fireplaces that we have set them all down in an 
intensely interesting free book—shows in detail just what, 
how, and why—and a set of attractive, original fireplace 
designs by an eminent architect. 

It will pay you—save you money —to read this free book 
from cover to cover. 

BENNETT FIREPLACE CORPORATION, Norwich, N. Y. 

LLL OO ooeeeee—uonanv eer ese eee 
For Free Book fill in 
Coupon and return 
to Dept. B-3, Bennett 
Fireplace Corpora- Remodeling F 
tion, Norwich, N.Y. Existing Fireplace [) 
For fireplaces already built we suggest Bennett “rest 
Fireplace Heater-Ventilator (not bonded) which 
has all the heating and ventilating features of 
the Bennett Bonded Fireplace. 

Please check 
New Construction [] Name 

GP caves State ccvcccece 

Remodelling V ictorian interiors 

Continued from page 144 

rectangular box. (If the same mem- 
bers had been placed back to back, 
they would have formed the shape of 
an I-beam). At the lower edges of this 
box beam, two large angle irons were 
bolted to form supporting shelves 
upon which the floor joists could rest. 
The assembled beam was _ then 
brought into the room through a 
window and lifted into place between 
the temporary supports until the 
angle irons caught the lower edges ol 
the floor joists. Here it was held per- 
manently by inserting heavy wooden 
columns at either end which were car- 
ried down to the foundation. There- 
upon the temporary supports were re- 
moved and structural work finished. 

While this work is under way, Car- 
penters are at work relocating doors 
and windows, removing old-tashioned 
trim that is not to be used again, and 
otherwise preparing the room for 
redecoration, much after the manner 
discussed last month in the article 
“That Room With the Gas Chande- 
lier."” Of course, these alterations 
more or less injure the ceiling plaster 
and necessitate some patching of the 
walls. Allowance should be made to 
cover the possibility that the inser- 
tion of the steel work may seriously 
crack or loosen the plaster ceilings 
in both rooms. It is not necessary that 
this occur, but it is better to be in a 
position to entirely replaster the ceil- 

ings than to be forced to patch work. 
There is another reason urging the 
replastering of the ceilings, even 
though the old plaster remains ap- 
parently undisturbed. The steel mem- 
ber is not subject to shrinkage or ex- 
pansion like the wood it adjoins. 
There is some likelihood that the 
plaster used to patch beneath the 
steel beam will develop a crack where 
it joins the old work. Usually a bet- 
ter result can be had by taking off all 
of the old plaster and installing a 
metal lath or reinforcing type of 
plaster base over the entire ceiling 
spanning the gap beneath the steel 
girder. 

Another contingency to anticipate 
is the discovery of pipes, chimney 
flues, or electric wires within the par- 
titions that are to be removed. A 
careful examination of the rooms 
above and below the partition will 
generally indicate where the pipe 
lines run. Before actually starting 
the work, a competent plumber or 
heating contractor should be called 
in to determine whether or not it is 
possible to relocate the old pipes in 
some adjacent wall. Electric wires 
can be relocated without difficulty. 

After all, the rearrangement of old 
homes requires only a little imagina- 
tion and ingenuity. The cost is often 
far less than the value added to the 
home through such modernization. 

Method of insta lling stee/ beam in 
place of d bearing partitica when 
upper floor joists Rest 07 Od par tition. 

/ Flooa J/oists 
cut back toa 
receive stee/ beam. 

NS > 
| a 

D@Aa/7?. 

X New Plaster 
— TEMpoRar supports On 

| both sides durin ‘e@movd 
O partition Gd RAISI179 
oy stee/ 

In ingenious method of installing a steel beam to 
carry the ends of the ceiling joists as described above 

Rugs from the Orient 

Continued from page 156 

have come some of the finest of all 
Persian fabrics—only the looms of 
Kashan and Kirman producing as 
closely woven pieces. The dyers of 
Sarouk are masters of their art and 
produce colors which are the envy of 
their rivals in other cities. Their 
celebrated ‘‘Duke’’ rose—prepared, 
some say, by a secret process in- 

buttermilk— 
famous Per- 

volving the use of 
and their 
sian deep blue, possess a glowing 

equally 

quality and a permanence that are 
unequalled by any other modern 
Persian dyes. 
Two other types of room sized rugs 

the Indian and 
Indian rugs, little 

must be mentioned 
the Chinese. 
known a decade ago, are being im- 
ported in steadily increasing numbers 
due to their growing popularity. 
They are the equals in compactness 
of weave and wearing qualities to 
the best grade Persian rugs and 
surpass many of the coarser grades. 
Their motifs are all floral, such as 
gracefully curling vines, lotus blos- 

soms, and naturalistic representa- 
tions of other flowers, these having 
been borrowed to a large extent from 
the Persians. In price, they range 
about the same as the Sarouks. 

When one asks to see medium- 
sized Oriental rugs, the dealers will 
usually display an assortment of 
Mosuls, Lilihans, Hamadans, and 
Beluches, or Beluchistans. Most of 
the examples of the three first named 
types are apt to be somewhat garish. 
In a pile of them you will doubtless 
find some that suit your fancy, and 
as a rule they are stoutly woven, but 
the Beluches, selling for the same 
price, are quite superior both from the 
point of view of skilfully executed 
design and careful, durable weaving. 

Some of the most sterling Cauca- 
sian fabrics are the Kazaks, woven 
beneath the shadow of Mount Ararat, 
where Noah beached his ark after the 
deluge, by a tribe of nomads who have 
persistently refused to surrender the 
honest weaving standards which have 
prevailed amongst them for centuries. 

a 
te 
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but- 

One is just a board, while the other is an 

aid tt GOOD CONSTRUCTION 

ee two boards are identical in kind and 
grade quality. But one got ordinary, normal 

treatment. While the other has received extra care 
from the moment it was first touched by a saw. 

One contributes nothing but its strength and 
durability to make your home well built. The 
other has extra advantages, p/us values, that prove 
its right to be used by every man who wants the 
finest construction he can buy. 

Look at the photograph again. Notice the board 
on the left. It is an ordinary piece of lumber, no 
different from hundreds of thousands on the mar- 
ket today. But it is rough-trimmed. It is not 
square on the ends. If you measure it with a steel 
tape you may find that it is not of exact designated 
length. You may not be sure it is seasoned. It is not 
marked for species and grade. You do not know 
who made it. It is not guaranteed. How can you 
expect this piece of lumber to help the carpenter 
build you a better home? 

Until three years ago, almost every article you 
bought was made to exact standards, trade-marked 
and guaranteed—except lumber. 

Then came a revolution in the lumber industry 
—a revolution that helps you to gain the better 
construction every home builder hopes for. Three 
vears ago the first board like that above on 
the right was manufactured. Three years ago 
4-Square Lumber and its contributions to better 
residence construction became a reality. 

As you see in the photograph, the 4-Square 
board is clean. For this improved lumber is pack- 
aged. Ends and faces are kept bright and un- 
marred. Every board is protected from the dirt, 
damage and depreciation which add many dollars 
to your lumber bill. And every board is fit to be 
used in good construction. 

The ends are squared and 
every piece is cut to 
exact standard length. 
This simple statement 
carries a world of meaning 
to the architect, contrac- 
tor and carpenter. For it 
means better construction. 
It means a noticeable sav- 
ing in time and money as 
the home goes up. Not 
only do they save hours 
of needless hand-trimming 
on the job, but the 
machine-squared ends of 
4-Square Lumber make 
perfect, weather-tight 
joints. 

And 4-Square is prop- 
erly seasoned, your pro- 
tection against the 
construction errors that 
result when unseasoned 
used. It is marked with 
and grade name of the lumber in the 
package, your assurance that you get 
the exact kind and quality of lumber 
specified. It bears the 4-Square trade- 

This message to home builders is published 
by Weyerhaeuser as spokesman for 

4 SQUARE 
| 

DEALERS | :: 

FROM COAST TO COAST ) Sunbe Dealer’s Name.......... 

Every Piece of 4-SQUARE 
Lumber gives you these 

Eveven Pius Vatugs 

1 Full Lengths 

Square Ends w 

3 Properly Seasoned 

4 Better Craftsmanship 

5 Better Construction 

ae Protected Ends 
and Faces 

7 Better Appearance 

$ Marked for Species 

9 Marked for Grade 

10 Trade-Marked 

18 Guaranteed by 
Weyerhaeuser 

lumber is 
the species 

H @ 
ey 

mark, known as the mark of im- 
proved lumber. 

And it is guaranteed by the largest 
lumber-producing organization in the 
world, and by the leading lumber 
dealer in your community. 

The revolution of three years ago, 
the first announcement of 4-Square 
plus value lumber, brings us closer 
to the day of ideal residence con- 
struction. But it is merely the pre- 
lude to other important developments 
now in progress that will further 
extend 4-Square’s contributions to 
good construction. 

In the meantime, why not mail 
the coupon for the valuable book, 
“Eleven Plus Values’? It will help 
you to judge the differences that 

exist between lumber of identical 
\__ kind and grade quality. 

This package and label identify 
the lumber that helps the carpenter 
to build better. Notice the 4-Square 
trade-mark, the name of the lum- 
ber, the guaranteed species and 
grade, and the guaranteed length 

of the lumber in the package. 

WEYERHAEUSER Forest Propvucrs “| 
ferchants National Bank Building 
t. Paul, Minnesota 

Please send me a copy of “Eleven Plus Values.” 
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Now. - electric clocks 

of fresh new beauty at the 

thriftiest prices imaginable! 

- =, 

SILVERWOOD — Right 
— Panels of burled maple, 
hairwood and ebony. 
Height, 73; width, 
514”; depth, 224’. Float- 
ing seconds disc. 

$18.50 

You can afford a HAMILTON-SANGAMO | 

for every room in your house! 

EVER before could you have 

clocks . . . electric clocks, 

mind you . . . so beautifully de- 

signed, so handsomely cased, and 

costing you so very little. 

Here are truly modern time- 

pieces, finished in rare woods, 

toned metals, lustrous marbles. 

They are made with the same 

genius and workmanship that 

make Hamilton an honored word 

in the world of watches. 

You never wind them. You 

seldom reset them. You merely 

plug an inconspicuous cord into 

a handy socket, and they live se- 

renely along, telling accurate time 

always. 

Your jeweler has all the new 

models. He has, also, the Hamilton- 

Sangamo electrically wound clocks 

. . . complete clocks with main- 

spring and jewel escapement. De- 

signed for both alternating and 

direct current... they give you 

railroad accurate time . . . all the 

time! 

You are going to own an elec- 

tric clock sometime. Why not visit 

your jeweler today and see the 

complete Hamilton-Sangamo line? 

4 7 Ad 

Let us mail you a booklet showing and 
describing each of these clocks and giv- 
ing you interesting information about 
electric time. Address Hamilton-Sangamo 
Corp., 107 Race Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 

Listen to the Hamilton Watchman 
every Thursday evening at 8:45 (E. S. T ) 
over 20 stations of the Columbia Chain, 

SANDERSON Bakelite 
ease in green or white. 
Dial 5’’. Case,7”’ in diam- 
eter, 214” 
onds indicator hand. 

STOCK WELL— Mahog- 
any with contrasting 
panels. Height, 9’’; width 
193,; depth, 514”. 
Floating seconds disc. 

$25.00 

deep. Sec- 

HAMIUILTON- 

SAYBROOK — Brown 
mahogany mantel model. 
Height, 814’"; width, 
63,'’; depth, 25¢’". Float- 
ing seconds disc. 

$17.50 

STANWICK — Genuine 
imported Italian marble. 
Height, 57%”; width, 
7”; depth, 314”. Float- 
ing seconds disc. 

830.00 

SANGAMO 

Electric Clacks for every hind of current 

jor every purse 

The American Home 

Consider the children 

Continued from page 128 

there should be one at the back of 
the house where umbrellas, rubbers, 
etc., could be discarded on rainy 
days before the house is entered. Or 
such a closet would be convenient at 
the landing of the cellar stairs, where 
all dripping clothing and muddy 
over-shoes might be placed before 
the spotless kitchen floor is crossed. 
The hooks in this closet should be 
put at a height convenient for chil- 
dren so that they will not have to ask 
for help in hanging up their things. 

The importance of the playroom, as 
distinguished from the child’s sleep- 
ing room, cannot be too strongly 
stressed, for the excitable child will 
find sleep impossible in the room 
which he associates with play. The 
children should have one place in the 
house, outside of the family living 
room, where they may do as they 
please, but it is unwise to limit their 
privacy to their individual sleeping 
rooms. In the small house, the only 
space available for a general playroom 
is usually the attic and one which 
has a good stairway leading to it, 
which is well-heated, and which is 
equipped with electric lights, will 
prove the least expensive to fit up for 
the use of the children. An attic that 
is unfinished, may be made habitable 
for children by the use of an insulat- 
ing board. Low lights which the child- 
ren can reach, window seats built in, 
sturdy furniture of pine or chestnut 
of which they do not have to be 
careful, and patterned linoleum floor 
covering will make this room ideally 
practical for the use of children. 

The ideal home for children con- 
tains two bathrooms, but this is fre- 
quently considered a luxury and one 
bath is made to serve the family. 
The lavatory bowl should be selected 
with the possibility in mind of using 
it for the baby’s bath. A concealed 
central water flow controls the water 
temperature and protects the child 
from dripping hot water. No exposed 
metal should be a part of the fixtures 
and round, china knob handles for 

faucets and outlet control will not 
injure the child if he does touch them. 
The control handles should be out of 
his reach. A space beside this basin 
will accommodate a folding canvas 
table on which the baby may be 
dressed and it may be removed when 
not in use. A double-socket outlet 
for electrical accessory attachments 
should be provided in the bathroom. 
The all-white bathroom, aside from 
having a hospital appearance, is very 
difficult to keep spotless. Colored 
enamel woodwork, which may be 
washed, and washable wallpaper are 
more practical as they do not show 
every finger mark and are much more 
cheerful in appearance. Cloth-backed, 
washable _ wall-coverings are now 
available in patterns suitable for use 
in any room of the house and are 
most satisfactory because of their 
durable and practical qualities. Ordin- 
ary wallpaper may be shellacked to 
preserve it and make damp cloth 
cleaning practicable. 

Proper heating for adults is not 
always proper heating for children, 
and most grown-ups do not realize 
that the child who plays on the floor 
is in a temperature about five degrees 
less than that of the upper half of 
the room. Because, of course, hot air 
rises, and the cold drafts from stair- 
ways, vestibules, under door cracks, 
and windows sweep across the hower 
half of the room. Weather stripping, 
storm doors, and closed-off stairways 
reduce this danger, but the cast iron 
radiator and the central return 
register of an old-fashioned hot air 
system are apt to draw cold air into 
the room and make the floor cold. 
Radiators of the “extended surface” 
type can now be built into the wall 
thickness and covered with an at- 
tractive grill which brings the heat 
down closer to the floor, protects the 
child from burns, and takes no floor 
space. Another type of radiator can 
be placed along the baseboard of a 
room at the floor level, insuring proper 
heat for children. 

Our traditional Thanksgiving sweets 

Continued from page 133 

sacred care, especially in the use of 
real maple syrup. The adulterated 
syrups will not give anything like the 
same flavor. 

Put one cupful of maple syrup, one 
cupful of brown sugar, one-half cup- 
ful of milk and one-half tablespoon- 
ful of butter in a saucepan. Cook 
until the soft-ball stage is reached or 
the thermometer registers 236 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Remove from the fire and 
let cool until lukewarm. Then beat 
with a fork until the candy is creamy, 
thick enough to hold its shape, and 
has lost its first shiny appearance. 
Press into a buttered pan and cut 
into squares. This is even better when 
one day old. 

Here is another luscious fudge— 
chocolate this time—which you will 
want to save for your file of Christ- 
mas candies. 

2 cupfuls granulated sugar 
1 pound bitter chocolate 
2 tablespoonfuls butter 
1 cupful cream 
4 teaspoonful salt 

} pound pecans 
1 teaspoonful vanilla 

Sounds expensive, doesn’t it? And 
is. But good enough to warrant 
extra pennies for cream and nuts. 
Leave out the nuts and use milk 
instead of cream and it is a good fudge 
for everyday occasions. 

Mix thoroughly all of the ingredi- 
ents except the nuts, vanilla, and 
butter. Cook over a moderate flame 
until the mixture will form a soft 
ball in water (236 degrees Fahren- 
heit). Stir only to prevent burning. 
Remove from the fire and add the 
butter, letting it melt without stir- 
ring. Let stand in a pan of cool— 
but not too cold—water until luke- 
warm. (Too sudden chilling may 
make it “sugar’’). Then beat until 
thick. Add the chopped nuts and 
vanilla and pour out into a layer one 
half inch thick. Or pour first and press 
the halved nut meats into the surface 
at regular intervals to permit exact 
cutting. 
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Miss Rose Cumming 
of New York City, is a 
well-known authority in 
the tasteful selection of 
furniture. One of the out- 
standing examples of her 
work, is the interior of 
fine old York House, at 
Yorktown, Virginia, a 
place of national fame. 

If | had less than *50 

to spend for Furniture, 

says Rose Cumming, 

WOULD 

“| 

THE ATHENE—The A thene occasional table has 
just enough carving to “dress up” a room, and yet 
it is built to give real service as well as beauly. Itis 
ideal for lamps or flowers. In Walnut, with beauti- 
fully matched, butt walnut top; or in oak, with 
figured Pollard oak top......see0¢% $47.50 

BUY A 

perial creations of far greater cost. 

fection in fine table artistry. 

Imperial has created a special group of exquisite tables 

to illustrate these points. They are now displayed by 

leading furniture dealers everywhere. All sell for less 

than $50. Several for much less. Yet they possess that 

refinement of fine design, and mellowed restraint of 

craftsmanship usually found only in the exquisite Im- 

Each is identified by the famous trade-mark Imperial 

on the green shield—for 27 years the hall mark of per- 

An interesting booklet, “Tables in the Home”, will be sent on request 

THE STOCKTON—The 
Stockton desk table is adapted 
equally well for use in the living 
room, study, or bedroom. Its 
simplicity of line, and prac- 
tical drawer space, make it 
unusually popular. Made in 
three w — either walnut, 
mahogany, or hurawood $49.50 

THE EMPRESS—This beau- 
tiful console table and mirror 
are worthy of a conspicuous 
place in anv home. The deli- 
cate decorations, all done by 
hand, together with the graceful 
contours of this console, render 
it especially distinctive. Built 
of maple and hurawood. Mir- 
ror $18.00 — Console $49.50 

Ta PL EF" 

Miss cumMine voices the sentiment of every leading home authority in America. 

Tables are gems that complete the costume of the home. They sparkle with smartness 

—redeem drab corners—relieve the severity of halls—personalize your guest rooms— 

bring hominess to your chair and davenport groupings—and best of all, when properly 

selected, serve endless useful purposes that make life more charming. 

IMPERIAL 

TABLES 

IMPERIAL FURNITURE COMPANY, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 
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Gnome 
Jolly little Terra 

Cotta man 9% in. 
tall to the top of his 
red cap. Hand paint- 
ed with weather 

oof colors. The 
irch b in his arm 

can hold a plant. 
For garden or house. 

"This Year let - 

‘DANIEL LOW, 

Pero. 3 

"CHRISTMAS + 

> SHOPPING *. 

Free Catalog 

of Modern Gifts Sent on Request 
‘THis year save yourself those tiresome shop- 

ping tours in crowded Christmas shops. 
Let Daniel Low's expert gift selectors make 
YOUR shopping easy. We have done the hard 
work for you by gathering together in our 
Famous Annual 160-page Catalog an unsur- 
passed selection of the year’s best gifts. 

You will find in it gifts suitable for every 
member of the family and all your friends. Just 
the right gift for just the right person. 
that are beautiful, practical, useful, novel, mod- 
ern and kind to your pocketbook. 
We Save You Money. Our Prices Are Low. 

+ 

Gifts 
Sun Dial 

Flower Holder 
Here is a flower 
holder that is entire- 
ly different, a real 
brass sun dial set ona 
pedestal with double 
4-hole flower holder. 

5% in. high. 
C571 1.25 

Alwaysin 
good style and 
here is an unuss- 
ally good value. 
Fine polished brass 
with astral globe and 
16 3-in. drops. Electric- 

ally fitted with 6 feet of 
cord, 9in. high V1564 cigarette box with quaint Godey print on top. 

7.50 ea. Two for 1400 Sandal woodlined. 1% x 3% x 4% inches. 

tooled leather 

Gifts for DANIEL LOW & oon” = 

OUR COMPLETE CATALOG 
is published yearly, 160 pages, showing the newest and 
most desirable articles in all departments. 
Diamonds Table Silver China and Brass 
a Toilet Sets Many Novelties 
emounting Greeting Cards 

Jewelry Traveling Bags Gift Wrappings 
25 Pages of Gifts for Men 25 Pages of Little Gitts 

18 Pages of Fine Lea 
22 Pages of Sterling Silver 100 Pieces of Fine Pewter 

Many Unusual and Interesting Gifts 
at low and honest prices We pay delivery charges and 
guaranter safe delivery and satisfaction. 

DANIEL LOW & CO., Salem, Mass. 

Clip Coupon—Send for your copy today 
DANIEL LOW & CO. 

410 ESSEX STREET SALEM, MASS. 
Seth F Low, President: Please send me your 24 

page advance booklet of latest Christmas Cards and 
Small Gifts by return mail and your 160 page cat- 
alogue when issued (October 25th) 

Name 

Address 

City 

HELPFUL BOOKLETS 

ARE YOU faced with some problem in constructing, 
remodeling, furnishing, or equipping your home? There are 
many helpful ideas and suggestions contained in the literature 
of reputable manufacturers. 

Read the advertisements in this issue carefully and request 
literature direct from the advertiser wherever possible. Then, 
if you do not find what you are looking for, scan this list. 

The American Home acts as a clearing house between 
reader and manufacturer. You can order the booklets you 
wish on the coupon at the bottom of page 174. We will for- 
ward your name and address to the manufacturers involved, 
and they will send their literature direct to you. 

—IIEARTHSTONE EpITor 

Orpver By NuMBER Onty, Usinc Coupon On Pace 174 

Building Material & Equipment 
House Wiring Installation 
HOME OF A HUNDRED COMFOR' 

General Electric Co. 500 
Lumber 
BEAUTIFUL WOODWORK AND HOW TO HAVE IT 

Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau 140 
BEAUTIFUL BIRCH FOR BEAUTIFUL WOODWORK 

Northern Hemlock @& Hardwood Ass'n 10 
PICK ©” THE PINES 

Western Pine Mfrs. Ass'n. 555 
SPECIFY SHELVIN PINE 

Shelvin, Carpenter > Clarke 612 
PLANS OF CUT HOMES 

The Gordon-Van Tine Co 54] 
NINETY BETTER BUILT READY CUT HOMES 

Bennett Lumber Co 136 
MONEY SAVED FOR BUILDERS 

Southern Cypress Mirs. Aes’ n i5/ 
THE WHY OF LAMINEX DOORS WHICH WILL NOT 
SHRINK, SWELL, OR WARP 

The Wheeler, Osaood Co 630 
MODERN HOME INTERIORS 

National Lumber HM/rs. Ass’ 1 656 
Brick, Cement, Stone ¢? Tile 
Individuality & Beauty 

American Face Brick Ass'n 18 
WILL YOUR HOUSE BE AS BEAUTIFU! SIDE 

AS OUTSIDE? 
The C. Pardee Works, Inc 522 

BEAUTIFUL HOMES OF CONCRETE MASONRY 
Portland Cement Ass’ n. 4% 

HOMES OF PREMANENCY 
Structural Clay Prod. Co. 67 

INDIVIDUALIZING THE AMERICAN HOME 
Briar-Hill Stone Co 622 

MODERNIZE YOUR HOME 
Mosaic Tile Co. 635 
P 

Roofs 
COLOR IN ASBESTOS SHINGLES 

Johns- Manville, Inc. /4 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THATCH ROO 

Weatherbest Stained Shingle Co v4 
ENGLISH THATCH ASBESTOS SHINGLES 

Ambler Asbestos Shinale & Sheathing 
Co. 529 

rHE WEATHER CAN'T BUDGE THEM 
Barber Asphalt Co. 4N/ 

FROM ROCK TO ROOF 
Pennsylvania State Institut iN6 

MAKING OLD HOUSES INTO CHARMIN 1OMES 
Weatherbest Stained Shinale Co 662 

Insulating Materials 
THE BUILDING BOOK 

Celotex Co. 415 
THE QUILT BOOK 

Samuel Cabot, Inc 397 
HOUSE COMFORT THAT PAYS FOR I'S! 

Wood Conversion Co. i4 
INCREASING HOME ENJOYMEN1 

Insulite Co. 204 
\ NEW STANDARD OF HOME CONSTRUCTION 

Chicago Mill 2 Lumber Co 199 
}UST BETWEEN YOU AND THE WEATHER 

U’. S. Mineral Waol Co. 159 
HOME INSULATION 

Johns-Manville Co olb 
Walls e Floors 
BEAUTIFUL FLOORS 

4. S Boyle Co ru 
STYLE IN OAK FLOORS 

The E. L. Bruce Co $35 
NEW COLOR ENCHANTMENT I \RD MAPLE 

FLOORS 
Maple Flooring Mfrs. Ass’ s z 

\MBLER ASBESTOS “WALTILE 
Ambler Asbestos Shingle @& Sheathing 
Co. 528 

MAKING A FLOOR LIVE LONGER 
Donald Durham M/q. Co 55] 

THE MODERN TREND IN WALL COVERING 
Columbus Coated Fabrics Cor; 605 

THE SECRET OF BEAUTIFUL FLOOR 
Floorola Corporation 657 

Plumbing Fixtures & Bathroom 
Hquipment 
NEW BEAUTY & UTILITY IN PLUMBING FIX- 

rURES 
Kohler Co. 104 

rHE VITAL ELEMENT 
A. M. Byers Co. 196 

RUST PROOFED 
Imerican Brass Co. 217 

BATHROOM ARRANGEMENT 
Crane Co. 52 

PIPE POINTERS FOR HOME BUILDERS 
Reading Iron Co. 519 

MAKING BATHROOMS MORE ATTRACTIVE 
> BF. Church Mfa. Co 31 

PLUMBING FIXTURES IN COLOR 
Trenton Potteries Co 480 

MEDICINE CABINETS 
Hess Warming & Ventilating Co 431 

ZUNDEL SANITARY TOILET CHAIR 
Ailzun, Inc. 498 

BATHROOM MAGIC 
Brunswick-Batk-Callender Co 607 

COLOR & STYLE IN BATHROOM FURNISHINGS 
Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co. 138 

ONE PIECE WATER CLOSETS 
”. A. Case & Sons 568 

Hardware 
THE WINDOW ARTISTIC 

International Casement Co 23 
HARDWARE FOR UTILITY AND ORNAMENTATION 

Sargent «? Co. 4i 
IDEAL SCREENS FOR CASEMENT WINDOWS 

Rolscreen Co. 352 
YOUR WINDOWS THROUGH A DECORATOR’S EYE 

David Lupton’ s Sons Co. 52] 
WIRE CLOTH SCREENS 

The Gilbert 2 Bennett M/a. Co. 553 
HINTS FOR WINDOW, DOOR, & PORCH SCREENS 

"ickwire Spencer Steel Ca 430 
SCREENING YOUR HOME 

The Higgin Mfg. Co. 27 
PRIVACY AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON 

Schlage Lock Co. 584 
STANLEY TOOLS FOR THE AMATEUR CARPENTER 

The Stanley Rule Level Plant 611 
A B C WEATHERSTRIPS 

Horn Metal Products Co 615 
STANLEY WROUGHT HARDWARE 

The Stanley Works 585 
FLOOR PROTECTION-NO MAR FURNITURE RESTS 

Bassick Manufacturing Co. 667 
Paints e Varnish 
SHINGLE STAIN 

Samuel Cabot, Inc. 160 
\LUMINUM PAINT—A PRIMING COAT OF ACTUAI 

METAL 
Aluminum Co. of America 558 

(HE WHITEST WHITE HOUSE IN TOWN—BAR- 
RELLED SUNLIGHT 

UL’. 8. Gutta Percha Paint Co. 539 
MODERN COLOR SCHEMES FOR YOUR HOME 

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Co., Ine. 345 
CREO-DIPT BRUSHCOAT STAINS AND COLOR 

CHART 
Creo-Dipt Co. 645 

Ventilating Systems 
SWEET KITCHENS BY WEST WIND 

West Wind Corp. 597 
Awnings and Porch Shades 
WARREN S PORCH SHADES 

Warren Shade Co. 517 
BETTER AWNINGS 

Shanklin Mfa. Co. 518 
THE CORRECT A'WNINGS FOR YOUR HOME 

Otis & Co. 590 
Blinds 
BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND CO 576 
Sewage Disposal Systems 
DEPENDABLE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 

San-Eqguip, Inc. 526 
RIVERSIDE ASPHALTIZED SEPTIC TANKS 

Healing Equipment 
FIREPLACE UNITS 

Heatilator Co. 19 
FIRE THAT BURNS UP HILI 

Spencer Heater Co 1/6 
COMFORT HEAT 

Burnham Boiler Corp 241 
HEAT, THE EASIEST, CHEAPEST WA 

Newport Boiler Company 550 
IN-THE-WALL-RADIATORS 

Rome Brass Radiator Corp 592 
\UTOMATIC COAL HEATING 

Tron Fireman Mfg. Co. 59] 
ECONOMICAL HOME HEATING 

Pierce, Butler & Pierce 
MODERN IDEAS IN RADIATORS 

McQuay Radiator Corp. 553 

Riverside Boiler Works 218 

\ MODERN HOUSEWARMING 
LU’. S. Radiator Corp. 172 

FIREPLACES OF TRUE VIRGINIA BRICK 
Old Virginia Brick Co. 387 

HOT WATER SERVICE FOR THE HOMF 
Riverside Boiler Works, Inc. 641 

MODERN RADIATORS FOR NEW HOMES & OLD 
Richmond Radiator Co. 642 

WHAT MAKES A HOME 
Colonial Fireplace Co. 119 

CADWELL RADIATOR AIR VALVES 
The Beaton & Cadwell Mfa. Co. 513 

CONTROLLED HEAT 
Hoffman Specialy Co. 606 

RADIATOR HEAT 
American Radiator Co. 617 

(Continued on page 174) 
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1951 Serling” THE HUNT 

A“ The individual salad fork, butter spreader, 

Smart as a Hunt Breakfast - - - 

being competed for by Four Fa- 

mous Hunts 

e NORFOLK 

© HARFORD 

ee MIDDLEBURG 

© ONWENTSIA 

HE HUNT, the sport royal, has always 

carried with it the tradition of elegant, 

finished hospitality. 

This high tradition has inspired Gorham 

artists to create a very sophisticated new 

sterling —“The Hunt Club.” 

Already this richly, brilliantly conceived 

new Gorham is being used by masters of 

the smartest hunts in America, men re- 

nowned as fashionable hosts. 

Austin N. Niblack, Esq., M. F. H. of the 

fashionable Onwentsia Hunt at Lake Forest 

The Norfolk Hunt, in brilliant scarlet and apple- 
green colors, rides to hounds under the distinguished 
leadership of Henry G. Vaughan, Esq., M. F. H. 

—Harry I. Nicholas, Esq., M. F. H. of Har- 

ford— Daniel C. Sands, Esq., M. F. H. of 

Middleburg — are using this dignified and 

gracious new Gorham Sterling on_ their 

famous country estates. The four famous 

hunts are each giving a specially designed 

trophy in “Hunt Club” hollow ware at prom- 

inent events. 

And many smart hostesses are buying “The 

Hunt Club” for town and country houses 

—finding it perfect for both the intimate 

dinner and the elaborate large function. 

Like hunt hospitality, the new Gorham 

Sterling has a finished elegance. 

Yet it has also the clean, sheer simplicity 

that is modern in the finest sense. 

Gorham’s “Hunt Club” is a gift in im- 

peccable taste. It is not expensive, for a 

complete service for eight—76 pieces— 

costs only $227. Each piece is identified by 

the name “Gorham” on the back or base. 

(Left) An example of the genius of 
Gorham design is this striking Hunt 
Cup, trophy for “The Scamper,” 
open flat race event of the Autumn 
Meeting of the smart Norfolk Hunt. 

CLUB” 

cream soup spoon, in the new “Hunt Club” 
pattern indicate the distinction of the 1931 
Gorham. Notice the graceful fluting and ex- 
quisite proportions of each beautiful piece. 

Your own jeweler will give you an illustrated 18-page 
booklet, “The Hunt Club,” showing the popular 
pieces in the new Gorham Sterling. Or, send this cou- 
pon to The Gorham Co., Providence, R.L., Dept. L-12 

Name 

Address 

GORHAM 
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SOTO NANG 

FIREPLACE FITTINGS 

The American Home 

THIS beautiful set of fireplace 
fittings is more than fireplace 
furniture ...it is the keynote of 
the decorative scheme of a room; 
it focuses immediate attention; 
it creates the first impression. 

Each richly colored piece 
is so beautifully finished 
that after years of wear 
the only perceptible re- 
sult is a mellow “‘patina”’ 
. . « the hall-mark of to- 
morrow’s heirloom. 

No. 101. An ideal all- 
brass, or black and brass, 
wood carrier. Artistic 
. .. dust-tight . . . light 
- .. Strong... easy to 
carry ... and finished 
in many colors. 

No. 16. Heavy brass andirons; a reproduction of an 
early Colonial model inspired by a Wren steeple 
(1632-1723). Theshanks are wrought-iron; adjustable 
wood stops, and ball-and-claw foot. Height 24} inches. 

No. 109. This fire set with brass handles, yokes and 
tong joints, and stainless steel shafts and tools, har- 
monizes with the other equipment shown on this page. 
Height 33 inches. 

No. 017. A beau- 
tiful folding screen 
with square brass 
moulding, grace- 
fully curved; and 
black cloth. Made 
generally 30} 
inches high. 
Width of each fold 
13 inches. 

THE S. M. HOWES COMPANY 

Designers and Makers of Fireplace Equipment 

Dept. 9 Boston, Massachusetts 

Howes’ Fireplace Equipment is 
sold by all leading dealers and 
department stores. 
free copy of booklet. 

Look for this mark when 
buying fireplace furnishings 

| 

HELPFUL BOOKLETS 

Continued from page 172 

OrpER By NuMBER ONLY, Ustnc Coupon BELOw 

Heating Equipment (continued) 
THE TERRIBLE TEMPERED MR. BANG THROWS 

AWAY HIS COAL SHOVEL 
Electrol, Inc. (Oil Burners) 342 

KNOW ALL ABOUT BONDED FIREPLACES 
Bennett Fireplace Corp 666 

COMFORT, CONVENIENCE & CLEANLINESS OF 
IDEAL GAS BOILERS 

American Radiator Co. 618 
THE DOHERTY-BREHM HUMIDIFIER 

Doherty-Brehm Co. 659 

Interior Decoration 
AUTHENTIC PERIOD FURNITURE OF CABINET 

SOLID WOODS 
Aidttinger Company 1&1 

HOW TO KNOW GOOD FURNITURE 
Erskine-Danforth Corp 660 

EARLY AMERIC AN FURNITURE 
L. & G. Stickley 535 

FOR THAT NEW HOME OF YOURS 
Armstrong Cork Co. 8&3 

WALL COVERING (SANITAS) 
Standard Textile Products Co. 78 

COLOR, THE SECRET OF BEAUTIFUL HOMES 
Orinoka Mills 75 

NEW PORTFOLIO OF DECORATING SUGGESTIONS 
Barton Bias Company 501 

WHAT MAKES A HOUSE A HOME 
Wallpaper Guild of America §] 

THE MOST EFFICIENT RADIATOR ENCLOSURES 
MADE 

Hart & Cooley Mfa. Co 414 
THROUGH COLONIAL DOORWAYS 

Conant-Ball Co 608 
EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE REPRODUCTIONS 

Lincoln Shops 610 
CANDLEBACK CHAIRS 

Sprague «? Carleton, Inc 627 
SCIENTIFIC LIGHTING FOR HEALTH 

Hilam, Inc 629 
PLANNING FOR CHARM & BE AUTY 

Gem Crib & Cradle Co 648 
MAPLE FURNITURE OF YESTERDAY AND TODAY 

Northern Hard Maple Mfrs. Ass n 598 
THE IMPORTANT POINTS OF INTERIOR DECO 

RATION 

UPSON FIBRE TILE & UPSON BOARD 
Upson Board Co. 164 

UPSON RELIEF CEILINGS 603 
CHARACTERFUL WALLS & CEILINGS 

The Upson Co. 604 
HAND WROUGHT IRON 

Stewart Iron Works Co. 371 
THREE HUNDRED YEARS OF CHARM 

Nichols & Stone 231 
A LITTLE FELLOW AND A DOG MAY FIND YOU 
UNREASONABLE 

J. C. Haartz Co. 515 
COLONIAL REPRODUCTIONS 

H. T. Cushman Mfg. Co. 621 
A NEW BOOK OF PERIOD STYLES 

Century Furniture Company 527 
DISTINCTIVE HAND-MADE LIGHTING FIXTURES 

Industrial Arts Shop 427 
NEW ARTISTRY IN RADIATOR CONCEALMENTS 

Tuttle <? Bailey Mfg. Co. 2 
MULLINS RADIATOR FURNITURE-——A LUXURIOUS 

NECESSITY 
Mullins Body Corp. 372 

THE BEAUTY SECRET OF A COLONIAL HOME 
Salisbury Bros. Furn. Co. 628 

WHAT THE WELL-DRESSED TABLE WILL WEAR 
—IN SILVERWARE—1847 ROGERS BROS. 

International Silver Co. 1 
PEWTER THROUGH THE CENTURIES 

International Silver Co. 649 
CLOCKS IN THE MODERN HOME 

The Clock Mfrs. Ass'n. of America 575 
TELLING TIME 

Columbus Coated Fabrics Corp 661 Hamilton-Sangamo Corp. 658 
THE TABLE IN THE HOME BEAUTY IN THE BEDROOM 

Imperial Furniture Co. 320 North Star Woolen Mills Co. 668 

Kitchens 
GARBAGE INCINERATORS ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION 

Kerner Incinerator Co. 39 Frigidaire Corp. 41 
THE DAWN OF A NEW DAY ICE-O-MATIC RECIPE BOOK 

The Watker Dishwasher Co. 454 Williams Oitl-O-Matic Corp. 558 
HOT WATER SUPPLY EBCO KITCHEN SINK 

American Radiator Co 440 Ebinger Sanitary Mfg. Co. 638 
PYROFAX IN THE HOUSE AROUND THE CORNER ARMSTRONG ELECTRIC RANGES 

Carbide < Carbon Chem. Corp 443 Armstrong Elec. & Mfg. Corp. 650 
ARMSTRONG TABLE APPLIANCES 

Armstrong Elec. & Mfg. Corp 651 
GENERAL ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR 

General Electric Co. 665 

Gardens and Grounds 
WOVEN WOOD FENCING 

Dubois Fence e Garden Co., In 102 
FENCES FOR PROTECTION & BEAUTY 

Page Fence & Wire Products Ass'n. 141 
LAWN MAKING EFFICIENCY 

Modern Machine Wks. 614 
WICKWIRE SPENCER CHAIN LINK FENCES 

W ickwire Spencer Steel Co. 410 
FENCES FOR EVERY PURPOSE 

Brook Iron Works, Inc. ° 349 
GLASS GARDENS 

Lord < Burnham Co. 282 
INSECT PESTS, INDOORS & OUT 

Antrot Laboratories, Inc. 336 
THEG apy! HANDBOOK 

Swift 2 Company 577 
PORCH & GARDEN FURNITURE 

Old Hickory Furniture Co. 390 
GREENHOUSES OF QUALITY 

Wm. H. Lutton Co., Inc 439 
CONCRETE IMPROVEMENTS AROUND THE HOUSE 

Portland Cement Ass'n. 497 
HOUSES SECTIONAL 

E. F. Hodgson Co. 25 

CEDAR FENCES, ARBORS, TRELLISES & SMALL 
HOUSES 

E. F. Hodgson Co. 499 
GOLF GREEN BEAUTY FOR YOUR LAWN 

Cooper Mfg. Ca. 613 
THE SEEDING AND CARE OF LAWNS 

O. M. Scott & Sons Co. 537 
TRUE TEMPER GARDEN BOOK 

American Fork & Hoe Co. 544 
SPECIAL FOR GARDEN LOVERS 

Kingsbury Mfg. Co. 560 
HABITANT FENCING 

Habitant Shops, Inc. 566 
AQUAPROOF PLANT LABELS 

Aquaproof Products Co. 578 
HOW TO PLANT THE HOME GROUNDS 

National Home Planting Bureau 632 
SUCCESS IN LANDSCAPE GARDENING 

American Landscape School 633 
sae KRAFT oy FURNITURE 

Cyco Mfg. Co. 634 
LAWNS BEAUTIFUL 

Jacobsen Mfg. Co. 636 

Miscellaneous 
HOME MOVIES 

Eastman Kodak Company 412 
MODERN LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS 

Boston Lightning Rod Co. 556 
TEREK-TABLE COVERINGS 

Athol Mfg. Co. 594 

WHY A GRAFLEX 
Folmer Grajlex Co. 619 

THE CLOTHES CLOSET AND THE HOUSEWIFE 
Knape & Vogt Mfg. Co. 655 

For my information only, will you please state briefly, the plans you 
have in mind which lead to your request for booklets. 

Be sure that you have first looked through the advertising pages 
and requested booklets direct from the advertiser wherever possible. 

Name. 

l. lam planning to... cae 

Please send (at no expense to me) the following booklets. 
(Insert numbers from list) 

SMe RNIN 05 ions sratcncsveses 

HEARTHSTONE EpIToR 

HEARTHSTONE Epitror, THE AMERICAN Home, GARDEN Ciry, N. Y. : 
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Suppose 

this room 

had been 

49
 

You p have been confronted with a problem, if 

this room had been yours. For you wouldn't 

have liked the old rug at all. How would you 

have gone about finding a new rug to harmo- 

nize with the other furnishings? 

Here's how the problem was quickly solved. 

The rug salesman secured this information: 

The room measures 13'x 16’, 

The painted furniture definitely shows the 

influence of Louis XVI design. 

The brocade curtains have a floral design 

in many colors on a peach ground, 

The upholstery is of green damask and rose- 

cedar and old ivory striped silk. 

“Find the right rug,” the homemaker chal- 

lenged, “and I'll open my purse-strings to you.” 

“I have the rug for you,” smiled the sales- 

THIS SUMPTUOUS RUG IS ARADA 6516 

man.~And youll be glad to know that the purse- 

strings won't have to be opened very wide.” 

It was the lovely 

rug pictured above— 

a9’ x12’ rugina beau- 

tiful Kirman pattern. 

The floral design and 

sapphire blue ground 

go perfectly with the 

Louis X VI furnishings. 

Only in the extensive variety of rugs and 

carpets by Bigelow-Sanford do you find patterns 

and colors to fit in with any decorative scheme. 

Ir’s no easy matter to find a rug that harmonizes in color and design with present furnishings. Isn't 

it wisest to go to your Bigelow-Sanford merchant? He has chosen from the largest variety of rugs 

and carpets in the world. His floor coverings offer genuine style, assured quality and splendid dura- 

bility -..as you would expect from the looms of Bigelow-Sanford, weavers for more than a century. 

OM ARRANGEMENT BY ¢ RNELIA B. FARADAY 

BIGELOW 

SANFORD 

RUGS ano CARPETS 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co. Inc. 
385 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 

CJ Please send free folders and name of nearest dealer. 
CJ In addition, please send Decorating Your Home...an in- 

teresting, comprehensive guide with 21 interiors in full color 
and nearly a hundred helpful sketches . . . for which I enclose 5Cc. 

NAME... 

STREET ....... 

CITY AND STATE. 



ALUMINUM PAINT —-THE COAT OF METAL 

5 reasons why Aluminum Paint prevents 

failure of finish coats . 

It is the rapid change of moisture 

content in wood that causes it to 

swell, shrink, warp and check— 

withconsequent crackingand peel- 

ing of the paint film that covers 

it. Today this is preventable. 

The pigment of aluminum paint 

is composed of flat, thin flakes of 

pure aluminum. When applied to 

both sides of wood, these flakes 

“leaf” to form a coat of metal pro- 

tection that retards moisture pene- 

tration—that “holds” paint top 

coats securely. 

For priming and back-priming, no 

other paint will give anywhere 

near equal protection. 

Aluminum Company of America 

does not sell paint. But aluminum 

paint made with satisfactory ve- 

hicles and Alcoa Albron Powder 

may be purchased from most 

reputable paint manufacturers, 

jobbers and dealers. Be sure the 

pigment portion is Alcoa Albron 

and is so designated. 

USED ON BOTH SIDES OF LUMBER 
ALUMINUM PAINT HOLDS MOISTURE 

CONTENT WITHIN SAFE LIMITS all 

7 y A 7 

| tc h ec k S— 

Excessive moisture changes in wood. 

9. Bleeding through of sap, resins, 

stains. 

3. Oxidation due to action of the ultra 

violet rays of sunlight. 

4. Flaking off of paint over summer 

wood. 

5. Flaking off of paint over knots. 

7 7 7 7 

Let us send you the booklet, 

‘Aluminum Paint, the Coat of 

Metal Protection”. Address 

ALUMINUM COMPANY of 

AMERICA; 2423 Oliver Building, 

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA. 

ALCOA ALBRON 

POWDER FOR 

ALUMINUM PAINT 

PROTECTION 
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... Ask 

... and you will receive... 

a generous 
sample of this 
Nu-Tone 
French mar- 
quisette. No. 
M176. 

It is cobweb 
sheer, lustrous 
assunshineon 
dancing wa- 
ters... hangs 
in even, grace- 
ful folds... 
and launders 
like a linen handkerchief. 

You'll like it for your own rooms, 
foritisa lovely neutral tonethat will 
harmonize with any furnishings. 
You can take the sample and then 
match it in your local stores in the 
curtain styles and lengths you want. 

1910 CARS 

WONT DO 

TODAY 

.. neither will 

1910 tozlets 2 a 
Just send your name and address, 
and we'll send you the sample by Why Not Be Just As Sensible 
return mail. Ab ° e 

out Your Heating Buying ? 
MARTIN MANUFACTURING Co. g Y g 

Established 1897 
a OW we have T/N, the 

rete aang EFORE you set foot on boat, bus or et mat oy berg 
akers 0 . 5 ‘ d- 

: train, you check up fare, berth, state- é wey 
the famous Echo Bridge Curtains » 6 yer ’ ° ‘ -” ’ » 

room, stop-over privileges, and all the rest of | vanced in comparison to the 
the coupons. old types as 1931 cars are over 

seniiatninaiemeinblatls’ E And all that for a trip of days or weeks at brass bound models of twenty 

a —- KITTEN most, from somewhere to somewhere, and years ago. 
Ry =~ TOOTHBRUSH mayhap back again. 
iW ane ae ae Why not, then, be just as careful to check 
\S2 Childcen ‘love lim. | | up on the heating system you think of buying. 

An incentive to daily A system with which you must live, for better 
| 

fy Beate" { care of the teeth: |] | & ! or worse, for many years to come. 

s Made of wood, hand ae | “Letters To and Fro” gives the ticket, the 
‘ decorated in_ colors. 3 in elt we the o » for the vears 
. One of hundreds of 3 a om & - Se eee 
PINE equally _ attractive FA during which you will either have fuel thrift, 

ef e-.] Pohlson gifts. Send Sd and Cosy Comfort Heat, or you won't have 
he. for Catalog. oa them. 
\ yy) OW *) F donne omy g J cn “Letters To and Fro”’ will equally help you 

Est. 1895 Dept. 50 choose a new system, or make the best of an y 
— —— old one. You can safely take our word for 

WANTED: Representative in each town for a e P 4 —* . . . nee eum sella geeneiitien ta Jeune that. Se nd for a free copy of the booklet. 
makers. Generous commissions, bonuses No obligation whatever. 
and sales helps supplied. Especially at- sas 
tractive offer to club or civic workers. 
Apply Box 30 % The American Home, Gar- 
den City, N. Y. 

T/N is quiet...youcan scarcely 

hear it. Modern one piece de- 

sign, tankand bow! combined. 

In colors if you wish. 

Place T/N under a window, or 

in a corner, it fits almost any- 

| where. It is trouble-free, non- 

| overflowing. —_._~ 
| Priced low. Mail Ue E 

coupon today! Patented, Put. Pend, 

WN 

ONE PIECE WATER CLOSET 

= 

TILESTONES 

Here is welcome relief from the dull and the 
ordinary. Beautiful iridescent Tilestones bong 

~ erraces, sunrooms, porches, ; 
entries’ and garages. Permanent, unfading Representatives in principal cities of United States and Canada 
genuine Ceramic colors. Wonderful high light 
effects— each Tilestone a work of art in itself, 
blending with every other Tilestone. 

BEAUTIFUL COLOR REPRODUCTIONS 
Send today for new illustrated folder showing 
Tilestones in full and true color. Moderate cost 
of Tilestones makes their generous use a wise 
investment. Made ina range of sizes to provide 
the most beautiful pattern effects. Write for 
color reproductions today. 

The Peebles Roofing Tile Company | : P Plumber's Name 
Dept. A.H.11 PORTSMOUTH, OHIO | | 

IRVINGTON, NEW YORK W. A. CASE & SON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Dept. 1911, 220 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y | 

Founded 1833 
Please send me free descriptive literature 
the T/N One Piece Water Closet. I am i 

| estedin [] REMODELING NEW HOMI 

Name 

Address 



HOUSE WARES 
Kady 

fe 
” —_ tie fog. 

Devices for American Homes 

If household devices are to have real value, they must 
be practical as well as unusual and new. Also the price 
must’ be in proportion to what one receives. For No- 
vember I have selected seven items, all of which fall 
under the above classifications. Merely send your or- 
ders with checks or money orders attached to the shop 
name and address given beneath each illustration. 
On any special ideas not shown here, just write us 

care Shirley Paine for information. 

yo will find this Window Box Refriger- 
ator a real economy during cold 

months. It is made by the Kitchen Appli- 
ance Works, Muncie, Indiana, of galvanized 
sheet metal with stormproof cover. A wire 
grating bottom for air circulation. It at- 
taches in five minutes; complete, $2, postpaid. 

folds back when not in use; It is sanitary, 
and feeds the milk properly. $1.50 p’paid. 

HIS durable and simply constructed 
baby bottle holder leaves the mother’s 

hands free to do other things. Designed by 
Edward B. Hill, 209 So. La Salle St., Chi- 
cago; clamps to side of any baby bed or crib; 

HIS new dishwasher, called Sanette, 
has been tested and approved by Good 

Housekeeping Institute. It saves time, en- 
ergy, temper, and hands. Hot water passes 
through hose and soap nozzle. Eliminates 
hand washing and drving. Made by House- 
hold Aids Inc., 352 West Ohio St., Chicago 
Drying rack, 2 brushes and Sanette. Com- 51 

plete, $8.50, express collect. 

HEESE needs special care to keep from dry- yLECTRIC aids: Automatic bottle warmer 
ing out, needs special knives for proper can never overheat; blue or pink, $s. 

cutting. The hinged glass cover container has Automatic 4 egg cooker, green, blue, or yellow, It 
nice nickel tray, $6.50. Stainless prong-end nickel cover, $5.50; single egg automatic cooker, fu 
knife (right) forged steel, $1.25; plated Edam $2. No coils to burn out; positive timing curt- - 
cheese scoop, pearl handle,  terling ferrule, off. Egg service set is $11.50 in green glaze SL 
$2.75; special “wire edge” jiffy slicer, $1.50. Specials at Saul Haber & Associates, 110 West 

Lewis & Conger, 78 W. 45th St., N.Y. yoth St., New York. All 110 V., AC. It 

de 

ec 

ELOW. This removes 95% of solubles, ELOW. Something entirely new in automa- 
tic dnp coffee, the Thermatic coffee maker. fine flavor, no bitterness. A soft warbling re 

May be set instantly to make 2. 4 or 6 cups; yo R porcelain table tops, kitchen cab- signal calls the housewife, if this is ignored, a in 
place on stove and exact amount boiling wate: inet shelves and window sills will be shrill whistle! $6.50, p’paid. Metal Wares Co., 

drips through coffee once only. protected from the clamps of meat grinders Kansas City, Mo., Mr. Haines. 
juice extractors and electric mixers by table 

guard having a formed wood pad and 
spring steel clamp which holds in place. 
Any standard color, readers will find it W 
at J. B. Wells & Co., 2121 Cherry St., 

Philadelphia. 40¢ p’paid. 
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APPEARANCE 

ALONE 

would have sold 

THE FRANKLIN 

TUTTLE &% BAILEY’S 

latest 

perfectly designed 

RADIATOR CABINET 

It has that 

beauty simplicity of 

design—at home in any 

surroundings. 

but— 

It is constructed of high grade 

furniture metal for those per- 

sisting in quality. 

It is made sturdy for those 

desiring enduring products, 

equipped to improve air con- 

ditions and guaranteed not to 

retard heat for those demand- 

ing efficiency. 

and— 

We market it at a low price—a 

welcome feature to the thrifty. 

Send for descriptive literature 

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFG. CO. 
ESTABLISHED 1846 

441 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 
Phone: Murray Hill 8600 

BRANCHES AND REPRESENTATIVES 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 

Information desired on your complete 
line of Radiator Cabinets by— 

AH-11-30 

with genuine Cabot’s Quilt. 

an insulator for your home. 

Cabot’s 

Heat-Insulating 

Quilt 

lawl 

(ES ae ae ee 
al 

For the Comfort and 

Health of Your Family 

Follow the example of Wallace & Warner, architects, in de- 

signing this charming house for Wilbur S. Scott, Esq. at 

Rosemont, Pa., and see that walls and partitions afe insulated 

Made of Zostera Marina, a sea plant that is rot-proof, moisture- 

proof and vermin-proof, Cabot’s Quilt excludes heat, cold and 

noise. Tests made by the U. S. Bureau of Standards, and the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, prove its superiority as 

Send the coupon below for highly interesting literature 

showing reductions possible in your heating bills. 

141 MILK STREET, Boston, Mass. 

Gentlemen: Please send me your new 

Quilt Book, ‘“Build Warm Houses.”’ 

> 4 -4 + 4 > 4 4 - 4 4 e 4 4 4 4 > . 

5S > 
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Throw away your 

old ideas 

» » » This is a 

‘Modern Range 

Armstrong Full Automatic Electric 

N size, for instance, you will see 
that this range has been designed 

specially for the modern kitchen. In 
fact, it is so compact that a refrig- 
erator can be placed with it in the 
space required by an ordinary range. 
Think of the extra space this gives 
you in your kitchen! And yet it is 
ample in size to cook a generous 
meal for a large family. 

The oven insulation is another 
modern point. It is sealed—air; 
remarkably efficient. It can’t burn 
out, or rust out. Keeps the heat 
where it belongs. Always assures 
you of a good hot oven and a cool 
kitchen. 
The breakfast corner (lower right 

hand element) is another exclusive 
feature. Makes delicious toast, 
waffles, griddle cakes, etc. 
And, of course, it is complete with 

all the usual automatic temperature 
control features, and the usual high 
speed elements found on really high 
grade electric ranges. 

See this range designed for the 
modern home at your nearest deal- 
er’s or write ditect for information. 

The Armstrong Appli- ae 
ances below sold by (Crmstron 
leading stores or shipped SINCE 1899 
upon receipt of price. 

ARMSTRONG Electric & Mfg. Cort 
Huntington, W.Va. 
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We will answer 

for you 
Wa 

What two colors go best with 
maple or pine furniture? 

How shall | treat the great 
wall space in 
the stair-well? 

How should |! 
paper the 
bedrooms of 
an English- 6 
type house? 

This Book 

tells how to 

give your home 

PERSONALITY 

Send 10% for 

paper’—an authen- 
tic handbook for 
home decorators. 

There is scarcely a question 
you could ask about any 
room in your house that is 
not clearly answered be- 
tween the covers of the fas- 
cinating new book “Improve 
It With Wallpaper.” 

The effect of patterns on the 
apparent size and shape of 
rooms, the successful treat- 
ment of architectural pecu- 
liarities—these phases of 
home decorating and 
many more are here dis- 

cussed and described 
by experts. Look in 

“Individual Infor- 
mation” Card. 

It brings you 
expert ad- 
vice free. 

IT WITH 

WALL 

PAPER 

The resources of The Wallpaper Association 
are yours to command. Expert advice on 
your individual problems is freely and gladly 
given. In your copy of the book you will find 
a return postal which you may fill out to 
obtain further help in decorating your own 
home. Use it! 

THE WALLPAPER ASSOCIATION, 10 E. 40th 
St., N.Y. Please enter my name on your 
Free Individual Information List and send 
me your book “Improvelt With Wallpaper.” 
I enclose 10f. B-5 

Pibditettccoccencccscecenenssesesnseesesonpeouse 

My Wallpaper 
dies 6 POMED cocccccccececccnctonccesscesces 

the Book for the | 

“im- | 
prove it With Wall- | 

Budgeting lor pleasure and prosperity 

Continued from page 126 

curtailed here and there without too 
great sacrifice. If the income fails to 

what it should the current 
expense items should be carefully 
analyzed. Very often much of the 
trouble is found here. Many elusive 
dollars slip away in small, daily self- 

cover 

indulgences. 
It is not necessary to balance the 

personal or household cash but one 
should keep some record of expenses. 
This would be exceedingly poor ad- 
vice for a business house to follow; 
but for the home, while it is a business 
problem, such accurate accounting 
is not needed. However, to establish 
the habit of watching expenses care- 
fully and to be prepared for the items 
that will be due later, is of much im- 
portance in managing the income. 

Some families would find it diffi- 
cult to follow a complete financial 
program the first year. The better 
policy is to take one step at a time 
and work into the complete plan 
gradually. 

The table of figures given below was 
worked out for a family of two adults 
and one child. The income was 
$500.00 monthly. It will probably 

your purpose without re- 
arranging, but it may be used as a 

No plan could be 

not serve 

working _ basis. 
made that would be practical for 
two cases, unless there should be two 
families with exactly the same tastes, 
living in exactly the same way, and 

with the members of each 
corresponding in age and tempera- 
ment. The are listed in the 
order of their importance. 

The money for the funds which 
are to be accumulated for definite 
purposes should be taken from the 
proper items in the planned spending 
table. 

Recreation and vacation are con- 

family 

items 

sidered investments in health. 
Life insurance premiums for this 

family are forty dollars monthly. 
The child is five years old and has 

an allowance of fifteen cents weekly. 
Household furnishings and equip- 

ment, not including draperies and 
other decorative and simple items, 
are really investments. 

Rent or interest in some communi- 
ties would be much more. It is all 
right to pay more if it can be taken 
out of other items without too much 
sacrifice. 

If one is planning to travel, add 
that item to the income plan, list 
it under advancement and make an 
allowance for it. 

For the home owner, a fund should 
be created for improvements and 
repairs, also for garden supplies and 
equipment, out of the item for shelter. 
If you are renting now and hope to 
buy or build later, increase the sav- 
ings item. Building or buying a home 
is a real investment and should be 
classified as such. 

. ° of , . ‘ Monthly, 
Savings (Life Insurance Premiums, Savings Accounts, . 

Investments, etc.) 123% $62.50 
Health (Medical, Dentist, Recreation, Vacation) 59% 25.00 
Shelter (Rent or Interest, Property Tax, Upkeep and 18% 90.00 

Repairs) (Rent in this case) 
Food (Cost of refrigeration is a food item, also Out- 

side Meals would be included here) 17% 85.00 
Household (Light, Fuel, Telegrams, Telephone, Fur- 

nishings, Repairs, Supplies, Insurance, Service, 
Laundry) 9% 45.00 

Clothing and Personal (Garments, Accessories, Foot- 
wear, Repairs, Upkeep, Toilet Articles) 11% 55.00 

Advancement (Education, Concerts, Lectures, Maga- 
zines, Newspapers, Books, Postage, Stationery ) 5° 0 25.00 

Gifts (Church, Benevolences, Civic) 10% 50.00 
(Personal) 2% 10.00 

Other Items (Allowance to child, Entertainment, Ex- 
press, Carfare, Railroad fare—other than vacation, 
Taxes—Income and Personal) 5iQ 27.50 

Automobile 5% 25.00 

100% $500.00 

The original of the house at Pleasantville, 
New York, which is shown on page 126 

| 

| 

JOHNSON’S 

the “satin” finish 

for furniture 

and floors— 

saves 50% of 

your dusting 

& 

AT ALL GOOD STORES 

S$. C. JOHNSON & SON 

RACINE, 

wis. 

| —e— 
| A Book 
} You'll Want 

“CLOCKS 
IN THE 

MODERN 

HoME” 
Ross Crane, Author of 

“‘Interior Decoration,’’ 
writes, “Your charming 
book might well be called 

‘a GUIDE TO CLOCKS.’ It is informative, interest- 
ing and should create a new conception concerning 
the use and need of clocks in furnishing a home.”’ 
This sixteen-page brochure with illustrations in color, 
suggests the selection and placement of clocks in each 
room in the home. Send nameand address for yourcopy, 

CLOCK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
ladelphia 644 Drexel Building Ph 

No library complete without 
Kipling complete 

1 40 STARTLING NEW 
HOUSE PLANS 

Don’t Build Until You See This Book! 

1930 EDITION JUST OFF THE PRESS 
A most amazing collection of original and artistic 
house designs ever published. The collection con- 
sists of Americanized Spanish, Colonial and English 
houses, bungalows and semi-detached homes, cost- 
ing from $5,000 to $50,000. Each house design oc- 
cupies an entire page 9’ x 12”. Order today as 
edition is limited. Pay postman on delivery $1.88 
plus postage charge. 
ANDREW CHARLES BORZNER 

Philadelphia, 718 Walnut Street Architect y ia, Pa. 
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ALWAYS 

WORKING 

FOR YOUR 

GOOD WILL 

Every Statler employee is in- 

structed to work for good-will 

harder than he works for sales. 

An errand may take longer, 

an order be more difficult to 

execute, a guest harder to 

please — but every service ren- 

dered in a Statler is to be in the 

spirit of expressing and winning 

good-will. 

That is the basic —if, in- 

deed, it is not the determining 

— reason for the popularity of 

these hotels. 

All travelers know that it 

isn’t easy for a hotel to either 

win, or hold, good-will. Trav- 

elers who visit Statler cities 

will tell you that these hotels 

are trying to keep ahead 

in matters of equipment, of 

extra conveniences and com- 

forts — and in the personal 

service rendered you by em- 

ployees. 

Fixed, unchanging rates are 

posted in every Statler room. 

HOTELS 

STATLER 

BOSTON DETROIT 

BUFFALO ST.LOUIS 

CLEVELAND NEW YORK 
{ Hote/ Pennsylvania \ 

“I think it’s a marvelous idea 

...@ Dishpan built into a sink’ 

No awkward metal dishpan to scour 
and store—the built-in dishpan of the 
EBCO Sink is permanent, always 
ready, easy to clean and keep clean. 
153 inches in diameter and 8} inches 
deep—removable waste strainer pre- 
vents clogging. 
A rectangular drying compart- 

ment; self draining; equipped with 
wire basket and spacious drainboard 
completes the EBCO ensemble which 
is so highly approved by thousands of 
women everywhere. 

Write for booklet showing styles, 
sizes and colors—no obligation. 

The D. A. Ebinger Sanitary Mfg. Co. 

Columbus, Ohio 409 West Town Street 

WRITE FOR =~ 
COMPLETE Made in White 

and Colors 
DETAILS | Ss | 

Qreeinenre 

| 
| | 
| 

| 

| 

| 

AS 

Gilts for her Gifts for him 

Gifts for everyone 

FROM FOUR CORNERS OF THE WORLD— 
COLLECTED IN ONE FREE BOOK—FOR 

YOUR CONVENIENCE IN SELECTING 
Special values in originality, uniqueness, and price— 
gifts not obtainable in stores generally, all Giintily 
wrapped and at moderate sensible prices. 
Every Gift in this Unusual catalogue is personally 
chosen by Mr. Kellogg, whose selections have won the 
confidence of thousands. 
Every order is shipped promptly, charges all paid, 
each article fully guaranteed. Your money will be 
refunded at once if you are not satisfied. 

825. Two mid- 
get glass bottles 
shaped like dice 
and filled with 
fine French per- 
fume ..... 60c. 

eC 

703. A Pen in a Pig, nota 
In the comfort of your own home, you can select your 

pigin a pen. Inkwell and choices from these hundreds of illustrated articles, ra , “s Ne 
peediien of Sines Ger Send toden for pout Free saggy HorseShoeClock 
ters. 3 in. tall......$1.00 of the 1931 Kellogg Catalogue in different col- 

ors. Reliable ROBERT W. KELLOGG, INC. 
16 Park Street Springfield, Mass. 
pot ------------------ oem 
ROBERT W. KELLOGG, INC. 

! 6 Park Street, Springfield, Mass. 
Send me FREE your 1931 Catalogue of “Gifts Unusual.” 

standard move- 
ment.....$1.85 

| heating plant. 

)) my 

i ir 

ll 

“ - ge 

that half dead 

radiator” 

Cadwell No. 10 

Air Valve 

Don’t blame the radiator because it’s 
only half hot; it’s probably “air bound” 
from worn out or old style valves. 

| 

Replace those worn out valves with 
Cadwell No. 10 Air Valves, and your 
half-dead radiators become piping hot 
all over. 

With a Cadwell No. 10, when the 
steam comes on, the valve remains open 
till all the cold air is out; then closes 
tight and stays closed. We will send 
you (if not at your dealer’s) one or 
more of Cadwell No. 10’s for $1.00 each 
and you can prove this for yourself. 
From this you will decide that equip- 

| ping the rest of your radiators will be 
| the best investment you’ve ever made. 

if you want to go further and have 
| a vacuum system, order Cadwell No. 
20 Vacuum Air Valves instead of No. 
10. They increase the heat response, 
save fuel, completely modernize your 

$3.00 each. Order one 
for each radiator and one No. 20 Base- 
ment Return Valve at $3.50. All 
valves guaranteed for five years. Please 
use the coupon below. 

The Beaton & Cadwell Mfg. Co. 

New Britain, Conn. 

AS CADWELL 

No. 10 AIR 

VALVE 

Allows 
the 

Radiator 
to Heat 

From End 
to End 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

Send No Money 
The Beaton & Cadwell Mfq. Co 
Dept. 10, New Britain, Conn 
Gentlemen: 

Cadwell No Air 
each. | wili pay postman when 

Please send me 
Valves at $.. 
received. 

Name 

Address 

I 

715. Hippopotamus Ash , oe EE cre ust ad hie a nbs Seed eke bebaeub hs ehione xh 
Tray. 6} in. long. Brightly 4 
ee eee $1.00 GS MEE oc oo ccc cc ccc cece vcseessncesesseeeebsscecvcseces 
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sure about * 

Face Brick cost!” 

T IS a curious fact that 

many people believe build- 

ing costs with Face Brick 

are much higher than with 

ordinary materials. And 

how far from the truth that 

really is! 

While the first cost of Face 

Brick may be s/ight/y higher, 

this is immediately compen- 

sated for in its colorful 

beauty and individuality of 

appearance. 

And, of course, the house of 

Face Brick pays dividends 

over a period, for it is al- 

ways preferred security for 

mortgage loans—is the ulti- 

mate in fire protection—and 

requires the minimum of 

upkeep expense. 

Send for Free Book 

The “Charm of Face Brick 

Homes,” with its beautiful 

photographic color illustra- 

tions, gives much new com- 

parative information and 

cost data on Face Brick, 

sent free upon your request. 

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASS'N 
2148 City State Bank Bldg., Chicago 
26 Queen Street East, Toronto, Ont. 

EVERLASTING EVER-BEAUTIFUL 

FACE BRICK 

Making a lawn on adobe or clay 

Continued from page 152 

months before sowing of grass seed to 
permit weed seeds to germinate. 

The matter of watering lawns in 
California is surely an important 
consideration. The most satisfactory 
method of obtaining an even stand of 
grass is first to install a sprinkling 
system. The cost is really not pro- 
hibitive, and there is ultimately a 
great saving in the water bill. It takes 
a great deal of time to water by hand, 
and the use of the stationary sprinkler 
is not altogether satisfactory. With 
a sprinkler system the moisture con- 
tent of the soil does not become so 
variable. With new lawns the soil 
should be kept moist, but not to the 
point of over-saturation. Within recent 

have been troubled with 
a soil-fungus which may destroy a new 
lawn over night. This fungus spreads 

muggy 
weather and when soil is too moist. 

years we 

rapidly during foggy or 

If brown spots appear cover them 
with a solution containing Semesan 
or some other soil-disinfectant. 

It is quite obvious that to obtain a 
smooth area it is necessary to compact 
the soil by using a roller, boards, or by 
treading with the feet. Heavy soils 
if too wet should never be rolled. A 
few days of drying weather will dry 
out soil sufficiently to permit rolling. 
It is necessary to supply some kind 
of a mulch like peat, shavings, sheep 
manure, etc., to prevent too rapid 
drying out of soil. 

After all this fuss and bother do 
not think for a moment that the end 
has been reached. The lawn should 
be cut regularly, and with a sharp- 
bladed mower, too. Neglected grass 
may become coarse in growth and 
actually die out. Most grasses are 
gross feeders and require several ap- 
plications of fertilizers during the year. 

There is some difference of opinion 
as to which kind of grass produces 
the best lawn. Kentucky Bluegrass 
gives a dark green lawn, making a 
thick, strong turf which can be main- 

tained for years if properly fertilized 
and cared for. Chewings Fescue is 
also favored by gardeners, and makes 
a lovely turf both in sun and in half- 
shade, but is of a lighter green; the 
grass is shallow rooted and must be 
watered frequently. Some of the Bent 
3rasses, especially Cocos Bent, all 
with creeping root-stocks, are used 
considerably for putting 
greens and for thick-set 
lawns. The so-called Emerald Mix- 
ture containing Cocos Bent and Poa 
trivialis makes a very fine lawn which 

making 
making 

holds up for a long time. Pacific 
Rye and other Rye Grasses are used 
in heavy soils and where the lawn will 
receive little watering, but these have 
the bad habit of bunching up. A 
mixture containing mostly Pacific 
Rye and small amounts of Kentucky 
Blue, Red Top, Fescue, and White 
Dutch Clover if desired, will give a 
good-looking lawn. 

This type of lawn has one disad- 
vantage in that it does not make a 
uniform growth, but it is well-suited 
to heavy soils. Dutch Clover alone, 
or mixed with Bluegrass, presents a 
pleasing green, grows rapidly, and the 
clover adds fertility to the soil. There 
are also various shade mixtures that 
can be used where shade conditions 
prevail. 

Kentucky Blue and Fescue 
usually sown at the rate of one pound 
to one hundred and fifty square feet. 
The fine seed of Bent Grass 
covers at the rate of one pound to 
two hundred and fifty square feet. 
Dutch Clover should not be more 
than seven per cent of any mixture, 
and may be sown separately or in the 

very 

mixture. Mixtures containing Pacific 
Rye and other grasses in combination 
are sown at the rate of one pound to 
one hundred and fifty square feet. 
Weather conditions, warmth 
moisture in the soil are determining 
factors in speed of seed germina- 

and 

tion. 

Why plants are killed in winter 

Continued from page 148 

leaves have been cast off. A few de- 
grees of freezing weather do not in- 
jure the plants. At that time only the 
immature shoots will be destroyed, a 
loss of no particular moment. It is 
not the low temperature so much 
which causes the greatest damage to 
the Roses, but the winter sun. 

The best protection that can be 
given high-stemmed Roses is_ to 
bury the crown. The trunk is care- 
fully bent down to the ground and a 
hook is driven into the soil which 
will hold the trunk and crown in 
place. Then the crown is covered 
with sand. It is still better if the 
crown is placed into a hole dug into 
the ground which is then covered 
with boards and rugs. With this pro- 
cess it is entirely possible to ventilate 
when the outside temperatures per- 
mit. Only there where it is impossible 
to bend the trunk, and this should 
never be done by force, is the crown to 
be covered with linen, mats, or tough 
paper. For this purpose the crown is 
held together with strands of bast. 

Roses which come true to type 
from the roots require no particular 
protection. All that need be done is 
to cover the plant with a little mound 

near the trunk. This year’s shoots 
require no protection even if they 
do freeze back, for they must be 
pruned back during the spring. 

It is very important that Roses 
that are given protection be not kept 
continually moist. This may cause 
grave injury by inducing rot to take 
place. To prevent water reaching 
the buried crown it is best to cover 
the boards with sand and over this 
to spread a piece of canvas or to 
build a roof of boards over the sand. 

The sun may be considered as the 
enemy of the plant during the win- 
ter. On warm days it will induce the 
flow of sap which will then freeze 
during the night. This is the process. 
Before the water of the sap turns to 
ice it leaves the various constituents 
of the sap in the cell, the water pass- 
ing into near-by air spaces. Here it 
freezes and so protects the cell. 
When a thaw sets in water returns 
mto the cell. If now a sudden cold 
snap prevents the water from re- 
turning to its air space, the plant 
will freeze to death. Some plants do 
withstand more cold than others, 
and this is found in the consistency of 
the protoplasm. 

are 

An unpleasant task 

made EASY 

Noruinc is more disagreeable than scrub- 
bing a toilet bowl. And nothing is more 
unnecessary. 

Just sprinkle a little Sani-Flush into the 
bowl, follow the directions on the can, 
flush, and the job is done. The bowl will 
be spotlessly white. Any unpleasant odors 
will vanish. All germs will be killed, and 
perfect cleanliness will take the place of 
dangerous unsanitation. Sani-Flush purifies 
the entire toilet, even the hidden, unhealth- 
ful trap which no brush can reach. 

Free yourself from an unpleasant house- 
hold task that need not be done. Sani-Flush 
is sold in convenient punch-top cans at 
grocery, drug and hardware stores, 25c; 
in Canada, 35c. The Hygienic Products 
Co., Canton, Ohio. (Also makers of Meo 
—a fine water softener.) 

Sani-Flush 

CLEANS CLOSET. 

BOWLS WITH 

OUT SCOURING 

Saves Furniture, Pianos, Paintings, 
Plants, and Makes Air More Healthful 

out of sight. 
Registers and Pipeless Furnaces. 
Homes, Offices, Schools, Hospitals, etc, Six 
sizes. Write for FREE Booklet. 
SAVO MANUFACTURING CO. 

1400 Merchandise Mart 
Dept. V-11 

CHICAGO, Ul. 

Fill with water, hang on back of any Radiator 
Ot vers for all types of Hot Air 

Ideal for 

BUILDING PLANS 

For Modern Homes 

A startling new book of home plans, 1930 edition, size 
8 x ll inches, over 200 designs for English and Ameri- 
can Colonial homes, two-family dwellings, cosy bun- 
galows and cottages, contains floor plans and all dimen- 
sions with photos and approximate cost to build, a 
real help to the home builder. It is used as a book of 
reference everywhere. Postpaid only $3.00. A smaller 
book 8 x 11 inches, 69 new designs of English and 
American Colonial homes and other medium cost 
dwellings. Postpaid $1.00. Both books for $3.50. 
FREDERICK H. GOWING, Architect 
101 Tremont Street Boston, Mass. 
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ITS NEVER TOO LATE 

BUILD A LODGE THATS UP BEFORE YOU KNOW IT TO 

THis Is A MESSAGE for the man who has 

wanted a shooting lodge, or a fishing 

lodge—and never had time to build. 

Even now, with the fall sporting 

season upon us, there is still plenty of 

time to erect an attractive, comfortable 

lodge, and use it this year. After you've 

picked a floor-plan, we make your 

Hodgson House in sections, ship it 

ready to erect. In a few days it’s up, 

and ready to occupy. You can erect it 

yourself, or we will send a construc- 

tion foreman to supervise details. 

A Hodgson lodge is comfortable 

summer or winter. Lined with Celotex 

for insulation, it defies extremes of 

heat or cold. Well-planned fireplaces or 

a heating plant can be installed to 

afford generous warmth. And it lasts 

for years! Hodgson Houses everywhere 

have withstood the severest storms. 

Weather-proof cedar and Douglas fir 

are used in construction. 

All the fuss, delay and unexpected 

expenses of building are eliminated. 

You can have a lodge as simple as the 

one pictured above, or a very elaborate 

vacation home. Send for booklet K. 

It gives pictures, plans, prices, and also 

shows furnishings and lawn and garden 

equipment—bird houses, dog kennels, 

arbors, picket fences, poultry-houses, 

etc. Write to E. F. Hodgson Co., 1108 

Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass., 

or 6 East 39th Street, New York City. 

HODGSON Aouses 

HOME INSULATION 

Assures Protection, Comfort, and Saving 

URL Se Me 

NOT qo back to 

STOVE HEAT / 

Why tolerate the inconvenience and health 
dangers of the insanitary garbage can and 
dangerous rubbish pile? Kernerator incinera- 
tion is the modern method of waste disposal 
that appeals instantly to modern people. All 
household waste is dropped through the 

To properly insulate a home with U. S. Mineral Wool, this 
all-mineral, sanitary material is placed in the walls and rafters 
and betwéen floors. 

This protective shield keeps out heat and cold, deadens noise, 
handy hopper door in the kitchen—garbage, makes a more comfortable home, winter or summer and quickly 

rubbish, sweepings, newspapers, magazines, saves the installation cost in reduced winter fuel consumption. 

i gs. tin cans, bottles—and falls to the combustion U. S. Mineral Wool is indestructible, inexpensive, and easily 

| % GAS ] chamber in the basement. The accumulation applied. The first cost is the last—it will outlast the building; 

ie Lf is air-dried and destroyed by burning Investigate it before you build—send for Free sample and 
or IL for . sre illustrated booklet. 

— non-combustibles are flame sterilized. 
HEATING , Your architect knows about the Kernerator 
— per A and the responsible company behind it. Ask Tee aaa ee Petes i. 

WASTE ond him and write to us for illustrated booklet. - Dept. — ee ea . 
: : eti r i i 2o., S. Mi ee, Wis. 

RUBBISH 1 KERNER INCINERATOR CO., 1222 N. Water St., Milwaukee oten Cannestion—Giteaite Siness! Wee {es ae 
Offices in over 150 cities 

UNITED STATES MINERAL WOOL 

The Perfect Insulator 

HEAT-PROOF. FIRE-PROOF. SOUND-PROOF. n vu & PAT OFF 
INCINERATION 

COLD-PROOF. VERMIN-PROOF. 
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Detail of a St. Paul, 
Minn. home with 
Wearnersest Gray 
Sidewalls and Green 
Roof 

WEATHERBEST Colors 

To Bring Out Details 

The sidewalls and roof economy of 
WeaTHERBEST Stained Shingles have been well 
established . . . more attention is being given 
to permanent color values. Constant re- 
search, tests, and improvement of materials 
are responsible for WrATHERBEST supe- 
riority. There is eighteen years’ experience 
behind the WeaTtHersest policy: “Not to 
cheapen materials or process to meet price 
competition.” 

Ask your iumber dealer and contractor to 
explain to you the difference between 
WeatTuHersest colors and ordinary stained 
shingles or shingles stained on the job. Bet- 
ter still, send 1oc. (stamps or coin) for Port- 
folio of photogravures of WerATHERBEST 
Homes in actual colors. WEATHERBESTSTAINED 
Sucre Co., Inc., 2131 Island St., North 
Tonawanda, N. Y. Plants—N. Tonawanda, 

Cleveland, St. Paul. Dis- 
tributing Warehouses in 
Leading Centers. 

Sketch 

Send kodak pic 
ture or other pho- 
tograph of 4 
home growing old 
and letourSketch 
Service Dept 
send you sketch 
which shows 
how home may 
he modernized at 
modest cost. Lit- 
erature shows 
many exanples 

After of modernizing 
entered in a re- 

cent Wearnraeest Modernizing Contest 

STAINED-SHINGLES 
For Roots and Sie -Warr = 

Wearnersest Stainep Sutnore Co., Inc. 
2131 Island St., North Tonawanda, N. Y 
C) Enclosed is toc (stamps or coin) for postage 
and handling, for Portfolio of Photogravures of 
New Wearueassst Homes, details of Modern 
izing Service and book, “Mak: ng Old Houses Into 
Charming Homes. 
C) Enclosed is picture of old Home for FREE 
Modernizing sketch 

Name 

Address , 

Redeeming the neglected Hyacinth 

Continued from page 149 

otten being given that this is the best 
size to buy for all purposes. Other 
lists, not infrequently confusing to the 
beginner, because they contain many 
of the same variety names, are pre- 
sented under such headings as “ First 
Size” and “Dutch Roman Hyacinths.” 
As a matter of fact, they are all the 
same varieties, the only difference 
being in the size of the bulb and, 
incidentally, in the prices. The small- 

Dutch Miniature 
purchased for about one half the cost 
of the Exhibition grade. The former 
run thirteen to fifteen centimeters in 
circumference and the latter 
teen to twenty-one. It requires about 

est size may be 

nine- 

two years longer to grow an Exhibi- 
tion size bulb and consequently the 
price is proportionately higher. 

Hyacinths planted in masses in 
solid beds often give results not only 
pleasing, but unlike those obtainable 
with any other bulbs. Almost invari- 
ably, however, they will be more 
charming with 
other flowers of less formal growth, 

when _interplanted 

and of harmonizing or contrasting 
colors. 

In selecting Hyacinths be care- 
ful to include early and late as well 
as mid-season varieties, in order that 
the longest season of bloom may be 
obtained. Among the early flowering 
kinds are L’Innocence and Arentine 
Arendson, white; Lady Derby, rose- 
pink; Gertrude, deep pink; La Vic- 

Schotel, light 
Hammer, yellow 

carmine-rose; 
blue; and Yellow 
Mid-season varieties include Queen 
of the Whites; De Wet; 
soft pink, sometimes called Pink 
Grand Maitre; Roi des Belges, one 
of the deepest reds; Dr. 
lavender-blue; Menelik, one of the 
darkest blues; and Buff Beauty, a 
peculiar shade with an orange tinge, 
one of the beautiful 
To follow these one may select La 
Grandesse, one of the finest of all 
the whites; Queen of the Pinks, a 
rose-pink; Queen of the Blues, porce- 
lain blue; King of the Blues, dark 
blue; and City of Haarlem, yellow. 

A few of the newer sorts of unusual 

toire, 

General 

Lieber, 

newer sorts. 

coloring or extra fine form are Cor- 

regio, white; King of Roses, salmon- 
rose; Van Tubergen’s Scarlet; En- 
chantress, porcelain blue; M yosotis, 
forget-me-not blue, with extremely 
large bells; Indigo King, a very deep 
lilac; Buff Beauty, a light buff-orange; 
and Orangeboven, a reddish orange. 

Hyacinths, like many of the hardy 
Lilies, prefer soil at once well drained 
and especially well supplied with 
moisture; this, of course, they get 
in the sandy soils of the Haarlem 
hyacinth fields with a water table 
not far below the surface. One may 
help to duplicate these conditions in 
the home garden by planting only 
where drainage is good and the soil 
not too heavy (sand or cinders dug 
into a depth of six or eight inches will 
help to lighten it) and then incor- 
porating plenty of leafmold or peat- 
moss to hold moisture. Hyacinths, 
also, are gross feeders and should be 
well supplied with plant food. The new 
preparation of dehydrated manure 
and peatmoss combined, which has 
the advantage of being sterile, supple- 
mented with a complete high-grade 
plant food, will make an excellent 
preparation for them so far as diet- 
ary requirements are concerned. 

Plant fairly early. With Hyacinths, 
as well as Daffodils, root formation 
before frost is much more essential 
than with Tulips and many other of 
the fall planted bulbs. If the soil hap- 
pens to be dry at planting time, water 
sufficiently to make it moist and to 
encourage quick root growth. 

The bulbs should be planted deep. 
Four or even five inches in light soil, 
above the top of the bulb, is none 
too much. They like full sunlight, 
and protection from driving winds 
is also a consideration, as they are 
much more likely to be beaten down 
than Tulips and Daffodils. In solid 
beds the bulbs are usually placed 
six to eight inches apart, but this 
may be increased somewhat for 
groups or garden planting, especially 
as has been suggested when ground 
cover companion plants are used with 
them. It is 

to give a 
desirable in cold cli- 

mates winter mulching 
after the ground begins to freeze. 

How much garden to buy? 

Continued from page 154 

spring out of shape will cost two to 
five dollars. 

When we start looking into the 
cost of planting we will find great 
differences in prices and_ values. 
Much will depend upon the labor 
cost. The thrifty, dirt gardener who 
does practically all the planting him- 
self will get a,real garden for much 
less than his neighbor who has the 
nurseryman or landscape gardener 
do the job for him. Doubtless the 
trained worker will plant the material 
more in accordance with the correct 
principles of landscaping and he may 
not make as many mistakes but he 
who buys a garden this way loses 
the great joy of creating. 

One great disadvantage under 
which the amateur labors is not hav- 
ing a definite plan to follow. He may 
have some general ideas as to the 
results he wishes to achieve but the 
details are frequently quite vague. 

And without a plan and definite 
planting list, he is likely to make 

do 
much of his work over again. He can 
many false starts and have to 

study plans that are printed in books 
on the subject and those in the mag- 
azines, adapting them to his loca- 
tion but here again, he needs knowIl- 
edge which is only to be had from 
experience. 

In most sections of the country 
there are trained landscape archi- 
tects who are glad to plan gardens 
for the amateur. They not only do 
the planning but most of them will 
attend to the planting or at least su- 
pervise it if desired. They generally 
work upon a fee basis depending 
upon the amount of work necessary 
and the time required to do it. The 
cost of planning will depend largely 
upon the amount of detail that must 
be worked out. A mere outline sketch 
showing shrubs here 
there will not take nearly as long as 
a detailed plan and planting list in- 
dicating every item that shall enter 
into the (Continued on page 186) 

and _ flowers 

“I'd like to tell every 

BRIDGE PLAYER 

[77 
in America: 

Here's the card table of the future! 
Made of beautifully-grained hardwoods— 
walnut, mahogany, or gum—especially 
prepared for card playing. Sanitary .. . 
stain-proof. Dependable, casily-operated 
folding mechanism. Built-in score pad . . . 
detachable ash trays self-latching 
drawer. Handsome, thoroughly at case 
in the finest home. Wonderfully convenient 
for writing, for studying, for fireside 
suppers. A perfect gift! 

WE WILL SHIP DIRECT if not yet 
available through your favorite furni- 
ture store, department store or deco- 
rator. Wrapped in flannel covering, 
packed in individual carton. Send for 
illustrated folder and prices. THE 
COWDIN COMPANY, Dept. 1 , 227 
Davis Street, Portland, Oregon. 

Send for literature and prices 

THE e 

© 1930c. co. 

TABLE 

Make your Fireplaces 

smoke-free, double- heating 

for $15 to $25 extra 
It’s worth the difference, to 
added beauty and efficiency of Heati- 
lator construction in new or remod- 

et the 

eled fireplaces. Every 
Heatilator-built fireplace 
is absolutely guaranteed 
to burn without smoke 
and to give at least 
twice as much heat 
from same fuel. The 
Heatilator is a com- 
plete Unit up to the 
flue—saving cost of 
otherwise necessary 
parts, and assurin 
desired results. Use 
with all types of de- one 
signs and materials. Py 
Write us. The 
Heatilator Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Heatilator 

Fireplace Unit 

Heatilator Company, 
582 Glen Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Without charge or obligation please send full 
particulars and nearest dealer's name. We plan to: 

remodel (which ?)............... f.replaces. 
rr 
Address 
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tes. 

a new Pulley, deeply grooved, keeps the line 
from jamming. The pulley wheel turns 
easily and is treated to prevent rusting. 

a new locking device on the pulley holds the 
line stationary when carrying the clothes. 

a new Line Clamp makes it easy to tighten or 
loosen the line quickly. 

a new Line Support keeps the clothes from 
sagging in the dirt or the lines from 
tangling. 

Ask your hardware dealer to show you these items. They 
will make a big difference in the way your clothes line works. 

THE STANLEY WORKS 
New Britain,Conn. 

| \ | SARA 

pRYAS WY 

e WAY 

Making it easier to 

use your Clothes Line 

: HIS new Stanley Clothes Line Equipment helps 
to eliminate much of the bother connected 

with using the family standby—the Clothes Line. 

= 

% 2g re “a 
% 

Line Support 
o. 41 

Line Clamp 
No. 7070 

STANLEY HARDWARE 

Keep Your Baby Safe! 

Hartford Courant 

June 23, 1930 

City Nursery 

Babies Died 

Tragically 

In Last Year Two Have 
Heads 

This Could Never Have Happened in 

GEM CRIBS 

Gem Cribs have been 
built to prevent just 
such dreadful acci- 
dents. Even the ti- 
niest baby’s head can- 

Gem Crib No. 3092 is 
one of our many cribs 
as charming in design 
as they are practical, 
safe and economical. 
The finish is an exqui- not get wedged be- 

tween their narrowly 
spaced bars. Gem 

ribs are not only 

site pale green with 
ivory trimming or 
ivory with green trim- 

lovely in design. They 
assure you absolute 
safety for baby. Write 
for our free booklet 
on safe and beautiful 
nursery furniture. 

ming. The medallion 
decorations have a 
delicate loveliness that 
would enhance any 
—_ « = drop side 

= thw 
Tie Rl 

GEM CRIB AND CRADLE CO., Gardner, Mass. 

What is Winter 

Comfort 

Worth to You? 

le's so easy to have a home that’s always 
warm and comfortable. It’s so easy to 
free from drafts, soot, cold and discom- 
fort that result from air-leakage through 
hidden cracks around windows and doors. 
A free booklet— 
**The High Cost of Lost Heat’’ 
shows you how to control this air-leakage at 
surprisingly low cost with Monarch tubular 
Metal Weatherstrip. The booklet points the way 
to a $35 to $100 yearly saving in fuel costs for the 

life of your home. It shows how noth- 
ingsurpasses Monarch Metal Weath- 

» erstrip for its positive results and 
® life-time satisfaction. Learn the 

) truth about home comfort. For 
\ booklet and FREE heat-loss anal- 

ysis of your home that shows 
—in. advance—just what Mon- 
arch willsave you each year 
mail the coupon now. 

7 MONARCH | 
METAL We MT HERSTEN | Monarch Metal 

Weatherstrip Co. 
5015 Penrose St. 

8t. Louis 
Controls the Au 

Send booklet, “‘The High Cost of Lost Heat,” 
and FRE& heat-loss analysis. 

Check here for full details on special plan 
that permits you to enjoy the advantages of 

Monarch Metal Weatherstrip while paying for it. 

LET THE COUPON DECIDE 

Cc OL U 

No. 714, Eighteenth Century English “Design 

MBIA 

Mantels 

even in rooms 

without flues 

For “Decorative Effect. 

NOW every room, with or without flue, in 
apartment houses, in dwellings or even office 
buildings may have the —_ cheer of a 
glowing fireplace. The Columbia Mantel 
Company offers a number of beautifully de- 
signed portable fire mantels ready to use with 
gas or ele@tric fires or for decorative effe& 
only. They are so designed and built that, 
when placed dire@ly against the side of a wall, 
there is ample room to install any gas or elec: 
tric heating unit or artificial fire, without dis- 
turbing the wall in any way. At mantel and 
tile dealers. Write for free catalog. Colum- 
bia Mantel Co., Incorporated, 843 S. Ninth 
Street, Louisville, Kentucky. 

MANTELS 

A Valuable New Feature that Cuts 

Fuel Bill and Saves Your Time 

he AQuA: MATIC 

REGULATOR OUTFIT 
FOR THE (Cut away 

view) NATIONAL MULTI-FLOW 
COPPER COIL TANK HEATER 

You can now have steaming hot water 24 hours 
a day with only an occasional visit to the fire— 
once every 2 or 3 days in the average home. The 
Aqua-matic Regulator Outfit opens or c 
drafts automatically—a positive thermostatic 
control with nothing to get out of order. Home 
owners who desire the luxury of continuous 
clean, hot water at a real saving in the fuel bill 
will ap; ~— - the Multi-Flow. Easily connects 
to boi Burns coal. Copper coil, bronze 
fittings. ‘Rapid circulation. Write for illustrated 
folder and prices. 

THE NATIONAL PIPE BENDING CO., Est. 1883 

211 River St., New Haven, Conn. 

HEN YOU ENTERTAIN 
—or just want Good Things 

to Eat—you will find excellent 
suggestions in every copy of 

American Cookery 

A Household Magazine which 
tells you how to make and serve 

““Checkerboard Cake”’ 
*“‘Boston Cream Pie’’ 
“Cincinnati Chickens’’ 
“Kitchenette Planked Steak’’ 

Checkerboard Cake 

How to select and cook your favorite 
dish, how to serve it and what to serve 
with it; forty or fifty choice and timely 
recipes in each number, many of them, 
illustrated. 
AMERICAN COOKERY also gives menus 
for every possible occasion. Dinners, 
Luncheons, Wedding Receptions, Card 
Parties, Sunday Night Suppers, etc., 
etc. | 

If you have a family you meed this | 
Magazine, for using it will help you to | 
set a better table, for less money 

SEND One Dollar (check, money | 
order, bill or stamps) and we will send | 
you the next eight numbers of AMER 
ICAN COOKERY, starting with the No- 
vember number which contains recipe 
and directions for ‘““Checkerboard Cake” 
made in two ways, one with the special 
checkerboard cake tin and the other 
using an ordinary tin, as well as many 
other good things besides. Address 

The Boston Cooking School Magazine Co. 
223 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass. | 
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Riverside Tanks 

When the 

water runs rusty. 

. . . trouble is brewing. Dis- 
colored, speckled water 
means that water has cor- 
roded your steel hot water 
tank or piping and its days 
are ol nae Some waters 
attack and rust galvanized 
metals in only a year or so. 

That is why it is far better to 
spend a little more at the 
outset for a RIVERSIDE 
Copper Hot Water Tank... 
for copper does not rust and 
will last indefinitely. 

Your local plumbi con- 
tractor will tell you - B the 
extra initial cost is more than 
offset by the promise of life- 
time service... plenty of 
hot water at all hours, as 
clear and rustless as spring 
water... and never any 
worry over replacements and 
repairs. 

To inform yourself fully on 
methods of heating water for 
your home, send for our 
handsome booklet entitled: 
“Hot Water Service for the 
Home,” or check circular in 
panel below. 

Riverside Boiler Works, Inc. 

Cambridge, Mass. 

On the air . 
RIVERSIDE RAMBLERS 
every Saturday night, at 6:15 

. - WBZ and WBLA 

= elon 

SS 

fom 8/ 
3 q 

Like the Great Temple at Baalbek, Riverside 
All-Copper Tanks defy time and the elements 

Check circular desired: 
All-Copper ‘*Packo’’ Water Heater 

Cepper Hot Water Tanks Oil Storage Tanks 
vanized Hot Water Tanks Septic Tanks 

for the American Home 

W hat you ought to know about 

forcing bulbs 

I. GEORGE QUINT 

HEN days are short, and 
darkness comes almost be- 
fore we have seen the sun- 

light, there is nothing quite so beau- 
tiful as a pot of colorful flowers on 
the sunporch. Nothing quite so gor- 
geous as some bulbs growing indoors, 
and nothing quite so simple to pro- 
duce. 

Not only can the seasoned gardener 
succeed with winter bulbs, but the 
apartment dweller as well. There are, 
of course, a few simple rules to be 
followed, briefly summarized as fol- 
lows: 

1—-What bulbs can be used for winter 
forcing with good results? 

Some of the best are Crocus, Snow- 
drops, Tulips, Hyacinths, Daffodils, 
Narcissus. 
2-How can I go about getting bulbs 
ready for winter forcing? 

When bulbs arrive place them in 
pans into which has been put soil 
which is a mixture of loam, sand, man- 
ure, and leaf mold. Cover bulbs with 
the soil and water thoroughly. Bury 
pans in trenches about a foot deep, 

possible, though they 
may be sunk into soil in the cellar. 
outdoors if 

If placed outdoors mulch the cover 
soil when it begins to freeze. Leave 
pans buried until they are wanted 
for forcing. 

3—How long will it take before bulbs 
are ready for forcing indoors? 

Dutch 
about six 
Hyacinths will be about 
three They kept 
moist, however, all the time they are 

bulbs should be left buried 
though Roman 
ready in 

weeks, 

weeks. must be 

buried. 
4-How can I have 
for Christmas? 

Narcissus and Roman 
should be brought into the house 
about November 30. 

5—-How can I have a 

bulbs in bloom 

Hyacinths 

succession of 
bloom indoors? 

Bring pans indoors into the light 
about ten days apart. 

6-If the house is cold what can be 
done? 

Bulbs will start to grow as soon as 
they are put into the light, but on 
very cold nights move them away 
from the window, putting a lining of 
newspaper on the window on ex- 
tremely cold nights. 

7-How can I have Easter Lilies for | 
the season? 

Start forcing no later than Decem- 
ber Ist, placing one bulb in a six-inch 
pan. 

&—Can any bulbs be grown without 
soil? 

Place a few Chinese Sacred-lilies in 
white pebbles in a shallow 
dish. Keep in a temperature of be- 
tween 50 and 55 degrees. Hyacinths 
may be grown in water. Place bulbs 
in glasses, covering them 
with the water, into which have been 
put a few pieces of charcoal. Keep in 
a cool, dark, well ventilated 
until the roots strike the bottom 
of the glass, then remove to light 
and warmth. Change the 
twice a week and add a drop of am- 
monia twice a week. 

9-What Tulips are good for early 
Forcing? 

Yellow Prince, La 
Maid, Chrysolora, 
These may be forced in December, 
but other varieties should wait until 

Double Tulips must 
until the middle of 

pan or 

partly 

room 

water 

Reine, Cottage 
and Proserpine. 

late in January. 
not be forced 
February. 

10-Can forced bulbs be grown again 
the next year? 

Lilies and Hyacinths will bloom the 
second year, but Narcissus are diffi- 
cult to grow again. 

ll-How can I be certain of large 
flowers? 

Remember that the larger the bulb 
the larger the flower. Buy bulbs 
of a reputable dealer and be sure 
that they are first-year bulbs. 

12-Why is it that my bulbs develop 
short stems and weak leaves? 

Probably 
bulbs into the light before the roots 
had been given an opportunity to 
develop properly. 

because you brought the 

How much garden to buy? 

Continued from page 184 

complete make-up of the entire yard 
and garden. In many sections the 
nurseries have landscape architects 
in their employ and they will plan 
your yard and garden, charging you 
ten, twenty-five, fifty dollars or more, 
tlepending upon the size of the job 
and if you buy your material from 
them, deducting the fee from the 
material bill. This is not always satis- 
factory as many of us wish to shop 
around and buy where prices are 
most attractive. In this event, we 
would wish to buy a plan outright. 

If you develop your own plan try 
to put it down on paper. Work out 
the detail and then you will have 
something to follow, something from 
which you can estimate costs, 

Your garden may develop along 
several different lines. It may be a 
garden containing a wide variety of 
annual and perennial flowers, to- 

gether with shrubs and evergreens 
or it may be a specialist’s garden, 
devoted largely to some one or two 
things. Rose gardens, rock gardens, 
Peony, Iris, Dahlia, or Gladiolus 
gardens, all have their enthusiasts. 

The cost of planting a perennial 
border will vary like every other 
element of garden making and may 
be kept down within 
limits if you are a practical gardener. 
Many nurseries offer collections of 
perennials, either their selection or 
your own, at prices ranging up from 
fifteen dollars a hundred. Some pro- 
vide detailed planting plans to go 
with their selection of plants, showing 
you just how to arrange them in the 
most effective manner. Collections 
are also offered for rock gardens 
and for borders of special color 
such as a blue border or a pink 
border. 

reasonable 

| 

| 
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A GIFT 

THAT WILL MAKE 

BABY HAPPY 

AND PLEASE 

‘MOTHER, TOO! 

New, unusual and attractive. the Snuggle Rug is a 
most practical gift for Baby—and an everyday joy 
to Mother. 

Just zip the Talon slide fastener and Baby is 
wrapped in the Snuggle Rug — safely protected 
against cold, draughts and dampness. Impossible for 
him to get uncovered, yet the round, set-in bottom 
provides room for active little feet to kick. 
Featured in pink, blue, tan, Nile and maize Ken- 

wood pure wool fabric and ‘other fine materials, 
with matching satin trimming. 

Popularly priced at leading department and 
infants’ wear stores. Send for circular and name of 
store nearest you. 

SNUGGLE RUG for Baby 
SNUGGLE RUG COMPANY 

219 N. Seventh St. Goshen, Ind. 

Enjoy Every Breath 
MINNEHAHA HUMIDIFIER 

Radiator Shield 
Recommended by leading physicans because 
it scientifically moistens air for health and com- 
fort. Endorsed by interior decorators for its 
neatness. Preserves furniture and woodwork, 
—— walls, saves fuel. Made in convenient 
© ngths. Write for literature and prices. 

SPECIALTY MFG. CO. 
2364 University Ave. 

St. Paul, Minn., U.S. A, 

WITH STEEL! 
Clean out closets and desks! 
Store furs, books, clothes, pho- 
tographs, documents, linens, 
etc. in STEEL Sanitary Stor- 
age Units. Keep odds andends 
in home or office easily acces- 
sible, yet SAFE from moths, 
dust, moisture, insects and 
mice. Order one—or several— 
AT ONCE! Large size: 20 in. 
diameter, 30in. high, $3.95each. 
Smaller size: 18x24 in. , $2.95ea. 
Add $1 ea. if to be shipped west 
of Mississippi. Sent prepaid! 

Saving even one treasured photo or letter justifies 
low cost. Send check of money order ... TODAY. 
COLLAPSIBLE CONTAINER SALES CORP. 
General Motors Building, Detroit Michigan 
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Protectors for Slipper Heels 
For the woman who 
drives. Complete pro- 
tection. Ask the wo- 
man who uses them. 
One of hundreds of 
equally interesting 
Pohlson Gifts. 
Send for catalog. 

Postpaid $1.00 
POHLSON 

Est. 1895 Dept. 35 
Pawtucket, R. I. 

50- Page Bird Book in Colors 
“*Canaries for Pleasure and Profit’* 

Gives professional advice on breed- 
Aing, training, feeding and care of 
canaries. Sent free with liberal sam- 
ples of West’s Quality Bird Foods, 
(sold at good stores everywhere), 

on soosioe of 10 cents in stamps or coin to cover 
mailing. Keep your birds in song. Send dealer’s 
name and receive Free an absolute necessity 
West’s Caze Disinfectant. 

Magnesia s Co., 1508 Hubbard St., Milwaukee, Wis, 
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Like a“BUILT-IN 

Bookcase ¥ 
yet Sectional 

mi and Portable 
II 1 ; our 
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Per =— heseee 04.00; Unfinished $3-0e 

SECTIONAL BOOKCASE 
Most desirable and economical bookcase for 
home or office. Sectional; never too large or too 
small; fits odd spaces and grows with your 
needs. Price of single three book section stack 
with top and base, style shown above, unfin- 
ished (for home painting) $12.00; imitation 
mahogany or walnut, $13.25; colored lacquer, 
$16.50. Other styles in oak, mahogany, walnut, 
etc., with doors, at correspondingly low 
prices. Shipped direct from factory on ap- 
proval at a big saving TO YOU. Write for 
catalog No. 63 
The C. J. Lundstrom Mfg. Co., Little Falls, N. Y. 

Manufacturers of Sectional Bookcases Since 1899 
New York Sh -w Room, 130 West 42nd Street 

/BiUip)e)| (enfe). 

HUMIDIFIERS 
FOR ; 

Healthy Heated Air 

No more dry, comfortless heat from 
your radiators! The Buddington 
Humidifier, with its moisture-soak- 
ing wick, gives the air the much 
needed moisture that makes heated 
rooms far more comfortable in 
winter.Long-lasting colds, too,stay 

away from moist heated 
a homes. Keep a Buddington 

on each of your radiators! 

fin
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PRICES 

moisture-soaking, air- 

* 

moistening wick, from 

and up 

Buddington humi- 
dified air prevents 
many of those colds 
baby has due to dry 
heat in your home. 
Use a Buddington 
Humidifier to pre- 
vent them. 

your local dealer or 
write us direct. 
GEO. W. DIENER 

MFG. CO. 
417 N. Monticello Ave. 

CHICAGO 

RERADIC”” 
LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES 
168 pages of radio bargains. New 1931 Screen 
Grid, aided. A. C. Sets in beautiful Consoles 
—also battery operated sets. Write today. 

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION 
711 W. Lake St. Dept.219 Chicago 

KNITTING WOOL 

RUG YARN 
300 samples free—prompt mail service 

Colonial Yarn House 
1231-K Cherry St. Philadelphia, Pa. 

CRICKET 

No. 99 
tbe IDEAL GIFT—a solid maple Cricket Foot Stool— 

and only $2.95 Length 16’, width 9’, height 7”. 
Money-back guarantee. Ask for illustrated brochure of 
early American Furniture Reproductions. Fine furniture 
at money-saving prices. 
THE LINCOLN SHOPS, 553 Madison Square, Grand Rapids, Mick. 

Why Not 

Subscribe? 

Jus HOME — is it the home you visioned when you 

started out on the glorious adventure of homemaking? 

Or, in the daily round of ordinary affairs, has it some- 

how become commonplace ...a home you know has 

possibilities of greater beauty and usefulness and have 

often longed to do something with .. . but not know- 

ing just where to start... oh, well, you’ve just let it 

go? The American Home will show you how to make 

it the home of your dreams! ’ 

No matter how limited your budget or how simple your 

home, The American Home will help you give your 

home that magic touch called charm, show you how 

to make the most of everything you have in your home. 

The American Home has helped more than 300,000 

other smart, thrifty homemakers—why not put it to 

work for you? The special three-year rate brings the 

cost down to less than 6c a month! 

% Years of 

The AMERICAN HOME 

$2 —less than 6c a month! 

* . 
building : : 

Houses of every type, material and 
size, designed especially for Ameri- 
can Home readers by famous archi- 
tects and shown in beautiful sepia 
insert with plans, costs and helpful 
details. 78 distinctive homes, 47 of 
them with floor plans, shown in the 
last twelve issues of The American 
Home in addition to all the other 
helpful building material written by 
experts, with an understanding of 
the average home maker’s needs 
and wants. 

gardening : : 

Our horticultural editor, Leonard 
Barron, F.R.H.S., has been gar- 
dening and editing these tw enty- -five 
years and is the mgr 5 5 s most 
popular garden editor. Garden les- 
sons so simple and constructive that 
the veriest amateur will find them 
workable and helpful, while for the 
experienced gardener there is enough 
worth while garden material to 
make this phase of it alone well 
worth the whole subscription price. 

equipment ar) 

Every month sees new equipment 
to make the modern home more con- 
venient, more comfortable and easier 
to manage. The American Home con- 
siders them every one, and presents 
them to you in clear, concisely writ- 
ten articles by nee household 
efficiency ex All of them, of 
course, Lomas lly illustrated for you. 

USE THE 

decoration : : 

In every issue of The American 
Home no end of charming interiors, 
carefully reproduced so that you 
may study and absorb every inti- 
mate detail of them. In a single re- 
cent issue four of New York’s most 
noted decorators described and illus- 
trated four rooms done especially for 
American Home readers, while all 
articles on decoration are written to 
show you how to furnish on the 
minimum and yet have worth while 
things. 

accessories : : 

Smart, new accessories, those little 
things that add so much to tired 
houses and tired rooms. Fabrics, 
floor coverings and furnishings. . . . 
Bed and table linens, glassware and 
china. ... Smart lamps and pot- | 
tery. .. . All those little things that 
will add zest to your home, shown 
and displayed in each issue of The 
American Home. 

upkeep : : 

Owning a home entails a knowledge 
of upkeep, a knowledge of those 
materials and methods that will, at 
the lowest possible cost, keep your 
house up to par. The homeowner 
will find every conceivable phase of 
home upkeep written up in The 
American Home in sensible, practi- 
cal terms. The value of this phase 
of The American Home is inesti- 
mable! 

COUPON AND SAVE MONEY 

I enclose $ for 

Name : : 

Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., publishers, 
The American Home, Garden City, N. Y. 

Please enter my subscription to The American Home. 
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Beautiful 

Windows 
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Remarkable NEW Book 

80 Pages 

on Window Draping 
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Plan your window and door draperies 
and new color schemes with the aid 
of this new book by C. W. Kirsch, 
the leading authority. Obtain just the 
effects you want—easily, quickly and 
most economically. And know that 
what you plan—however simple, how- 
ever intricate—is authentic—correct 
in every detail. 

Here is a book that every home- 
maker will want to possess. Beauti- 
fully illustrated, many pages in full 
color. A valuable guide, it will render 
invaluable service through the year 
as a quick, accurate reference on 
window draping, color harmony and 
interior decoration. 
The value of this book is $1.00. It’s 

worth to you, however, could not be 
measured in dollars. We ask you to 
accept this 80 page volume with our 
compliments. Simply send us your 
name and address, and a copy of this 
book will be mailed to you promptly, 
postpaid. 

In planning new draperies—new 
color schemes—let us suggest that 
you visit the drapery hardware depart- 
ment in your Kirsch dealer’s store, 
where you may inspect the finest line 
of drapery hardware in the world. 

DRAPERY HARDWARE 

3-44 ec] ae Lele) Gee) tiie), 

KIRSCH COMPANY 
352 Prospect Ave., Sturgis, Michigan, U.S. A. 
You may send me free the new book by 

Kirsch, “How to Drape Your Windows.” 
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SHRICY PAINE 

COLONIAL CANDLE LAMP 

$2.25 

EW ENGLAND Craftsmanship has pro- 
duced yet another charming Coloma! r 

production. This little Candle Lamp has a solid 
pewter base with a frosted glass shade and 
stands six inches high, complete with a wax 
candle in a glass holder. An ideal gift for the 
bedroom, hall, living room or den. Ask for it 
at your favorite shop or order from us direct 

M. W. CARR & COMPANY 
Dept. A-11, West Somerville, Mass. 

* CarrCraft * 
GIFTS OF CHARACTER IN METAL 

Somerville, Mass.—is making 

Vovember ts here before we knew it—with Christmas 7 
the corner! New things 
of the family; 

orders, with checks or money orders, to 

FINE firm near Boston— 
M. W. Carr & Co., West 

Colonial pure pewter reproduc- and 
tions 
nice 
the pocketbook. 
a compote is interesting as it 
combines an 8” 
sandwich plate copy with 6’ 

base brushed to a soft 
$5 p’ paid. 

high 
platinum finish. 

which are particularly 
in design and painless to 

This design in 

crystal glass 

in the shops, new 
new devices for American homes everywhere. We 

have careful ily sought for the us seful as well as ornamental. We 
believe a sensible price ratio must attend sound buying. Send your 

stitch. 
in lovely colors; 
border designs. ( ‘omplete, $3.95 

Found at Art Linen & 
Novelty Import Co., 31 East 
ZIst Street, Ne 

p’paid. 

gifts for eve 

the shop na 

WELCOME 
gift or brid 

bridge set, 36” 
napkins of good four 12 a 

natural linen; 
ered in petit-point style cross 

Four flower bouquets 

ust around 
ry member 

mes given. 

Christmas 
ge prize: tea or 
square cloth, 

hand-embroid- 

blue and tan 

w York, N. Ye 

NOTHER novel Christmas suggestion is this set of 4 Cur- 
rier & Ives reproduction prints in soft colors, 

famous views of Old Homestead in spring, summer, autumn, 
and winter. Instead of an original cost of $200 

1170 6th Ave., New York, offer them in 12x17” 
$1.50, set 4; in 3x5" 

\ 

non & Co., 
at $5 set 4, singly $1.50; in 5x8”, 

Add 1s5¢ for postage in U. 

showing 

per set, C hag- 

‘, $1 set 4. 

3 

MAPLE 

BEDROOM GROUPS 

Carefully selected to assist you in 
furnishing artistically yet inexpen- 
sively. 

A choice of pieces in each group. 

Sold UNFINISHED 
with instructions for 
finishing, in Maple finish 
or finished to order. 

Visit our showrooms 
or send 1oc. in stamps 
for illustrations with 
prices. 

WOODCRAFT SHOPPE 
239 West Exchange St. Providence, R. |. 

SMITH-CAMPBELL CO. 

91-99 Bank St. Newark, N. J. 

Canewood Farm Hams 

Home Smoked Delicious 
These rare old hams come from the Blue 
Grass region and are carefully sugar- 
cured according to a recipe we have used 
successfully for years. Then slowly smoked 
over fragrant hickory fires they emerge 
as hams of the very finest quality with a 
delicious flavor all their owa 
Canewood Farm hams are Old Southern 
hams and their taste speaks for itself. 

9 to 22 Ibs., 55c per Ib., postage extra 
Safe delivery guaranteed 

Famous Southern recipe included with 
cach ham 

CROSBY BROTHERS 
Canc wood Farm 

Box 20 P. O. Spring Station, Ky. 

THE PERFECT WEATHERVANE 

The Perfect Weathervane is the only patented Ball- Bearing Weathervane on the 
market, and 
except staff 
rust. Each 
There is not 
Shipped com; 
from which t 

(Patented March 18, 1930) 

each design (silhouette style) is built to last a lifetime. 
and ball-bearings, are manufactured from aluminum; 
weathervane comes to you complete with North and S« 
hing to get out of order 

slete, together with directions for erecting. 
» choose 

Many ot 
Very easy to erect. Absolutely 

ther desi 

All parts 
no parts to 

mith points. 
a rate. 

gns 

CROW LAWN ORNAMENTS 
Just what you and your friends have been 
looking for - anovel lawn ornament. 
Mace « aluminum; modeled bas- 
relief; finished in dull black Designs 
copyrighted. Just stick in the lawn and 
you will be impressed with the touch o 
nature they add Each design, life size, 
price $3.25 each postpaid 

METAL SILHOUETTES 

“THE LOVE 
11” high, 19 wide. Girl. et 

$7.50 postpaid 

OR WALL ORNAMENTS 

$4.25 each 
or $8. per 
get Post- 

ROOF 

These uniqu 
executed out « 
black all re 
designs. 

Cut out of non-rusting metal. 
They are reversible, painted 
black, and ready to attach to 
—_ e of chimney, gable, over 
oorways, fireplaces et Other 

NEST” sae arine, Bird, Animal, Dancing 
Designs, 

$7.50 to $25 each, 

Send for 

¢ and original Ornaments are carefully 
of metal 1/16 inch thick and are finished 

ady to attach to rool, wall, etc. Other 

No. 111, Squirrel Teady ¢ 
10 high wood r will prove 

We are th 
Scrapers 
righte 
fully n 

1 
1 
come add 
any home. 
desi gas. 

No, 414. “Three Owls’’ 
28’ long, 15’ high, 

$18.00 
F.0.B. Norristown 

UNIQUE FOOT SCRAPERS 
e originators of Anima 
A 

, Stone or 

durable and wel- 
ition to 

Other 

$6.50 per pair 
er $3.50 No. 108. Seotch 

Terrier 8’ high 
circular of other des 

articles and testimonials of pleased customers, 
HOUSEHOLD PATENT CoO. 

(The House 

singly No, 112, Secial 
Post paid Cat. 10° high 

igns also other attractive 

S Quality) 
100 Franklin Avenue, Norristown, Pa. 

aaneeeeennas “tte Pin, cai Mee eee 

Stluer 

does not Tarnish 

in the modern Home 
The modern housewife no longer worries 
about the labor of keeping her silverware 
polished. She wraps her choicest pieces in 
Staybrite No-Tarnish Tissue. When unwrap- 
ped they are as gleaming and bright as the 
day they were laid away @ This chemically 
treated, patented tissue is available at all 
better class department stores. 24 sheet 
rolls, 59c aroll. Or write for special 48 sheet 

package, price $1.00 prepaid. 
Cc. H. DEXTER & SONS, Inc., Dept. G-4 

Windsor Locks, Conn. 

STAYBRITE 

NO-TARNISH TISSUE 

ra 
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STOP WINDOW O F MAYFAIR 

INTERIOR 

FEO) 7:4 BLO)! 

FOUR MONTHS 
PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE 

Authoritative training in 
selecting and assembling 
period and modern furni- 
ture, color schemes, drap- 
eries, lamp shades, wall 
treatments, etc. Faculty of 
leading New York decora- 
tors. Personal assistance 
throughout. Cultural or 
Professional Courses. 

RESIDENT DAY CLASSES 
Start Feb. 4th . . . Send for Catalog 12R 

HOME STUDY COURSE 
Starts at once... Send for Catalog 12N 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 
INTERIOR DECORATION 
578 Madison Ave. Est. 1916 New York 

Have You These Games for 
Home Entertainment? 

*Backgammon (now a social necessity), Camelot, 
Anagrams, Ping-pong, Clever Card Games, Wa-ne, 
the new fortune telling game. 
If you haven’t . . . hurry to Mayfair! You'll find 
them all there and a hundred others for children, 
grown-ups and the entertainment of your guests. 
*Folding Backgammon Boards, with complete 

outfit, $10 — $20 — $30 — $60 
Flat Tableboards, inlaid wood $15 

Backgammon Table, (special, worth double) $20 
A complete collection af Games and Playthings for 

the family, the children and the guests 
What You Buy at MAYFAIR Is Always the Best 

Send for our Fall Catalog 

Mayfair Playthings Store 
9 East 57th St. New York City 

LTHOUGH round ivy 
balls are not new now, 

this imported, hand-blown 
grape shaped ivy holder is 
just about the loveliest thing 
this fall—in amber, amethyst, 
or light emerald. Ivy sprays 
grow in plain water; lovely 
hung before a sunny win- 
dow. $1.50 complete with 1 
ft. brass hanging chain. Per- 
iod Art Shoppe, Inc., 19 
W. 24th St., N. Y. Carriage 
collect; carefully packed 

WE SHOW fine pewter 
whenever we really find 

models which combine useful- 
ness, graceful design and sane 
tariff. The Guernsey jug at left 
is for hot morning milk, cold 
milk or cream, hot water; has a 
wicker wound handle, $7.50. 
Night bottle holds 1 qt; has 
pewter “glass,” complete $9. 
All FOB. Heather-Matthews, 
411 5th Avenue, New York. 

NE of our cleverest impor- 
ters—Mitteldorfer Straus, 

245 5th Avenue, New York 
me these smart colored glass 
Cherry Picks, with bright 
assorted hand-blown glass ani- 
mals perched jauntily a-top, 
at $3.15 the dozen, p’paid. 
The question now arises—just 
what is a Cherry Pick? We 
hasten to confide the secret: 
If the fat red cherry at the 
bottom of your limeade 
looks too tempting to be 
missed—use your Cherry 
Pick! For quick service ad- 
dress attention Mr. Kessler. 

suggest PEWTER 

Table can- 
delabra in 

quaint Dolphin 
design, 6} $= 00 
high.......°O 

Breakfast tray 
coffee service, 
with sugar bowl 
and creamer cley- 
erly nested, 
74” high... *8°° 

Postage prepaid within 100 miles 
of New York. 

The House of Fine Housewares 

145-147 EAST 57th ST. 

CARR CRAFT 

PEWTER CANDELABRA 

$6.50 a pair 

‘OR the table in the hall—for the mantel 
for the dining room—these graceful can 

delabra are dignified and appropriate. They 
embody all the grace and simplicity of an- 
tique pewter, yet are styled for the most 
modern home. A gift that should be on 
every Christmas shopping list. They stand 
3%” high and are 7” long. Ask for them at 
your favorite shop or order from us direct, 
mentioning No. 3243. 

M. W. CARR & COMPANY 
Dept. A-11, West Somerville, Mass. 

* CarrCraft * 
GIFTS OF CHARACTER IN METAL 

TILT TOP TABLE 

A table of a hundred uses—and most con- 
venient! With oval top tilted, it will rest 
flat against a wall. 
Solid Maple — hand rubbed. Finished 
Golden Honey, Autumn or Spanish 
Brown. Top 27x 22; height 27. Round 
and octagon tops also............ $10.50 

Booklet upon request 

SOMERSET SHOPS 
55 Water Srt., FarrFietp, Maine 

ROOKWOOD POTTERY 

The technical perfection of Rook- 
wood and its artistic quality are 
acclaimed everywhere, for there 
are Rookwood pieces suitable to 
any home or any income. 
The horse book ends in ivory, 
brown or green Mat Glaze are 

$10., height 64 inches. The signed 
decorated pieces are $20. each. 
The jade green oval bowl is $10. 
The cream and sugar set in pink, 
yellow, blue or green Mat 
Glaze, $3. Ivory paper weight 
$2.50. 

Visit your Rookwood dealer or write to us. 

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY COMPANY 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

CAMPBELL'S 

UNFINISHED FURNITURE 

Make your selections from a wide variety 
of distinctive unfinished furniture at the 
Campbell Shops. 
YOU may apply your own finish or we 
will do it to your order.. Catalog mailed 
upon receipt of $1 which is refunded on 
your first purchase. 

THE CAMPBELL SHOPS 
of New York, Inc. 

216 East 41st Street, N. Y. C. 
Vanderbilt 7226 
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suggest comfort at bridge 

a 

These new, improved Ace-High 
“‘light-refreshment”” combinations 
are just out. 2 smart lamps that 
clamp quickly to the bridge table, 
with 2 glass holders each. 
Set of 2 lamps in red, jade green, $600 
dark green or black... .. 

Postage prepaid within 100 miles 
of New York. 

The House of Fine Housewares 

145-147 EAST 57th $T- 

Colo n ial Beautiful reproductions of 
; authentic old patterns and 

Coverlets colors. Decorative, and 
: rich in genuine early Amer- 
ican atmosphere. Warm and practical . . . 
made of purest wool woven on firm non- 
shrinking warp. Ravishing color selec- 
tions. . . . Indigo-Blue, Whig Rose, Green, 
Old Blue, Lavender or Gold. 66” x 96”, 
(single bed) $10.50; 80” x 96”, $11.75; 65” 
x 108”, $11.00: 80” x 108”, $12.50. Post- 
paid to Miss. River; beyond, add 25c. Free 
color catalog of woolens. Blankets, Slum- 
ber Throws and other handicraft direct 
from the weavers. 

Vermont Natives Industries 

Shop A-2, Bridgewater, Vermont 

NDIVIDUAL salt shaker sets 
like these are particularly eco- 

nomical and attractive in either 
the bright chromium plate, or in 
crackled black enamel with white 
showing through and chromium 
tops. Hemill Products Inc., 103 
Mott St., New York, are featuring 
these for a bridge prize or house 
gift at $1.10 the set, postpaid. 

UAINT hand-made coach 
model reproductions are cer- 

tainly all the rage. Our old friend 
Pitt Petri, 378 Delaware Ave., 
Buffalo, has imported a complete 
line at interesting prices, of which 
these two are typical. Top model 
is 1780 Royal Mail Coach which 
ran from Oxford to London, black 
and yellow, brown combination, 
length 24’, $20; lower is Speedy 
Mail too, also 1780, length 35”, 
finished in gold frame, blue body 
and lining, $44. All FOB Buffalo. 

HE conveniences of the new 
“Caddy Card Table” is im- 

mediately seen. Press a button 
Presto! Up pops a lid with places 
for 2 packs, scores, pencils, even 
an ashtray. Bloomingdale Bros., 
Lexington at 59th St., New York 
have these in walnut or red legs 
with red top, walnut with black 
top; green with green or black top. 

> Tops padded; liquid-proof. $6.95, 
delivered 50 miles N. Y. 

HANDWROUGHT 

REPRODUCTIONS 

Of particular interest to seekers of the 
unusual is the Falmouth shown above. 
This design with its quaint and graceful 
shape comes from the old Massachusetts 
Bay Colony. It shows the influence of the 
sea and the old Cape Cod fisherfolk. 

Fashioned carefully by hand, the Fal- 
mouth is available in pewter, copper, brass 
and tin, a range of metals assuring accord- 
ance with any color scheme. 

With or without electric attachments 
at reasonable prices. Send for illustrated 
catalogue. 

INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Display Rooms at Beacon and Charles Streets 
35S North Bennet St. BOSTON, MASS. 

ee 

< Pree 

Established 
1810 

Jars in great variety... 

and other decorations for the Garden, 
Sun Room and Interior. All in high- 

fired, enduring Terra Cotta. 
Send for Catalog 

Gatoway PoijERy 

3214 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA 

A BRASS TOASTING FORK 

No Fireplace complete without one. 
Solid Brass 21” long. Postpaid... $1 .00 

A COPPER KETTLE 

A handmade, six cup kettle. In 
hammered brass or copper. Post- $3 95 
paid.. ; 7 

Write for Catalogue EE/! of brass, 
copper and pewter pieces 

ADOLPH SILVERSTONE, Inc. 
Established 1898 

21 Alien Street New York City 

TYNIETOY DOLL HOUSES 
and DOLL HOUSE FURNITURE 

Miniature reproductions of old New England houses and furniture. Hand made and 
hand decorated. Just the right size for use with dolls. 

DOLL HOUSES 
Fur- Unfur- nished nished Every Piece a Reproduction of a 

Colonial Mansion, —F $460 $300 Genuine Antique Model 
with garden an running - 2 © 29 « 
water. Wired for electricity. LIBRARY 12 PIECES $22.50 

A Modern House, 6 Rooms $212 $125 2 Bookcases (each) $2.00 Desk $5.00 
nn A, eS co | = Windsor Hoop Chair 4.00 Desk set 65 
} a - “ Windsor Brace Chair 3.00 Screen 2.00 

New England Town pow. 9 $195 $115 Handwoven Rug 1.45 Vase 35 
Rooms. Wired for electricity. . o Nantucket House, 5 Rooms $120 $60 Banjo Clock 1.50 Card Table $1.25 
with fenced-in yard. Cigar Stand 45 

Village House, 4 Rooms $55 $31 , 7 
with Arbor. Complete room or separate pieces sent 

South County Farm House, $35 $17.50 anywhere on receipt of price 
2 Rooms. 

Send for Free Illustrated Catalog 
Showing 150 pieces of Tynietoy Furniture. Prices, 15c to $15.00 

TOY FURNITURE SHOP 
Makers of Tynietoys 

An Excellent Opportunity 

A Lovely Christmas Gift 

% 

Hand Embroidered Runner 

Runner, 14’’x 28’, ecru linen, all around border 
in beautiful flower design in pastel colors. 
An ideal cover for your dressing table, coffee 
table, end table, etc. 

Price $5.00 postpaid 

Near East Industries 

151 5th Avenue New York City 

All merchandise promptly sent postpaid upon re- 
ceipt of check or money order. 
Have you seen our interesting catalogue? 44 Market Square Providence, R. I. 
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TODHUNTER 

110 East 57th Street. New York 

Workers in, Metab 

This Very useful and attractive firelighter 
is brass in antique finish. Complete 

with tray, $8.50 

2 
Beautiful Pewter 

Pitcher 8” high $10. Vase 93” high $8. 
Petal shape salad bowl 13” wide $10. 

The Wm. Wise & Son Collection of 
Fine Pewter is one of the largest and 
most interesting in the country. 

Send for new catalog B-1 

WILLIAM WISE & SON, INC. 
Jewelers § Silversmiths since 1834 

440 Fulton Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 

So you 

want MADE=-TO 

ORDER and CUS- 

TOM FINISHED 

furniture at EN 

SUITE PRICES 

Call at 

ACK to Backgam- 
mon!” says smart 

America—and “Back to 
Backgammon!” say we. 
Hammacher Schlemmer & 
Co., 145 E. 57th St., New 
York, has this special set 
with colored leatherette 
covered folding board, at 
$9 with hardwood men, 
cowhide dice cups, dice; 

delivered 100 miles. 

ERE now is a real find— 
a surprisingly useful 

Dutch Coffee Table of fine 
figured mahogany, hand-rub- 
bed brown or red, having re- 
movable glass tray top, and 
sliding interior compartments 
especially lined for flat silver, 
linen, and so on. The size is 
ample for average needs, 16x- 
24x24” high; $25 FOB New 

ork. If you will communicate 
with Artcraft Furniture Co., 
215 E. 58th Street, New 
York, they can make prompt 
shipment for a gift, enclosing 
card with special greetings. 

This handy Screen holds 27 spools, 
has large needle and pin pad, 2 
pockets, 7” deep folding work tray. 
Delivered within 100 miles New 
York by Lewis & Conger, 78 
West 45th Street, New York. 

HIS year mother deserves a house 
present that is not only useful 

but decorative. This “ Sewing Screen” 
may be had either in blue jade, or 
ivory with gold stripes—in quaint 
sprigged wallpaper for $11, or (as 
shown) with colorful’ floral decora- 
tions, $12. Folds for carrying, hides 
sewing when required; 15}x3}x32”. 

If he will read his paper 
at table, let him do it in 
comfort, without an alibi 
for knocking things over! 
This holder is 10” high; 
polished or butler silver 
finish with weighted $600 
base 6 

The French Tea Server is silver, gold 
lined. Daintily holds tea leaves over 

cup while pouring: 
catches drips after- 
ward. A unique $450 
gift. , 

Postage prepaid within 100 miles 
of New York. 

The House of Fine Heusewares 

145-147 EAST 57th $T- 

NEW YORK 

THE BEST PEWTER 

BUY IN AMERICA 

November's “Special” 

Three Pieces— $5.65 
COMPLETE 

Sugar, creamer and 7?” tray of heavy pure 
pewter. Faithful reproduction of Early Am- 
erican originals. Pure meta! with soft, lus- 
trous brushed platinum finish. Many other 
attractive values in Colonial pewter. 
Sugar and Creamer alone $4.75 pair 

Have you our Colonial Catalogue ? 

three new yorkers 

&wesea7"se. / 
=new- york 
BRYANT O7865 

HEARTHS TORE (Unfinished) 

FURNITURE CO. 

224 East 57th Street, New York 

Book of charming interiors 
sent for 10¢. 

A Smallish Unusual 

Gift Jor a Man 

A CHINA 

RAZOR 

CABINET 

(Only 33" long x 23” deep 

x 23" high) 

Holds accessibly and protectively one’s safety razor and package of new blades and—used 
blades go inside out of harm’s way. Kept at hand near shaving mirror it is a “Boon to 
the busy man.” As a personal possession or sent as a gift, it is highly prized for its utility 
and colorful attractiveness. 

PRICES: WHITE, $1.00 EACH; BLACK, $1.50 EACH 
Colors: Orchid, lemon-yellow, light blue, jade-green $2.00 each, black with sterling silver 

overlay $5.75 each. Add 25 cents to all prices west of Mississippi. 
Send cash or money order. 

S. D.. BAKER CORPORATION 

234 West 14th Street New York City 

NEW ... eae 

A Dressing Table for your Bathroom! 
NLY 10 inches deep—this “GODDESS” 
Dressing Table Set fits the smailest bath 

room or sleeping room. Beautifully made 
hard woods—duco finished in a variety of 
colors and stains. 
Price of “VENUS” set illustrated is $48.50, 
including Dressing Table, Bench and Mirror 
Shipping charges prepaid in the U.S. A. Write 
for folder showing other “GODDESS” sets. 

Marshall C. Wood Mfg. Co. 
Cortland, N. Y. 

We invite inquiries from dealers 
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There is Profit 
for YOU in 

INTERIOR, 

DECORATION 
Use your spare time to open for yourself this 
door to a fascinating new life. 
Get the only absolutely complete Home Study 
Course on Interior Decorating. Our two famous 
courses on Period and on Modernistic Interior 
Decorating are now combined. You get both at 
little more than thousands of people paid for 
the one course on Period Decorating. There is 
no other similar course in existence. 
This authoritative, interesting course equips 
you for a profession in which salaries run up 
to $6,000. A cultural background for your 
own artistic satisfaction or for a profitable 
rareer. 
Send for illustrated Brochure which tells you 
how this simple Home aay Course means 
mon = profit to ye 

ND FOR A PREE BROCHURE 
ARTS & DECORATION, Home Study Course 
Suite 1124, 578 Madison Ave., New York 
Please mail me your free Brochure on your 
Home Study Course in Interior Decorating. 
BD cc ccceccctececcecvestooedtecenece 
BERD coscsccccocescosnescecsecoocess 
GE Seberthodsudnes . State ....66. 

HAAS Presents 

A New Lace Set! 

..»Makes Luncheon 
A Festive Formality 

This lovely new BELG IUM LACE—of 
course it’s made of pure linen thread, 
entirely by hand. 
Runner 18 x 36 ae six 12x 18 Mats are 
only $10.50. Napkins 14x 14, $12.75 
the dozen. Extra Mens $1.00 each. 

New Booklet A on request 

HAAS 84 North Avenue 

ae 

N MY recent exploration trip to 
New York’s quaint “ Brass Town” 

I ran across another interesting value— 
an effective coffee set hand-hammered 
in solid brass or copper. Linings are 
pewter; no danger from liquids, and the 
group will form a bright spot to catch 
frelight or lamplight glow. The design 
is Russian, and for the studio . small 
home it would be most practical. $5.50 
complete; by B. Paleschuck, 22 Allen 

St., New York. . 

HIS solid brass door-stop might 
well be christened “Bonny Bunny.” 

He is polished to a nice shiny finish. 
stands about from tail to ear-tip, 
and has a wedge-shaped base to stop 
the heaviest door; for the harder the 
wind blows the tighter it holds. Studio 
of Decorative Crafts, P. O. Box 81, 
East Orange, N. J., found this interest- 
ing item for us. Price is $4 each, packed 
for safe shipment by express. They 
have many other charming things. 

FAITHFUL pine reproduction of 
18th Century “Courting Mirror.” 

Whether mirrors were presents for 
sweethearts then we can’t say, but it’s 
gg Overall: 9 x 18”; glass 63 
x 10)”. Glass panel painted in reverse 
with Early American cottage. Found 
at Hearthstone Furniture Co., 224 E. 
57th St., New York, at $10.95. F.O.B. 

COPPER ... PEWTER... IRON... 

E An Ideal 
” e . 
: Christmas Suggestion 

No. MC561—A Russian hand ham- 
mered brass or copper tea set, pewter 
lined and made for actual use. A gift 
that will delight the most sophisti- 
cated. The tea kettle has a capacity 
of 14: quarts. The tray is 10’ x15”. 
Set complete. Express collect. $6.25 

Be PALESCHUCK 

“The House of Metal Ware” 

22 Allen Street New York City 

Send for Catalog M-11 

ANTIQUES AND REPRODUCTIONS... 

MINIATURES 
ON PORCELAIN 

OR IVORY 
A Priceless possession 
or ideal Xmas gift 
A miniature on porce- 
lain, square or oval, 
beautifully colored, 
3% x 4% inches includ- 
ing gold plated frame, 
woe 
A miniature on ivory, 
painted by a well-known 
and reputable miniature 
painter, Gold Plated 
Frame and Leather Case 
Pg regular $125 

These miniatures can be 
painted from any photo- 

graph, daguerreotype, tintype or snapshot. This is 
your real opportunity to perpetuate in color those who 
are or were dearest and nearcst to you. 

Please write to Dept. AH. 6 for a free copy 
of our illustrated booklet showing minia- 
tures, frames and cases in actual sizes. 

AIME DUPONT GALLERY 
Established 1884 

509 Fifth Avenue, at 42nd St., N. Y. C. 

Old 
photographs 

copied 
and 

restored 
Send for 
booklet 

Palmer Shoe Bars keep shoes arranged 
in orderly manner, cff the floor. Will 
last a lifetime. Better than shoe bags 
or boxes as all shoes are completely 
visible. Anyone can attach ina minute's 
time. Specify either rose or apple green 
finish. Send 50 cents for one rack or 
$1.00 for five racks. 

PALMER PRODUCTS, INC. 
324 Prospect MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

OLONIAL 

FIRESIDE KETTLE 

Make Your Radiators 

Doubly Useful 

A irr unusual and always ap- 

preciated—this exact replica of 

the original New England brass 

kettles of 100 years ago. Heavy 

construction, spun from one piece 

of solid brass, with hand ham- 

mered wrought iron handle. A, 

addition to the / handsome 

hearth. Holds six to ten pieces 

PROTECT WALLS AND @ 
DRAPERIES 

Beautify Your Home by Using 

MILLER RADIATOR SHELF 
OR SEAT BRACKETS 

of fireplace wood. 

No. 19 size, 40 quarts, 18 in. wide, 12 in. deep, $18.00, car- 
riage paid, or at leading dealers in fireplace equipment. Spun by 

THE COLONIAL BRASS CRAFTSMEN 
200 River Street, New Haven, Conn. 

Division, National Pipe Rending Co., / | Pm _— 

A pair of these strong, adjustable steel Brackets 
(easy to attach) and an attractive shelf or seat of 
warp-proof wood with rounded corners and edges, 
nicely sanded by ready for paint or stain to match 
our woodwo! Brackets — wood securely. 
rackets per pair ONLY $1. 
Shelves or ea, | foot wide by 2, 24, 3, 34, and 

4 feet long, 50c. per foot. Special sizes on request. 
THE MILLER SPECIALTIES CO. 

Dept. @, VAN WERT, OHIO 
Attractive folder on how to beautify your radiators 

matled free. 
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Christmas Cards 
Not The 

Conventional Kind 

Views of Old New York, 
Harvard, Yale, Amherst, 
Columbia, Dartmouth, 
Coaching Scenes, 
Cross Stitch Designs, 
Bachelor Hall Subjects, 
oe Nea i Reproductions, and, of course, 

Fashion Greetings. 
All handcolored, fourfold cards on buff paper, 
complete with simple Christmas Greetings (or 
blank) with matching envelope. Any assort- 
ment of subjects. 

@5 cards ........ aia $2.50 
II dive chine: ocbusicanaiaien’ $5.00 
NS os:00500beaecer $10.00 

BEAUX ARTS 
55 West 45th St. New York City 

A 

NEW COVERING 

A Sheppard Innovation 

**~DUREBELLE”’ 

Customers invariably choose a 

wool or down quilt with this 

beautiful, soft covering in pref- 

erence to sateen or similar 

materials of equivalent value. 

A Variety of Lovely Shades 

Kindly state color preference 
when writing for samples. 

J. B. SHEPPARD & SONS 
DEPT.A, 2012-14 Chestnut St., PHILA. 

F Seren 

OVEMBER suddenly reminds us about this year’s Christmas 
cards. These are quite unusual at $1 postpaid for a dozen, 

on nice hand-colored heavy parchment, assorted scenes, French 
fold to 4x5’’, envelopes with colorful linings. Discovered at Fifth 
Avenue Stationers, 500 5th Avenue, New Y ork, a firm specializing 
in cards and personal stationery with one’s own name or address. 

ITH all the animals she had to choose from, old Mother 
Noah would have clapped her hands in delight at sight 

of these white porcelain place card holder animals, hand-touched 
in bright modern colors. They vary from 1” to 2” high, and each 
one has a place to slip in the card. Carbone, 342 Boylston Street, 
Boston, long famous for clever importations, has the whole 

menagerie at $9 the dozen assorted, p’paid. 

For Kitchen... 

or Bath 

. three covers that hide cleaning neces- 
sities and most certainly put up a good 
appearance on their own account; of 
metal, enameled in ivory, delicately col- 
ored and handpainted in hollyhock de- 
sign. Set consists of: 

Lux container to hold the small size Lux. 
A cover and saucer for Dutch Cleanser. 
A cover and tray for large size soap. 

Postpaid $3.50 the set of three; 
singly $1.25 postpaid in the U. S. 

The BLEAZBY SHOP of Gifts 
31 East Adams Avenue Detroit 

Gunn f¢ 

The Oriental Gift Unusual! 

We offer a Japanese Lacquer Nut Set of the very fin 
est quality. Aside from its pract cabilitv, it is beautit 
to look upon, very light in weight and ideal as a Christ 
mas gift or for your own personal use 

Consisting of six coasters, nut bow] and ladle, it comes 
in exquisite colors of black and gold or red and gold 
With lovely Wistaria and Crane design it is §7 

complete. 
Tray 10% x 15% in red, black or gold with contrast- 

ing edges, $5.00; with decoration, $5.50 
All merchandise postpaid. 

Latchford ,... 
ORIENTAL IMPORTERS 

323 5th Avenue New York, N. Y. 

THE AMERICAN HOME, a 
new quality home-making 
magazine that sells for only 
$1 a year, will grace your 
table and supply you with 
some practical, helpful 

suggestions you’ve never 
found elsewhere. $1 a year. 

Published by 

DOUBLEDAY, DORAN 
& COMPANY, Inc. 

A complete drying rack and kitchen stool. 
The Dixie Dri-Stool is all metal, finished 
in green, or green and ivory 
enamel, with 32 feet of rust- 
proof folding rods for clothes 
drying, airing, ironing, etc. 
Saves space, steps, and adds , 
color. It is made only by 
Sommers Brothers Appli- 
ance Co., Saginaw, Mich- 
igan, and will be shipped 
prepaid U.S. A. at $5.00 
each, complete. An ap- 
preciated gift, especially 
for young mothers. 

THE IDEAL XMAS GIFTS 
Fifth Avenue Personal Stationery 
Monogrammed, or with Meme and Address. Lustrous Raised 
Letters LIKE Die ENGRAVING. Do net confuse ordinary print- 

ting with this high quality engraved effect 
Club Size 6% x 5%. 100 Single Sheets 
and 100 Envelopes lettered and 100 
plain sheets OR 100 folded $2 
sheets and 100 envelopes lette -red 
Can be ordered in Linen, Vellum er 
— Finish Paper, White or French 
Grey. Marking Colors: Black, Blue 
or Jade Green 
“De Luxe” Monogrammed 

Playing Cards 
Finest quality gold or silver edges 
Linen or Celutone (smooth finish.) 
2 decks contrasting color backs each 
card monogrammed in case—$3.50. 
No. 241— Solid background of gold 
with design in colors, gold edges, 
the mate silver background with sil- 
ver edges, Herringbone linen finish. 
No. 213—Red and gold design with 
gold edges, the mate blue and sil- 
ver design with silver edges, Celu- 
tone smooth finish. These two 
numbers come in two deck cases. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Six decks each deck different color 
back, monogrammed, finest quality 
linen finish cards with gold edges 

packed in attractive gift case, §7.50. Six decks offer 
applies to Nos. 10 and 14 only. 
Order by number—mention initial of surname. 
Sent postpaid within a week. Enclose check or money 
order. West of Mississippi add 10 per cent. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. ILLUSTRATED Catalog of Xmas Cards, 
Bridge Cards and Gift Stationery mailed free. 

FIFTH — Aaa <2 STATIONERS 
505 Fifth Ave. pt. K" New York 

Visit our showrooms, van a Street, Sth Avenue 

Everything is Smaller! 

. in Smart Furnishings, so Treasure 
Trail originates the “Junior” Table lamp. 

22 inches high instead of 24 inches— 
14-inch shade instead of 16 or 18 inches 

A classic base in antique finish—red, green, ivory 
or ebony, trimmed in gold. Aan irresistible shade, 
softly translucent with small hunting and coaching 
prints around border. Newest drum shape. 

A November Special 
Priced at $14.75 

The Treasure Trail 
49 West 23rd St. New York City 
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VERY gardener, it would seem, endures a certain 

amount of losses during the winter season. Plants 

or parts of them are “winter killed.”” As explained 

elsewhere in this issue it isn’t the direct cold that is account- 

able for the damage; but a highly complicated combination 

of conditions involving the contents of the plant cell. Com- 

petent research work has demonstrated that the hardiness 
or tenderness of plant growth is in a large degree directly 

related to the quantity of sugar present in the cell, the more 

sugar the better resistant is the cell. 

Now isn’t this just another way 

of saying that a plant properly fed 

during its growing season stands the 

better chance of survival in extreme 

cold? And there is some reason to 

believe that the sickly plant is 

most prone to succumb under attacks 

of insect or disease, nature’s scaveng- 

ers for the removal of the unfit. Win- 

terkilling may be largely because the 

plant was not sufficiently nourished 

to go through the natural processes 

of winter’s rest. 

I have noted particularly that the 

well-fed Rose plant growing in a soil 

with an available supply of phos- 

phoric acid will go through the winter 

much more easily, and is less liable to 

winterkill, than plants that have been 

fed exclusively by highly stimulating 

nitrogenous fertilizers not backed up 

by the other desired foods. The nitro- 

gen not only makes the plant hungry 

for the more substantial foods, but it 

develops the capacity to use them, 

and if they do not exist in the soil 

they must be supplied. 

i 

Mess 

Goop deal of the accepted beliefs 

A of the relationship of the soil 

content to the wealth and welfare of 

the plant is largely in a fog of ignor- 

ance and misunderstanding. Some of 

the basic facts haven’t yet been 

worked out. It is only very recently, 

indeed, that gardeners in general have 

come to appreciate the reason why 

Rhododendrons and _ other allied 

plants will only grow in a peat soil, and that they are 

absolutely intolerant of lime. We say we know why. We 

know it to a certain extent and quite a good deal has been 

accomplished in working out actual soil affinities. The ma- 

jority of plants, fortunately, are fairly tolerant within a 

wide band around the central, neutral, line but there are a 

few outstanding finicky examples that exist on special con- 

ditions. The majority of popularly grown plants in the 

garden probably thrive in spite of their soil conditions and 

not because of them. There is a thick fog of misunderstand- 

ing even extant to-day concerning the actual soil require- 

ment of the now very popular Delphinium. 

The weight of evidence would seem to show that it has a 

preference for a non-acid soil. Linda C. Hines in the Septem- 

Do growers succeed with Lupines because 
of fastidious soil preparation, or does the 
plant thrive even in spite of them? The 
evidence at hand seems inconclusive 

Si 

ber issue of THE AMERICAN Home states definitely “A 

Delphinium hates acid soil as much as a Lupine adores it.”’ 

That is one cultivator’s point of view, and no doubt true in 

that writer's experience in the particular soil and situation 

where the plants have been grown, but there seems to be a 

good deal of difference of opinion even there. 

Mr. Pudor, in the state of Washington, whose success as 

a cultivator of both Delphiniums and Lupines is not to be 

questioned makes a very positive statement with regard to 

the latter: ‘‘Do not fertilize Lupines! 

Use lime in the soil.” And Iam quite 

ready to accept that in his soil and 

situation that is a true statement of 

his experience and practice; but on 

the other hand, I know for a fact 

that one of the most successful culti- 

vators of both Lupines and Del- 

phiniums would not agree with this. 

I CAN vouch for the perfection of 

growth in the plants raised on 

Mr. W. R. Coe’s magnificent estate, 

Planting Fields, Oyster Bay, New 

York, where Mr. W. G. Carter grows 

Delphinium and Lupine side by side. 

It is Mr. Carter’s opinion as a suc- 

cessful cultivator that “an ordinary 

good run of garden soil” is perfectly 

satisfactory for the Lupine. And he 

goes on to describe to me his routine 

of cultivation in these words: “When 

we make up a new bed we are quite 

liberal with rotted manure and a 

little lime. During the growing sea- 

son we give about two light applica- 

tions of bone meal.” 

In comparing these statements it 

must be understood that the soil 

of Long Island is normally acid and 

the reaction from manure is usually 

regarded as being acid too. So 

the “‘little lime” that is added is 

probably not enough to be a real 

corrective of that condition. 

I am not expressing an opinion as 

to whether the Lupine thrives best 

in the alkaline soil or the acid soil. 

It has been my experience, how- 

ever, that the less I have fed them on this acid Long 

Island soil the better the plants have behaved; but then 

I don’t hold a candle to the results achieved by Mr. 

Carter at Planting Fields. 

What is the answer? Are we beating about the bush, 

and worrying ourselves about acidity or non-acidity, alka- 

linity, etc., when the real cause of success lies in a totally 

different direction? That is what I should like to know, 

and judging from letters that I have received from time 

to time there are scores, perhaps hundreds of people, who 

would like to know the answer too. In the meantime, 

may I ask those who read this to tell me their exper- 

iences in growing Delphiniums and Lupines? Out of the 

multitude of minds there may be wisdom. 
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Plant Now This June-October Bloomer 
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The Lovely Little Rock Shrub 

Daphne Cneorum 

Daphne Cneorum, or Garland 
Flower. The delicate perfumed, 
rose, pink blossoms completely 
cover the branches in spring and 
fall. Spreading in habit, growing 8 
to 12 inches high. Likes a sunny 
location. Plants shipped with solid 
balls of earth securely wrapped in 
burlap, assuring you of positive re- 
sults. We guarantee arrival in good 
condition. 

Wayside Gardens 

MENTOR, OHIO 

IF you don’t happen to know this choicest of the 
low growing flowering shrubs, by all means 

make it your business to get acquainted. 
It is a graceful low growing plant that blooms 

for you in early June and then again in October 
Can’t you just imagine it around your sun dial; 
softening the edges of your garden paths; or in a 
clump as sort of punctuating spot in your rock 
garden? 

Knowing its charm and good qualities as we 
do, one can but wonder why more of you have 
not made a happy home for it in your garden. 

The prices are so decidedly reasonable you can 
buy them freely. 

PRICES 

for nice flowering plants 

per 3—$1.50 per 12—$5.50 

per 100—$45 

To help make your rock garden more successful, 
send 25 cents for our booklet on its planting and 
care. It contains as much real meat as the expen- 
sive books. The 25 cents you can deduct from 
the cost of your first order. 

There are many reasons why both pro 
fessionals and amateurs in most climates 

prefer to plant our hardened, field-grown 
plants (freshly dug) during October-No- 
vember. Simple directions tell you how 
easily it is done. The maximum amount of 
flowers will well repay your 
planting efforts this Fall. 

27 yeats specializ- 
ing in Rose culture, 
with patrons in 
every quarter, justi- 
fies confidence in 
Peterson's Roses. 

is a valuable guide to 
Rose lovers everywhere. It © 
will help you visualize your next-Summer’s 
Rose Garden. Honest descriptions of varieties, 
planting, culture, and success with Roses is 
explained in detail. Gladly sent upon request. 
Residents of Pacific Coast States kindly remit 25c. 
GEORGE H. PETERSON, INC. 

Rose and Peony Specialists 
Box 50 Fair Lawn, N. J. 

Please mention this magazine 

to Plant Schling 

Quality Bulbs 

this Fall 

e 

Order them now! Tip-Top bulbs at rock-bottom 
prices. For example 

100 Darwin Tulips $4.00 

Choicest, first size bulbs, sure to bloom. Schling’ speci i ten of the finest named varieties—not the oodingeg field Ar Fn ture. A $6.00 value for $4.00 or, if you prefer, 50 bulbs for $2.25. 

SIX SPLENDID COLLECTIONS 
100 Single Early Tulips—10 named varieties. BI i 100 Double Early Tulipe—in 10 one Tapp emteneneedataiae *i.00 Jarwin Tulips—in 10 na: varieties. Immense flo . M i June. 6. 100 Cottage Tulips—in 10 named varieties. eseatnatiions = = ? beautiful than ever. May andJune........................ 6.50 100 Breeder or Art Tulips—5 named varieties. Wonderful shades of bronze. ‘ orange, buff and apricot, May and June............... 8.00 100 Parrot or Orchid Tulips—in 5 named varieties... ||| ae ees nen 7.00 

ALSO THESE LOVELY HERALDS OF SPRING 
500 Bulbs—a $23.00 value— $16 

100 Crocus in 4 named varieties............. 
100 Scilla Sibirica (Blue Squills) |... .. 1.9.77. 0 7°77" 330 Son, on sce roccsacccencencoes 4.50 100 Blue Grape H. STL GRR tei Mae 4.00 100 Chionodoxa (Glory of the Snow)..................... 3.50 

Virginia Grown Daffodils and Narcissi for 
Naturalizing and Lawn Planting 

100 for $8.50 1000 for $80.00 
UR Old Dominion Collection in choicest mixture of ai d medi O Trumpets, short cupped and lovely Poet's. ‘elaine. All ‘Gret oniie bulbs grown in Virginia where their culture has flourished since Colonial days. Shen bulbs being native, are fully acclimatized and none better can be grown anywhere. 

Our new Bulb Book—list of choice bulbs 
for in or out door planting—free on request 

“it ° 7 3 1h. Madison Ave. 

samt Schlings Bulbs “5 

y» Fall 

Planting 

Plant Roses as late in 
the season as the weath- 
er will permit. Star 
Roses are guaranteed to 
grow and bloom—so you 
run no risk. 

Tests in our extensive trial 
gardens have proved that in the 

latitude of Philadelphia, in nor- 
mal seasons, anytime upto Decem- 
ber 15th is a good time to plant 
Star Roses. November is ideal for 
Rose planting farther north. 
The soil is mellow in autumn, the 
air crisp and bracing so that plant- 
ing is a pleasure. Star Rose roots 
quickly establish themselves and 
when spring comes they are full of 
the vitality they need to produce 
prize winning blooms in June. Our 
guaranteed-to-bloom, field-grown 
Star Roses are ready to be shipped 
as soon as your order arrives. 

Send today 
for our new 
fall catalog 
“Star Guide 
to Good 
Roses.”’ It 
is FREE. 

THE CONARD-PYLE CO. 
Robert Pyle, Pres. 

Star Rose Growers 
West Grove 24, Pa. 

GUARANTEED TO BLOOM 
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VERY gardener, it would seem, endures a certain 

amount of losses during the winter season. Plants 

or parts of them are “winter killed.” As explained 

elsewhere in this issue it isn’t the direct cold that is account- 

able for the damage; but a highly complicated combination 

of conditions involving the contents of the plant cell. Com- 

petent research work has demonstrated that the hardiness 

or tenderness of plant growth is in a large degree directly 

related to the quantity of sugar present in the cell, the more 

sugar the better resistant is the cell. 

Now isn’t this just another way 

of saying that a plant properly fed 

during its growing season stands the 

better chance of survival in extreme 

cold? And there is some reason to 

believe that the sickly plant is 

most prone to succumb under attacks 

of insect or disease, nature’s scaveng- 

ers for the removal of the unfit. Win- 

terkilling may be largely because the 

plant was not sufficiently nourished 

to go through the natural processes 

of winter’s rest. 

I have noted particularly that the 

well-fed Rose plant growing in a soil 

with an available supply of phos- 

phoric acid will go through the winter 

much more easily, and is less liable to 

winterkill, than plants that have been 

fed exclusively by highly stimulating 

nitrogenous fertilizers not backed up 

by the other desired foods. The nitro- 

gen not only makes the plant hungry 

for the more substantial foods, but it 

develops the capacity to use them, 

and if they do not exist in the soil 

they must be supplied. 

Bre - 

7 

coop deal of the accepted beliefs 

A of the relationship of the soil 

content to the wealth and welfare of 

the plant is largely in a fog of ignor- 

ance and misunderstanding. Some of 

the basic facts haven’t yet been 

worked out. It is only very recently, 

indeed, that gardeners in general have 

come to appreciate the reason why 

Rhododendrons and _ other allied 

plants will only grow in a peat soil, and that they are 

absolutely intolerant of lime. We say we know why. We 

know it to a certain extent and quite a good deal has been 

accomplished in working out actual soil affinities. The ma- 

jority of plants, fortunately, are fairly tolerant within a 

wide band around the central, neutral, line but there are a 

few outstanding finicky examples that exist on special con- 

ditions. The majority of popularly grown plants in the 

garden probably thrive in spite of their soil conditions and 

not because of them. There is a thick fog of misunderstand- 

ing even extant to-day concerning the actual soil require- 

ment of the now very popular Delphinium. 

The weight of evidence would seem to show that it has a 

preference for a non-acid soil. Linda C. Hines in the Septem- 

Do growers succeed with Lupines because 
of fastidious soil preparation, or does the 
plant thrive even in spite of them? The 
evidence at hand seems inconclusive 

SJ 

ber issue of THE AMERICAN HoME states definitely ‘A 

Delphinium hates acid soil as much as a Lupine adores it.” 

That is one cultivator’s point of view, and no doubt true in 

that writer's experience in the particular soil and situation 

where the plants have been grown, but there seems to be a 

good deal of difference of opinion even there. 

Mr. Pudor, in the state of Washington, whose success as 

a cultivator of both Delphiniums and Lupines is not to be 

questioned makes a very positive statement with regard to 

the latter: ‘‘Do not fertilize Lupines! 

Use lime in the soil.” And Iam quite 

ready to accept that in his soil and 

situation that is a true statement of 

his experience and practice; but on 

the other hand, I know for a fact 

that one of the most successful culti- 

vators of both Lupines and Del- 

phiniums would not agree with this. 

I CAN vouch for the perfection of 

growth in the plants raised on 

Mr. W. R. Coe’s magnificent estate, 

Planting Fields, Oyster Bay, New 

York, where Mr. W. G. Carter grows 

Delphinium and Lupine side by side. 

It is Mr. Carter’s opinion as a suc- 

cessful cultivator that “an ordinary 

good run of garden soil” is perfectly 

satisfactory for the Lupine. And he 

goes on to describe to me his routine 

of cultivation in these words: “When 

we make up a new bed we are quite 

liberal with rotted manure and a 

little lime. During the growing sea- 

son we give about two light applica- 

tions of bone meal.” 

In comparing these statements it 

must be understood that the soil 

of Long Island is normally acid and 

the reaction from manure is usually 

regarded as being acid too. So 

the “‘little lime” that is added is 

probably not enough to be a real 

corrective of that condition. 

I am not expressing an opinion as 

to whether the Lupine thrives best 

in the alkaline soil or the acid soil. 

It has been my experience, how- 

ever, that the less I have fed them on this acid Long 

Island soil the better the plants have behaved; but then 

I don’t hold a candle to the results achieved by Mr. 

Carter at Planting Fields. 

What is the answer? Are we beating about the bush, 

and worrying ourselves about acidity or non-acidity, alka- 

linity, etc., when the real cause of success lies in a totally 

different direction? That is what I should like to know, 

and judging from letters that I have received from time 

to time there are scores, perhaps hundreds of people, who 

would like to know the answer too. In the meantime, 

may I ask those who read this to tell me their exper- 

iences in growing Delphiniums and Lupines? Out of the 

multitude of minds there may be wisdom. 
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Plant Now This June-October Bloomer 

The Lovely Little Rock Shrub r you don’t happen to know this choicest of the 
ow growing flowering shrubs, by all means 

Daphne Cneorum 

Wayside Gardens 

MENTOR, OHIO 

make it your business to get acquainted. 
It is a graceful low growing plant that blooms 

for you in early June and then again in October 

Daphne Cneorum, or Garland 
Flower. The delicate perfumed, 
rose, pink blossoms completely 
cover the branches in spring and 
fall. Spreading in habit, growing 8 
to 12 inches high. Likes a sunny 
location. Plants shipped with solid 
balls of earth securely wrapped in 
burlap, assuring you of positive re- 
sults. We guarantee arrival in good 
condition. 

garden? 

buy them freely. 

Can’t you just imagine it around your sun dial; 
softening the edges of your garden paths; or in a 
clump as sort of punctuating spot in your rock 

Knowing its charm and good qualities as we 
do, one can but wonder why more of you have 
not made a happy home for it in your garden. 

The prices are so decidedly reasonable you can 

PRICES 

for nice flowering plants 

per 3—$1.50 

per 100—$45 

per 12—$5.50 

To help make your rock garden more successful, 
send 25 cents for our booklet on its planting and 
care. It contains as much real meat as the expen- 
sive books. The 25 cents you can deduct from 

the cost of your first order. 

4 Roses 

planted 

this Fall 

will bloom 

more freely 

next Summer 

There are many reasons why both pro 
fessionals and amateurs in most climates 

prefer to plant our hardened, field-grown 
plants (freshly dug) during October-No- 
vember. Simple directions tell you how 
easily it is done. maximum amount of 
flowers will well repay your 
planting efforts this Fall. 

27 yeats specializ- 
ing in Rose culture, 
with patrons in 
every quarter, justi- 
fies confidence in 
Peterson's Roses. 

is a valuable guide to 
Rose lovers everywhere. It © 
will help you visualize your next-Summer’s 
Rose Garden. Honest descriptions of varieties, 
planting, culture, and success with Roses is 
explained in detail. Gladly sent upon request. 
Residents of Pacific Coast States kindly remit 25c. 
GEORGE H. PETERSON, INC. 

Rose and Peony Specialists 
Box 50 Fair Lawn, N. J. 

Please mention this magazine 

to Plant Schling 

Quality Bulbs 

this Fall 

4 

Order them now! Tip-Top bulbs at rock-bottom 
prices. For example 

100 Darwin Tulips $4.00 
Choicest, first size bulbs, sure to bloom Schling’s speci i r ; » sure - Schling’s ial t ten of the finest named varieties—not the edingey field Phang Pin ture. A $6.00 value for $4.00 or, if you prefer, 50 bulbs for $2.25. 

SIX SPLENDID COLLECTIONS 
100 Single Early Tulips—10 named varieties. Bl i 100 Double Early Tulips—in 10 named varictics nee peordntanee "100 100 Darwin Tulips—in 10 named varieties. Immense flo M d 100 Cottage Tulips—in 10 named varieties. Gasndimathess it~ —_ ¥ beautiful than ever. May and,June.................. 6 100 Breeder or Art Tulips—5 named varieties. Wonderful shades of bronze, - orange, buff and apricot, May and June............... ’ 8.00 100 Parrot or Orchid Tulips—in 5 named varieties.....|_| ee pee 7.00 

ALSO THESE LOVELY HERALDS OF SPRING 
500 Bulbs—a $23.00 value— $16 

100 Crocus in 4 named varieties ..................0.0-. $5.50 100 Scilla Sibirica (Blue Squills)........................ 5.50 ei rR ea ie asia aha 4.50 Joo eve Grape Fiyacinths. ...-..........s.seeeseeceees 4.00 100 Chionodoxa (Glory of the Snow)..................... 3.50 

Virginia Grown Daffodils and Narcissi for 
Naturalizing and Lawn Planting 

100 for $8.50 1000 for $80.00 
UR Old Dominion Collection in choicest mixt f ai d medi 

O Trumpets, short cupped and lovely Poet's. ‘wobaiie. “Al ‘first ouite ae own in Virginia where their culture has flourished since Colonial ys. —_ bulbs being native, are fully acclimatized and none better can 
be grown anywhere. 

Our new Bulb Book—list of choice bulbs 
for in or out door planting—free on request 

_ ° 7 3 1h. Madison Ave. 

ste Schlings Bulbs *3'=2: 

z= STAR f > 

Planting 

Plant Roses as late in 
the season as the weath- 
er will permit. Star 
Roses are guaranteed to 
grow and bloom—so you 
run no risk. 

Tests in our extensive trial 
gardens have proved that in the 

latitude of Philadelphia, in nor- 
mal seasons, anytime upto Decem- 
ber 15th is a good time to plant 
Star Roses. November is ideal for 
Rose planting farther north. 
The soil is mellow in autumn, the 
air crisp and bracing so that plant- 
ing is a pleasure. Star Rose roots 
quickly establish themselves and 
when spring comes they are full of 
the vitality they need to produce 
prize winning blooms in June. Our 
guaranteed-to-bloom, field- grown 
Star Roses are ready to beshipped 
as soon as your order arrives. 

Send today 
for our new 
fall catalog 
“Star Guide 
to Good 
Reoses.’’ It 
is FREE. 

THE CONARD-PYLE CO. 
Robert Pyle, Pres. 

Star Rose Growers 
West Grove 24, Pa. 
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for Fall Planting 
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Delivered 

Post Paid 

Now is the time to save time 
next Spring when every gar- 
den minute will be crowded. 
Fall planting of Roses has 
proven eminently successful. 
We suggest that you plant 
the following— 

The Dreer Gold 

Medal Dozen 
continues to attract the at- 
tention of connoisseurs in 
search of better Roses. Every 
variety in the collection is of outstanding merit and we'll continue 
to improve the Gold Medal Dozen as still superior varieties become 
available. Strong two-year-old plants, one each of twelve prize 
winners, delivered for $15.00. 

Chaplin’s Pink Climber 

The Rose Sensation of the last few years. Winner of the Gold Medal, 
National Rose Society of England in 1928. Of exceptional vigor, free 
flowering, hardy, with large trusses of lively pink flowers as large as 
those of Paul's Scarlet Climber, of which it is an offspring. Strong 
two-year-old plants each $1.50, postpaid. 

SS ~ 
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COPOEBEEEE! 

DREER’S AUTUMN CATALOG continues to serve as an inspira- 
tion to fall garden activity. This year’s book offers an unusual number of 
distinctly worthwhile novelties in several departments. When asking 
for your free copy, please mention this publication. 

ENRY A.DREE 
1306 Spring Garden St. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

ARE SES 

Autumn oe 

Planting 
More than a score of the outstanding 
new Roses are available direct from our 

great fields. Among those noted Roses are Mevrouw G. 
A.Van Rossem, golden salmon; Pres. Herbert Hoover, 
scarlet, pink and yellow; William E. Nickerson, orange- 

cerise; Talisman, scarlet-orange and yellow; Jacotte, 
orange-yellow; Thelma, pink climber; Chaplin’s Pink 
Climber. All these, and many other valuable Roses are 

Featured in our new Autumn Rose Booklet 

In addition to Roses (many shown in color), we present 
Magnolias, Japanese Cherries, Flowering Crabapples, a 

selected list of Hardy Plants, and extra choice specimens 
of Koster’s Blue Spruce (grafted). 

A copy of this new Autumn booklet will be mailed on request to 
those who expect to plant Roses, Flowering Shrubs or Perennials. 

You will confer a favor on us by mentioning American Home. 

BOBBINK & ATKINS Rutherford, New Jersey 

A EN mm 

Garden reminders 

North 

The Flower Garden. Give Peonies a 
heavy dressing of well rotted ma- 
nure. 

Dig up tender bulbs and tubers at 
this time. 

Straw up Roses. continue to mulch 
plants. 

Lift herbaceous plants that are 
likely to die over the winter if 
left exposed, and put them in the 
coldframe. 

Last of the spring bulbs should be 
planted at once. 

Last call on Sweet-peas for spring 
bloom. 

Mulch bulb beds as soon as ground 
freezes. 

Lay over Roses and cover them with 
soil. 

Pot Narcissus bulbs about Novem- 
ber 10, place pots in ground after 
soaking the earth and cover with 
six inches of soil. About Decem- 
ber 15 start to expose pots gradu- 
ally to the light indoors. You will 
have flowers Christmas. 

The Vegetable Garden. Root vege- 
tables must be stored for the 
winter. 

Try broadcasting seed of Cornsa.au 
and Kale over patches in the gar- 
den. Plants will be ready for spring 
use. 

Give Rhubarb heavy 
rotted manure. 

Put September-sown Cabbage and 
Cauliflower into the coldframe at 
once. 

Put into trenches cabbage that is 
headed up, getting plants in up- 
side down. Cover with burlap, 
straw, or leaves. 

Winter dressing for Asparagus. 
Lift Parsnips and Salsify for winter 

dressing of 

use. 
Why waste bean and tomato poles? 

Get them inside and store them 
for the winter. 

Overhaul and clean all tools; grease 
or oil all metal parts before storing 
for winter to avoid rust. Bright 
tools work better. 

Miscellaneous. Pile up all rakings, 
mix a trifle lime with them, and 
get compost heap ready. 

Give the lawn a top dressing of good 
soil. 

Don’t let garden 
get it indoors. 

Rhododendrons will appreciate wind- 
breaks placed in front of beds. 

Rubber plants, Cactus and other 
house plants may be resting at this 
time. Don’t give them so much 
water. 

Spray Apple trees well for San José 

furniture spoil; 

scale. 
Prune Grapes. 
Mulch Blackberries. Cut away dead 

wood. 
Put mulch on Strawberries as soon 

as ground freezes. 
If season is mild, there still is time 

to set out Apple and Pear trees; 
but better not move stone fruits or 
any thin bark trees. 

Give young trees a mound of earth, 
and as a protection stake the very 
small ones. 

A little bone meal will do wonders 
for house plants. 

Fake cuttings of Begonias. 

South 

The Flower Garden. Transplant an- 
nuals sown in September and early 
October. 

Sow in boxes or seed-beds: Daisies, 
Snapdragon, Phlox, Pink, Petunia, 
Alyssum, Candytuft, Lobelia, Cal- 
endula, Linum, Stock, Forget-me- 
not, and the Chinese Forget-me- 
not (Cynoglossum), Pansies, Cam- 
panula, Hollyhock, Anchusa, and 
many other annuals and biennials. 

In the open ground sow Poppies, 
Larkspur, Lupine, Evening Prim- 
rose. Hedges may be started. 

Plant late Sweet-peas; stake and cul- 
tivate the winter-blooming sort 
planted in August. 

Hyacinth, Tulip, Anemone, Freesia, 
Ranunculus, and Narcissus bulbs 
may still be planted. 

Plant bulbs of Easter Lily, Amary]l- 
lis, Calla, and Guernsey-lily. 

Pot Jonquil, Chinese Sacred-lily, 
Oxalis, and French-Roman Hya- 
cinth bulbs for Christmas gifts. 

Cut back Chrysanthemums after 
blooming. 

Roses and other shrubs may be set 
out if dormant. 

Dig Caladium, Tuberose, Canna, 
and Gladiolus bulbs and store them 
unless you prefer to leave them in 
the ground. 

Mulch Montbretias with manure. 
The Vegetable Garden. Continue sow- 

ing Spinach, Beets, Parsley, En- 
dive, Turnips, Lettuce, Parsnips, 
Mustard, Leeks, and Carrots. 

Sow Cabbage, Cauliflower, Broccoli, 
Brussels-sprouts, Kale, Swiss Chard. 

Sow late Peas, and Beans. 
Set out Artichokes, Onions, Shallots, 

Chives. Bank Celery. 
Get Cucumbers into hotbeds. 
Miscellaneous. Put out ant poison 

in cans or glass containers. 
Sow the Bermuda lawn with “ win- 

ter grass’’—a mixture of English 
and Italian Rye, first fertilizing 
with dressing of manure, or other 
fertilizer, with sand. 

Set out Strawberry plants. 
Take cuttings of most woody or 

succulent plants. 
Prepare land for fruit trees, but do 

not move them unless dormant. 
Plow or spade all land not planted, 

and sow Rye or Clover. 

The West Coast 

Take up and divide Primroses and 
Gazanias. 

Plant Crépemyrtle in the south and 
in warm, protected regions. 

Take up the spent Dahlias and Can- 
nas, clean them, label, and store 
them in a dry cool place. 

Cut down the Chrysanthemums, 
label them, and leave them in the 
ground until spring. If space be 
needed, heel them in. 

Spray the berry bearing shrubs with 
Volck as a protection from birds. 

Continue sowing spring blooming 
Sweet-peas, and in frostless re- 
gions plants already listed. 

Begin planting both deciduous and 
evergreen shrubs and trees, in- 
cluding Camellias, Rhododendrons, 
Magnolias, etc. 

Rake up leaves; keep for leaf mold. 
Take up Tuberous Begonias and keep 

in sand until spring. 
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vable.” 
Take advantage of this 
portunity. wy take 

j yi A 
| Hardy varieties such as King Al- 

fred, Emperor, Bic, Victoria, etc. 

A hippi — ay = ¢ 
placein the United States. Send 

||| No order less than $3 accepted 
Money Back Guarantee 

The onleinal Hendriks’ guarantee 
money refunded cheerfull without 
question if you are tisfied 
with your purc 
_— Bargain Catalogue 

imple, concise, printedattrac- 
Seely in color. oney-saving 

i) offerson — al 
4 ~ 4 +4-~ 

"Oule¢ pote pe house in Middle West 
Ss hf tute & ee, 

Quality Seed &Bulb Co. 

] 945 w. Washington B Bivd. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Preparing for 

Better Gardens 
Among our native plants none 
surpass the broadleaved Ever- 
greens and Azaleas in beauty and 
general usefulness. As specimens 
or in groups, around foundations 
or in shady places—no matter 
where you plant them, they ‘‘fill 
the bill’’ magnificently. 
For this reason we. specialize in 
this particular class of plants. 
Our nursery now holds not only 
the finest but also the largest 
stocks of Azaleas, Kalmias, Rho- 
dodendrons, etc. in the history of 
our business. 
About 20,000 heavily budded spec- 
imens of Andromeda or “‘Lily-of- 
the-Valley’’ Shrub, from 1 to 2 
feet high, are ready for spring 
delivery singly or in carioad lots. 
Free catalog presenting further facts 

about all we offer gladly mailed 
Sree on request. 

Gillett's Fern & 

Flower Farm 
3 Main St., Southwick, Mass. 

| | 

| ] } 

= = — acacia 

ORCHIDS > 

We have the most 

varied and _ largest 

commercial collection 

of orchids in the 

United States—write 

for special list of 

established orchids. 

2. —fo— 

LAGER & HURRELL 

chid Growers and Importers 

SUMMIT - - NEW JERSEY 

Sor plants that need 

Roses 

Rhododendrons 

Perennials 

Ferns 

Fvergreens 

Fall planted 

Bulbs 

ing bulbs 

Fad fi ers for 

Winter storage 

Winter Protectio 

LL plants that re- 

main in the ground 

from one season to 

the next are sub- 

ject to the ravages of winter 

killing. The loss and damage 

from this cause is stupendous. 

It is not unusual for a single 

garden to suffer loss of hun- 

dreds of dollars worth of flow- 

ers and shrubs. 

AN 

And this is a totally preveni- 

able loss. All that is necessary 

is a thin blanket or covering 

of GP M Peat Moss to pro- 

tect the roots against ground 

heaving, which results from 

alternate freezing and thaw- 

ing in late Fall and early 

Spring. This heaving tears 

away feeder roots. 

Because of its unusual struc- 

ture, GPM Peat Moss in- 

sulates against this action— 

it prevents heaving . . . keeps 

the roots covered at all times 

... prevents the earth from 

drying out too much... 

stops occasional early flow of 

sap induced by premature 

warm Sun rays... will save 

you many times the-small 

amount of its cost. 

3ut be sure to use G P M. Only the 
Pioneer G P M Peat Moss bearing 
this A, trade mark can offer you our 
guarantee. G P M is sold by leading 
dealers from coast to coast, but if your 
dealer does not carry the G P M 
brand, send direct to us and we will 
see that you are supplied. 

Literature and further details will gladly be supplied on request. 

ATKINS & 

B-25 Burling Slip 

DURBROW, INC. 

New York, N. Y. 

5 EVERGREENS for “= 10 
vais, rate 

ea | toftvervear 7 = Spruce. 
..--0ld trees » 4 American Spruce 

hinese 
Arborvitae. 

Field-Grown Stock, 250 Acres 

8 EVERGREENS $42 
2 Norway fees: 7 2 = 
borvitae, 2 

2 Juniperus a. = are 
to 6 years old. 15 to 20 inches high 

SPECIAL FREE OFFER 
Any $1.10 selectior from this ad. free 

with each order of $5.50 or over. 
Order Direct from This Adot. 

COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE 
6 years old, 2 trees .......+.seseees $1.10 

RHODODENDRONS 
(Maximum Rosebay), pinkish white flowers. 
(Catawbiense) flower is reddish purple. 
(Coneiaee*e) dark pink. 3 plants — 

~ 2 ~» SELB AR newt ee eee eeeeeeeeeeee 
aenolia Trees.....2%°.. $1.10 

HARDY AZALEA (Nudifiora)—-A handsome, 
early, free-flowering, deep pink species, 
very profuse, and showy. A beautiful 
i Very hardy. Blooming $1. 10 

EE Sdacacnconssassessons 
Lilacs, White and Pink, 2 shrubs ....$1.10 
Althea (Rose of Sharon), Pink, Red, 

B MED cccccccaccccscsccceccoceses $1.10 
Hardy Hydran pews, Blue, Pink, 2 shrubs $1.10 
Golden Bell, llow flowers in early 

Spring. 2 me. 0090 0eseceecoeseces $1.10 
Butterfly Bushes, 2 shrubs .......... $1.10 
Cornus (Dogwood), 2 shrubs ......... $1.10 
Weigela Rosea, 2 shrubs ............. $1.10 
Japanese Bar 1 and 1% ft 

high, bushy, 6 plants.............. $1.10 
Hardy 4 mroeeathonams, assorted, 6 
DEE 65552606402406460004660260600006 $1.10 

Hardy Perennials, Live Forever. 
These Plants Are Two Years 5 
Old, Bleeming Age. Each... Cc 
Delphiniums, Dark Blue and Light Blue; 
Columbine, all colors; Oriental Poppies, 
flowers 8 inches across, different colors: 
Double MHollyhocks, beautiful colors; 
Shasta Daisies, Yellow Daisies; Hardy 
Carnations, 6 colors; Painted Daisies, 
Gaillardias, Sweet Williams, Canterbury 
Bells; Foxgloves, different colors. 
ORDER MUST AMOUNT TO $1.10 OR MORE 

THE FISCHER NURSERIES 
Evergreen Dept. 48, EASTON, PA. 

Add 15c for Packing 

Hardy Exhibition 

,,, Chrysanthemums 

Wonder of Wonders 
A Collection 

Field- 
Grown 
Plants 

s 7° 
tpaid 

Flowers 6 to 8 Inches Across 
HERE’S WHAT YOU GET 

Quaker Maid—W hite 
Enchanters—Pink 
Golden Lode—Y ellow 
Unaka—Bronze 

Pompons 
in same colors 8 for $1.10 

Hardy Flowerin 
ecanaidn, — al 12 for #1. 60 
A wonderful collection. Assorted one-year-ok 

plants. NOW is the time to plant. 
Add 15¢ for Packing & Insurance 

New Market Perennial Gardens 
86 Randolph Road 
New Market, N. J. 

; #, } 3 % be tie Bhs | | ecm 

Flowering Trees ?f Orient the 
Japanese Roseflowering and 

Weeping Cherries 
Flowering Crabs in all varieties and sizes 
Azaleas, Evergreen and Deciduous, in 

a large assortment 
5 Flowering Cherries 2-3’ for $10.00; 
or 5 Flowering Crab 3 4’ for $10.00. 

ovember Delivery. 
Illustrated Book sent free upon request 
WOHLERT of NARBERTH, PA. 

924 Montgomery Ave. 
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Planting Your Garden | 

With nursery stock grown with pains-taking care—skillfully 
dug— intelligently handled-—will produce the best of results. 

Nearly a century of effort has enabled us to grow some of the CHOICEST 
AZALEAS — RHODODENDRONS — ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS— 
SPECIMEN SHADE TREES—VINES. 

We have, also, some WONDERFUL PEONIES — JAPANESE AND 
GERMAN IRIS—WORLD’S CHOICEST PHLOX—HARDY GARDEN 
PERENNIALS—SPECIAL PLANTS FOR ROCK GARDENS. 

Write for our descriptive catalog. 

CHERRY HILL NURSERIES 

(Thurlows and Stranger, Inc.) 

West Newbury Massachusetts 

J Tulips — 

Immediate 

Shipment 

Choice Darwins 
Afterglow.—Deep rosy orange edged 
salmon. A masterpiece at $1.20 per doz.; 
$8.50 per 100. 
Anton Mauve.—Rich violet-purple shaded 
garnet. $1.10 per doz.; $7.90 per 100. 
Baronne de la Tonnaye.—Bright rose 
edge blush. 65c per doz.; $4.40 per 100. 
Clara , Butt—The greatest salmon-pink 
bedder. 75c per doz.; $4.90 per 100. 

“Tulipdom™ May, 1930 Pride of Haarlem—A superb rosy caf- 
mine. 75c per doz.; $4.90 per 100. 

ly 

Princess lizabeth.—Showy, clear deep 
Order at Once! rosy pink R5c per doz.; $5.90 per 100. 

i . : Lowis XIV.—Magnificent purplish bronze 
; If you would enjoy a gay parade m argined golden yellow Breeder. $1.05 
fh 60of Tulips in your garden next || per doz.; $7.40 per 100. 
| Spring, you should plant bulbs 
fH NOW! You may plant them any « ike 
i 5 ea er ‘ . f > of, >7es esneriana Spathulata. azzling crimson H time before the ground freeze ccotiet. Sc per don; $5.40 par 100 
# hard, which generally does not ' : H ° 28 Grenadier —A gorgeous orange-ted. 95c 
H happen before | agg gat per doz.; $6.40 per 100. 

(fy 

= 

seensarseasenseesncne eens 

A Few Cottage Tulips 

Alongside we offer a few reliab Jokn Ruskin.—Selmon-rose edged soft 
standards guaranteed to please. || yellow. A wonderful flower. 80c per 
May we send similar or better kinds i $5.40 per 100. ‘ 
(for same money ) in case your ot a I ag ore ne gba ~ 2 

choice should be sold out? Please |} per doz.; $5.40 per 100. 
act promptly. Sorts offered here are |] Mrs. Moon.—Rich golden yellow. 95c 
just a few of many varieties || per doz.; $6.40 per 100 
available. Swrene.—The rich cerise-pink Lily flowered H | 

Tulip. 95c per doz.; $6.40 per 100 H | 
: Ask for Surplus List. Cardinal Manning.—A magnificent wine- 

(N\ red Breeder. 80c per doz.; $5.40 per 100. 3 

ZANDBERGEN BROS. ‘‘Tulipdom” 

3 Mill River Road, Oyster Bay, Long Island, N.Y. 

Nurseries at Valkenberg, near Leiden, Holland 
and at Babylon, Long Island, N. Y. 

<— Dae 
kd ssssses GC oo © 3 < 

Takes Many—Likes This Best 

“We take many garden or flower publications, but we do not find as much 
instructive and interesting reading in all of them combihed as we find in each 
number of the Chronicle.’’—C. A. R., Marion, Ohio. 

The Gardeners’ Chronicle 
is edited by the Secretary of 
the National Association of 
Gardeners. It is authentic 

and inspiring. 

$1 brings you seven 
monthly issues; $2 brings 
you thirteen, a full year plus 
current issue. Send today. 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
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Six million Daffodil blooms at our Mile-Front Daffodil Farm at Islip, L. I. 

Bulbs for Autumn Planting 

for April and May Blooming 

Daffodils 
Bulbs of the finest varieties are now being produced 
on our Long Island Farm in as good quality as for- 
merly imported. Following is a Special Offer of : 

Six Fine Varieties 
Conaplonne (Barri) Perianth a pale yellow, cup 

er yellow 
Lucifer Uncomparabilis) Perianth sulphur- white, 

cup orange-scarlet 
Queen of the North (Leedsii) Perianth clear white, 

cup primrose-yellow 
Sie Watkin (Incomparatilis) Perianth primrose- 

yellow, cup darker yellow 
Spring Glory _—— Trumpet) Perianzh clear white, 

trumpet deep ye’ 
Vanilla (Giant canal Perianth yellow, trumpet 

deep yellow 

Special Collection Offer 
10 each of above, 60 Bulbs_....._...-- $ 7.00 
25 each of above, 150 Bulbs______--___- 15.00 
100 each of above, 600 Bulbs_-__________- 50.00 

Tulips 
Few spring flowering plants rival the May Pivuating 
Tulips for brilliance of bloom. They are a wonderfu 
addition to the flower garden. Following is a Special 
Offer, including Darwin, Breeder and Cottage sorts: 

Ten Fine Varieties 
Bronze Queen (Breeder) Soft golden bronze 
Cardinal Manning (Breeder) Bright rosy violet 
Clara Butt (Darwin) A fine, clear saimon-pink 
Edmee (Darwin) Cherry-rose with a lighter border 
Farncombe Sanders (Darwin) Vivid scarlet 
Inglescombe Yellow (Cottage) A rich yellow 
Louis XIV (Breeder) Purple, golden bronze margin 
Moonlight (Cottage) Bright canary-yellow 
Painted Lady (Darwin) A fine white 
Rev. H. Ewbank (Darwin) Soft lavender-violet 

Special Collection Offer 
10 each of above, 100 Bulbs__-______- $ 6.00 
25 each of os, ;. 14.00 
100 each of above, 1,000 Bulbs_________- 50.00 

Our 1930 Fall Bulb Catalogue sent on request 

Branch Stores: 
Newark, N. J. 

Hempstead, L. I. 

Branch Stores: 
Vamp 6 alter 223.2 

30-32 Barclay St., New York 
Stamford, Conn. 

One of the Largest Growers and Importers of Bulbs for Discriminating Flower Lovers in the United States 

Most bril- 
25 TUL! C hient ang beautiful 
assortment of colors—Pink, phone. ., Searict Crimson, 
Maroon, Lilac, Lavender hite, Yellow, 
Mottled and Stri . 25 bene reltie for 25; 125 for 
$1.00, —— Bulb wers age # this a for 
propagatin urposes. on’t miss this nd op- 
— of we getting started with a big planting of 
arwin Tulips at very little expense. 
SPECIAL’: 2 Hyacinths. each a different _col- 

Narcissus; 1 Iris; 3 Giant 
Darwin Tulips, pant oo a diffarcnt color; and 25 Baby 
Darwin Tulips, all for $3.00. All but bab Julies 
are large bulbs. FALL B See Fy D PLA CATA- 
0G FREE. BURGESS SEED & PLANT CO., 

418 H. T., GALESBURG, MICHIGAN. 

Learnto bea-— 

a DSCAPE ARCHITECT 

9 At Home—By Mail 
es Big fees; pleasant, 

healthful work; a dig- 
nified, uncrowded pro- 
fession offering re- 
markable opportuni- 
ties to both men and 
women. Experts earn 

$50 to $200 a week. Some 
students pay for course from 
fees earned while studying. 
Send Coupon Today 
We will send you interest- 
ing material showing how 
you may easily and quickly 
ame this profitable busi- 

foc lll le 
Gentlemen: Please send me complete details regarding 
your home study course in Lan pe Gardening. 

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE SCHOOL 
14-A Plymouth Bldg. Des Moines, Iowa 

for All-Year 

Seclusion 

ECONOMICAL to erect at this 

season, put up Dubois now 

as a weather-proof, rust- 

proof, all-year guardian of 

your privacy. 

Woven Wood Fence 

Made in France, of live-cut chestnut 
saplings, Dubois is the original weven- 
wood fence. Comes in 6 heights. 

DUBOIS 
REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF. 

‘Dubois Fence & Garden | Co.. “Tne, 
101 Park Ave., New York, 3 EN esas a Nec as wei § Pads : eke 

Please send, without p Ane ag your eh. EE Ane ee a : 
new catalogue illust orn, he man 
interesting ways Duboisis being use rd. City State ° 1-K 

Native Plants 

That Bloom 

The First Year 

Violas, Orchids, Lilies, closed 
Gentian, Kalmias, Rhododen- 
drons, and a hundred-and- 
one other things. My new 
catalogue will assist you to 
make a wise selection. Write 
for a copy. 

E. C. ROBBINS 

Gardens of the Blue Ridge 

Box 7 Ashford, N. C. Box A 
L 

ve © D O D 

Peonies 

Leading Specialties at 

Rosedale For 25 Years 

now offered at the lowest price 
ever, while the quality is still 

Rosedale Quality 

Catalog on Request 

S.G. HARRIS | 

Tarrytown, N. Y. | 

Dry leaves mixed with ADCO 
turn into rich artificial manure. So 
does most other garden rubbish. 

Stable manure has become scarce, 
but you can turn every bit of vegeta- 
ble rubbish—leaves, weeds, cuttings, 
etc. from the garden, straw and corn- 
stalks from the farm—into manure 
without a by the simple ADCO 
process. This ADCO Manure is real 
manure, identical chemically an 
fertilizing power with the old-fash- 
ioned kind, but much cleaner. 

You owe it to yourself to know 
about artificial manure and how to 
make it. Won't you let us send you 
our interesting booklet? It’s free. 

DON’T BURN YOUR LEAVES! 

Send $7.75 for 100 Ibs. of ADCO, enough to make two tons of excellent manure; 
or order it from your own seedsman. Simple directions accompany every package. 

ADCO, 1738 Ludlow Street, Philadelphia 

Darwin Tulips 

Bedding Size 

250100 

Prepaid 

These imported 
bulbs of a special 
home garden grade 
are all of fine named 
varieties, and of 

flowering size for outdoor 
planting, though not 
recommended for forcing 
They were especially se 

lected for this offer by our Dutch 
growers, who supply the high- 
est quality bulbs for our florist 
and private estate trade. The 
varieties are: 
Baronne de la Tonnaye, 

rose 
Clara Butt, clear pink 

Farncombe Sanders, scarlet 
Le Notre, light rose 
Prof. Rawenhoff, cherry-red 
Rev. Ewbank, lilac 
Inglescombe Yellow 
Mme. Krelage, bright pink 
Princess Elizabeth, rose-pink 
Pride of Haarlem, rose-carmine 

bright 

Any variety prepaid for $3 per 100 

Special American Home offer: 
Ten each of the above ten varie- 
ties, 100 bulbs, prepaid for $2.75 

Fall Catalog Free 

Vaughan’s Seed Store 

10 W. Randolph St. 
Chicago 

47 Barclay Sc. 
New York City 
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Surprise your neighbors 

SUTTON'S ANTIRRHINUMS—SEED PACKETS, 

Pernaps your flower garden has not been 
a particular source of pride to you. But 
next summer you can not only surprise 
yourself with the size and beauty of the 
flowers you grow but you can give your 
neighbors the surprise of their lives. Just 
plant Sutton’s Seeds. You will find that 
practically every seed will sprout and 
os into a sturdy plant that will bear 
arge, beautifully colored blooms. 
Sutton & Sons are internationally 

recognized as the leading seedsmen of 
two hemispheres. Founded in 1806, the 
management is now in the hands of the 
fourth generation of the family. Constant 
care in the selection of seed, knowledge 
and experience in the best methods of 
breeding, are your assurance that Sut- 
ton’s Seeds are true-to-type, uniform in 
quality and sure to grow. When you buy 
Sutton's Seeds you get the same quality 
seed that is supplied to the Royal family 
of England, for Sutton & Sons are, By 
Appointment, Seedsmen to His Majesty 

Surprise yourself — 

60 CENTS 

King George V. Buy Sutton’s Seeds and 
know the satisfaction that comes from 
having a garden of the choicest flowers 
that grow. 

Sutton’s Amateur’s Guide in 
Horticulture and General Garden 

Seed Catalogue 

The beauty and clearness of the illustra- 
tions are a real aid in the selection of 
varieties, while the general introductions 
and the descriptions of individual varie- 
ties tell the gardener the place for each. 
The book will be sent post-paid on receipt 
of thirty-five cents in stamps or Inter- 
national Money Order. 

SUTTON & SONS, Lrp. 
Derr. A, Reapinc, ENGLAND 

Susy Suata, 

England's Best 

SPECIAL OFFER 

DARWINS. 

100 Mixed Varieties 

$3.65 

1,000 for $34.00 
All large size. 
Fine variety of colors. 
Sure to bloom. 

GLORIOUS 

MAY-FLOWERI 

GIANT DARWIN TULIPS 

Surpass in beauty all May Flowering Bulbs. 
now and take advantage of these special prices. 

EXQUISITE COLLECTION 

Place your order 

Baronne de la Tonnaye (Rose-Pink)........... 2... 0.202 cccccceccuee 70 $5.15 
oo oe dda eed awaa ademas .70 5.40 
Clara Butt (Salmon-Pink). ; . 65 4.90 
Inglescombe Yellow (Canary Yellow).....................-- 75 5.40 
Romemeness Glett THONG COTM)... ccccccccccccccccccccces 75 5.40 eed 
Mrs. Potter Palmer (Glowing Purple)................. ; 90 6.) =— 
Pride of Haarlem (Brilliant Carmine-Red) .............. 65 5.15 
Rev. H. Ewbank Vivid Heliotrope-Lilac).............. an 70 540 
Farncombe Sanders (Geranium Red) ................... .70 5.15 
Princess Elizabeth (Deep Pink and Lilac Fringe) 5 5.15 

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
1 dozen each of the above ( 120 Bulbs in all—Value $ 7.15) ..........ior $ 6.50 

25 each of the above ( 250 alue 13.50) .. -for 12.75 
100 each of the above (1000 “* *“—Value 54.00) ...... for 50.00 

Ask for Our Autumn Catalog of Bulbs 

- Seedsmen 
483 Main Street 

NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. 

Landscape & Nurseries 
de Furs Boston Post Road 

LARCHMONT, N. Y. 

es 
Protect Your 

WILD 

BIRDS 

Attract wild birds to your gar- 
den or estate—keep them there 

summer and winter. One Townley Suet Cage 
feeds the bird population of an acre of park or 
garden. Discourages migration. Approved by 
Audubon, L. 1. Bird Society, etc. Money back if 
not as represented. $ 
Some protected territory open for 1.50 

Write for details. 
150 East S3rd $t., 

distributors. 
STAREX WOVELTY CS. Mew York City 

“ iyo Foot 
Sco Scraper 

An ideal gift for any occa- 
sion. 11 inches long, cast 
iron, dull black. 7 Ibs 
Fastens to floor or base by 
4 screws. 

POSTPAID 
A. H. PATCH, Craft Dept. 

37 Black Hawk Park sville, Tenn. 
shows many other attractive Onur gist Soli 

rnaments wn tron and pottery, Ask for it. 

4 BURPEE’S 

= GARDEN BOOK 

In planning your garden, consult Bur- 
pee's Annual Garden Book! It offers the 

newest and widest possible information 
and selections for growing more beautiful 

— and vegetables. Write for your copy 
oday. It’s free 

Ww. ATLEE BURPER, €O., Box 201, PHILADELPUIA 

do you know how 
to blend the old with 
the new furnishings? The 
American Home will help 
you do it successfully! $1 
a year. Address, Garden 
City, N. Y. 

Know Your Garden Inhabitants! 

different 
samples for the asking. 

2182 East 75th St. 

It's a pity to pay good prices for named 
varieties and then lose or forget the name! 
We make ay labels of lasting quality, 

inds for different plants. Free 

THE AQUAPROOF PRODUCTS CO. 
Cleveland, Ohio 

GORDON AINSLEY 

50 CALACHORTUS $2.25 
Western Wild Flower Bulbs—Exquisite shades of 
creamy-white, Citron, Golden Yellow, Rosy pink, 
Lilac. Some beautifully marked with Lilac to 
deep Wine-purple. Perfectly hardy when mulched. 
50 bulbs—$2.25, postpaid. 
Hardy Bulb Seeds. Many easy grown varieties, 
Arums, Freesias, Iris, Liliums, Narcissus. Plant 
now. Catalog of bulbs and bulb seeds on request. 

Campbell, Californie 

Si) 

LEVER women do 

things nowadays. 

want extra 
Blooming 

Size CACT 
All correctly labelled 
guaranteed. Postpaid. 

25 different varieties $6.00 
10 different ar 2.50 
—with 8” bowl $ 
5 different varieties § 
with 3 bowl 2.80 * 1.50 
MEXICAN TRADING €O. Room ( 
Two Republics Bidg., El Paso, Tex. | 

Live plants 
$1 BUY 

PHLOX, FINE, MEW VARIETIES, 
Order new. 
fer planting. 

FOR YOUR YARD OR GARDEN THE 
FOLLOWING QUALITY PLANTS: 

HYDRANGEA, P.6., 3 FT. BUSHY PLANTS, 3 FOR $1.00 
COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE, 8 INCH, 2 FOR $1.00 
NORWAY MAPLE, 5 FT. TREE, 
SOUR CHERRIES, MAY DUKE, 3-4 FT. TR.,2 FOR $1.00 

Your plants will be shipped at the prover time 
A pesicard brings our free catalogue of plants. 

YORK NURSERIES, Painesvitte, On10 

If they 

1 FOR $1.00 

4 FOR $1.00 

Archway and 
picket fence. 
Made of cedar, 
painted white. 
Arch and 

There are 
houses for every kind 
This is for bluebirds. Price $6. 

WHEN you wan Rose Arbors 
Garden Houses 
Trellises 
Play Houses 
Garden Seats 

son. Send for 

Pergolas cedar, painted, 
Bird Houses to erect. 

E. F. HOD 
1108 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 

Hodgson bird 

door equipment, 

It pictures and prices every- 
thing listed here. All made of 

Delightful play 
house for chil- 
dren. Red cedar, 
painted out- 
side, stained 
inside. Abso- 
lutely weath- 
er - proof. 
Shipped ready 

to erect. 

of dird. 

t attractive out- 
think of Hodg- 
free booklet X. 

shipped ready 

special needs. 

earn it themselves. 

money for clothes, their 

homes, clubs, or church, 

they do not wait until 

they can save out of 

family income — they 

Selling THE AMERI- 

CAN HOME is one clever 

way of earning money— 

quickly. Let us tell you 

about this new and easy 

way to earn money for 

Dog Kennels ——, 
Picket Fences 
Lattice Fences 
Pet Stock Houses : 
Tool Houses Write 
Poultry-Houses Agency Department 
Play Boats 

THE AMERICAN HOME 
GSON CO. 

6 East 39th St., New York, N. Y. Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc. 
Garden City, New York 
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APTIVE in the graceful 

lines and curves of every 

Nichols & Stone Windsor 

Chair, is the very spirit of 

those old Colonial days when 

life was so gracious yet gay. 

For Nichols & Stone have 

done more than merely copy 

the authentic lines of those 

priceless heirlooms of three 

hundred years ago. 

In the chaste Colonial model- 

ing—the delightful propor- 

tioning—the staunch, substan- 

tial structure—the colorful fin- 

ish that rivals the kindly touch 

of Time—they have re-created 

Nichols & Stone Wind- 
sors are featured in the 
better furniture and 

_ 
ers: je 

+ 

the charm and liveableness 

that make Windsors, after 

three centuries of service, still 

America’s best-beloved chairs. 

department stores; and 
are easily identified | CTHE HOME OF 

Clarmof Olden Day 

Whether you choose them for 

an Early American living 

room, for a cozy corner in the 

modernistic manner, or for 

the compact dining nook of 

today—Nichols & Stone 

Windsors will fulfill every 

function true to the manner 

born. For they date back to 

those days when oft a single 

room was the entire home. 

And in more than a hundred 

and twenty-five attractive pat- 

terns, they perpetuate the dis- 

tinctive Windsor family trait 

of being “at home in any 

room in any home.” 

“The Tercentenary of 

ingly illustrated booklet 

by the shield-shaped 
N & S historical tag 

NICHOLS QcSTONE CO. z:esr510 

| WINDSOR CHAIRS | on N & S Windsors, 

Gardner | Mass'tts 

will be sent you on 
request to Dept. 0-30 



Luckies Are Always 

Kind To Your Throat 

Lucky Strike, the finest Cigarette 

you ever smoked, made of the 

finest tobacco —The Cream of the 

Crop—“IT’S TOASTED.” Lucky 

Strike has an extra, secret heat- 

ing process. Everyone knows that 

heat purifies and so 20,679 

physicians say that Luckies are 

less irritating to your throat. 

It’s toasted” 

Your Throat Protection— 

against irritation — against cough 

There are 18 of these merry little figures. One 

comes in each tin of Lucky Strike Flat Fifties. 

© 1930, The American Tobacco Co., Mfrs. 


